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Preface
This report contains the proceedings of the 2005 workshop on Rigorous Engineering of
Fault Tolerant Systems (REFT 2005) held in conjunction with the Formal Methods 2005
conference in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK. The aim of this one day workshop is to bring
together researchers who are interested in the application of rigorous design techniques to
the development of fault tolerant software based systems. Fault tolerance design techniques
are essential for increasing the dependability of complex systems. It is our belief that such
techniques need to be designed into systems in a rigorous and principled way. It is also our
belief that the use of formal methods is essential for rigorous engineering of any complex
system. Through abstraction, refinement and proof, formal methods provide design
techniques that support clear thinking as well rigorous validation and verification. Good tool
support is also required to support the industrial application of these design techniques.
The nature of scientific research is such that people tend to belong to communities with
common interests and usually there is insufficient dialogue between communities who may
have much to offer each other. In organising this workshop we sought contributions from
the fault tolerance community and the formal methods community. Our hope is that the
formal methods people can learn more about, and perhaps be fired up by, challenging
issues in fault tolerant design. Likewise, we hope that researchers on fault tolerance can
understand better how formal methods could improve the way in which their techniques are
developed and applied.
The REFT 2005 workshop was organised by the partners of FP6 IST RODIN (Rigorous Open
Development Environment for Complex Systems). Rigorous design of fault tolerant systems
is a major theme of the RODIN project. In organising this workshop we are aiming to build
a network of researchers from the wider community to promote integration of the
dependability and formal methods research.
We were delighted with the quality and relevance of the paper submissions that we
received for the workshop. Approximately half the papers are from members of the RODIN
project while the other half are from the wider community.
We have several papers from fault tolerance researchers, several from formal methods
researchers and several that involve researchers in both communities. It is encouraging to
see that many of the papers are addressing software based systems that impact peoples'
everyday lives such as communications systems, mobile services, control systems, medical
devices and business transactions. We hope that you enjoy reading these proceedings and
encourage you to contribute to our aim of closer collaboration between dependability and
formal methods research.
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Workshop papers
Ian Hayes. Using domain models to specify systems (invited talk)

1

Linas Laibinis, Elena Troubitsyna, Sari Leppanen, Johan Lilius, Qaiser Malik. Formal
Service-Oriented Development of Fault Tolerant Communicating Systems

2

Colin Snook, Michael Poppleton, Ian Johnson. Towards a methodology for rigorous
development of generic requirements patterns

12

C. Ponsard, P. Massonet, J.F. Molderez Analyzing Fault-Tolerant Systems with
FAUST (demonstration)

22

Shmuel Katz. Rigorous Fault Tolerance Using Aspects and Formal Methods (invited
presentation)

32

Alfredo Capozucca, Nicolas Guelfi, Patrizio Pelliccione. The Fault-Tolerant Insulin
Pump Therapy

33

Thomas Wilson, Savi Maharaj, Robert Clark. Omnibus: A clean language and
supporting tool for integrating different assertion-based verification techniques (short
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Alexei Iliasov, Linas Laibinis, Alexander Romanovsky, Elena Troubitsyna. Towards
Formal Development of Mobile Location-based Systems

53

Joey Coleman, Cliff Jones. Examples of how to Determine the Specifications of
Control Systems
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Anatoliy Gorbenko, Vyacheslav Kharchenko, Olga Tarasyuk. FMEA- technique of
Web Services Analysis and Dependability Ensuring
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Divakar Yadav, Michael Butler. Application of Event B to Global Causal Ordering
for Fault Tolerant Transactions
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Patrice Chalin. Are Practitioners Writing Contracts?
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Modeling and Analysis of Architectural Exceptions
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Joey Coleman. Examining BPEL's Compensation Construct (short presentation)
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Alexei Iliasov, Victor Khomenko, Maciej Koutny, Alexander Romanovsky. On
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141

Using domain models to specify systems
Invited Talk
Ian Hayes
School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering
The University of Queensland
Australia
Abstract: In order to specify a control system one needs a model of the domain being
controlled including its interface to the controlling machine. It should be adequate to
formally specify:
•
•
•

the overall system's required behaviour (1),
the assumptions the machine can rely on about the domain's (normal)
behaviour (2), and
the constraints on the way the domain may be controlled via its interface.

To accommodate fault-tolerance one also needs to be able to formally specify:
•
•
•
•

hazardous behaviour of the system (to be avoided),
possible misbehaviour of the domain -- faults or failure modes -- this
weakens the assumptions (2),
allowable responses to faults -- this weakens (1), and
healthy behaviour of the domain to allow checks to be made on the domain's
behaviour -- this should imply the assumptions (2).

Choice of an adequate level of abstraction for the domain model is essential (and
difficult). It should allow the specification of the above characteristics without
including extraneous characteristics. For this an engineer with domain experience is
typically required.
This work is conducted in cooperation with Michael Jackson and Cliff Jones.
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Abstract. We present work in progress on a methodology for the engineering,
validation and verification of generic requirements using domain engineering
and formal methods. The need to develop a generic requirement set for
subsequent system instantiation is complicated by the addition of the high
levels of verification demanded by safety-critical domains such as avionics. We
consider the failure detection and management function for engine control
systems as an application domain where product line engineering is useful. The
methodology produces a generic requirement set in our, UML based, formal
notation, UML-B. The formal verification both of the generic requirement set,
and of a particular application, is achieved via translation to the formal
specification language, B, using our U2B and ProB tools.

Introduction
The notion of software product line (also known as system family) engineering became well established [14], after Parnas’ proposal [18] in the 70’s of information hiding and modularization as techniques that would support the handling of program
families. Product line engineering arises where multiple variants of essentially the
same software system are required, to meet a variety of platform, functional, or other
requirements. This kind of generic systems engineering is well known in the avionics
industry; e.g. [12, 10] describe the reuse of generic sets of requirements in engine
control and flight control systems.
Domain analysis and object oriented frameworks are among numerous solutions
proposed to product line technology. In Domain-Specific Software Architecture [23]
for example, the domain engineering of a set of general, domain-specific requirements
for the product line is followed by its successive refinement, in a series of system engineering cycles, into specific product requirements. On the other hand [11] describes
the Object-Oriented Framework as a “a reusable, semi-complete application that can
be specialized to produce custom applications”. Here the domain engineering pro1

This work is part of the EU funded research project: IST 511599 RODIN (Rigorous Open
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duces an object-oriented model that must be instantiated, in some systematic way, for
each specific product required. In this work we combine object-oriented and formal
techniques and tools in domain and product line engineering.
It is widely recognized that formal methods (FM) technology makes a strong contribution to the verification required for safety-critical systems [15]. It is further recognized that FM will need to be integrated [3] in as “black-box” as possible a manner
in order to achieve serious industry penetration. The B method of J.-R. Abrial [1, 19]
is a formal method with good tool support [2, 8], and a good industrial track record,
e.g. [9]. At Southampton, we have for some years been developing an approach of integrating formal specification and verification in B, with the UML [7]. The UML-B
[22] is a profile of UML that defines a formal modelling notation combining UML
and B. It is supported by the U2B tool [20], which translates UML-B models into B,
for subsequent formal verification. This verification includes model-checking with the
ProB model-checker [13] for B. These tools have all been developed at Southampton,
and continue to be extended in current work.
Failure detection and management for engine control
A common functionality required of many systems is to detect and manage the failure
of its inputs. This is particularly pertinent in aviation applications where lack of tolerance to failed system inputs could have severe consequences. The failure manager
filters inputs from the controlled system, providing the best information possible and
determining whether a transducer or system component has failed or not.
Inputs may be tested for magnitude, rate of change and consistency with other inputs. When a failure is detected it is managed in order to maintain a usable set of input values for the control subsystem and provide ‘graceful degradation’. To prevent
over-reaction to isolated transient values, a failed condition must be confirmed as persistent before irreversible action is taken. Failure detection and management (FDM)
in engine control systems is a demanding application area, see e.g. [6], giving rise to
far more than a simple parameterizable product line situation.
Our approach contributes to the failure detection and management domain by presenting a method for the engineering, validation and verification of generic requirements for product-line engineering purposes. The approach exploits genericity both
within as well as between target system variants. Although product-line engineering
has been applied in engine and flight control systems [12, 10], we are not aware of
any such work in the FDM domain. We define generic classes of failure-detection test
for sensors and variables in the system environment, such as rate-of-change, limit, and
multiple-redundant-sensor, which are simply instantiated by parameter. Multiple instances of these classes occur in any given system. Failure confirmation is then a generic abstraction over these test classes: it constitutes a configurable process of execution of specified tests over a number of system cycles, that will determine whether a
failure of the component under test has occurred. Our approach is focussed on the
genericity of this highly variable process.
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Fault Tolerance
This application domain (and our approach to it) includes fault tolerant design in two
senses: tolerance to faults in the environment, and in the control system itself. The
FDM application is precisely about maximizing tolerance to faults in the sensed engine and airframe environment. The control system (including the FDM function) - is
supported by a backup control system in a dynamically redundant design. This backup
system - with distinct hardware/software design, with a reduced-functionality sensing
fit - can be switched in by a watchdog mechanism if the main system has failed.
In the narrower (and more usual) sense, we will be examining various schemes for
designing fault tolerance into the FDM software subsystem. Work to date has specified and validated a generic requirements specification for FDM. As we apply refinement techniques and technology to construct the design, we will consider various
relevant approaches, such as driving the specification of a control system from environmental requirements [25], or the use of fault-tolerant patterns for B specifications
[27] and their refinements [26].

Methodology
The process for obtaining a generic model of requirements is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
first stage is an informal domain analysis which is based on prior experience of developing products for the application domain of failure detection and management in engine control. A taxonomy of the kind of generic requirements found in the application
domain is developed and, from this, a first-cut generic entity-relationship model is
formed by naming and relating the generic requirements.
The identification of a useful generic model is a difficult process warranting further
exploration. This is done in the domain engineering stage where a more rigorous examination of the first-cut model is undertaken, using UML-B, U2B and ProB. The
model is animated by creating typical instances of its generic requirement entities, to
test when it is and is not consistent. This stage is model validation by animation, using
the ProB and U2B tools, to show that it is capable of holding the kind of information
that is found in the application domain. During this stage the relationships between
the entities are likely to be adjusted as a better understanding of the domain is developed. This stage results in a validated generic model of requirements that can be instantiated for each new application.

Fig. 1. Process for obtaining the generic model
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For each new application instance, the requirements are expressed as instances of
the relevant generic requirement entities and their relationships, in an instance model.
The ProB model checker is then used to automatically verify that the application is
consistent with the relationship constraints embodied in the generic model. This stage,
producing a consistent instance model, shows that the requirements are a consistent
set of requirements for the domain. It does not, however, show that they are the right
set of requirements that will give the desired system behaviour.
Our aim in future work, therefore, is to add dynamic features to the instantiated
model in the form of variables and operations that model the behaviour of the entities
in the domain and to animate this behaviour so that the instantiated requirements can
be validated. We would prefer to add this behaviour in the generic model so that it too
can be re-used by the instantiated model.
During the domain analysis phase we found that considering the rationale for requirements revealed key issues, which are properties that an instantiated model should
possess. Key issues are higher level requirements that could be expressed at a more
abstract level from which the generic model is a refinement. The generic model could
then be verified to satisfy the key issue properties by proof or model checking. This
matter is considered in [21] which gives an example of refinement of UML-B models
in the failure management domain.
The final stage is to validate the specific configuration. This would be done by providing actual values to generic behaviours when the generic mode is instantiated. The
resulting specific model could then be animated to validate its behaviour.
Finally, we recognize the need for tools to support uploading of bulk system instance definition data, as well as the efficient and user-friendly validation/ debugging
of said data. ProB could easily be enhanced to provide, for example, data counterexamples explaining invariant violations.

Domain Analysis
To obtain an initial understanding of the requirements domain we used domain analysis in a similar style to Lam [12]. The first step was to define the scope of the domain
in discussion with engine controller experts. An early synthesis of the requirements
and key issues were formed, giving due attention to the rationale for the requirements.
Considering the requirements rationale is useful in reasoning about requirements in
the domain [12]. For example, the rationale for confirming a failure before taking action is that the system should not be susceptible to spurious interference on its inputs.
From the consideration of requirements rationale, key issues were identified which
served as higher level properties required of the system. An example of such a property would be that the failure management system must not be held in a transient action state indefinitely. The rationale from which it has been derived is that a transient
state is temporary and actions associated with this state may only be valid for a limited time.
A core set of requirements were identified from several representative failure management engine systems. For example, the identification of magnitude tests with variable limits and associated conditions established several magnitude test types; these
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types have been further subsumed into a general detection type. This type structure
provided a taxonomy for classification of the requirements.
Domain analysis showed that failure management systems are characterised by a
high degree of fairly simple similar units made complex by a large number of minor
variations and interdependencies. The domain presents opportunities for a high degree
of reuse within a single product as well as between products. For example, a magnitude test is usually required in a number of instances in a particular system. This is in
contrast to the engine start domain addressed by Lam [12], where a single instance of
each reusable function exists in a particular product. Our methodology is targeted at
domains such as failure management where a few simple units are reused many times
and a particular configuration depends on the relationships between the instances of
these simple units. A first-cut entity relationship model was constructed from the units
identified during the domain analysis stage. The entities identified during domain
analysis were:
• INP Identification of an input to be tested.
• COND Condition under which a test is performed or an action is taken. (A predicate based on the values and/or failure states of other inputs).
• DET Detection of a failure state. A predicate that compares the value of an expression to be tested against a limit value.
• CONF Confirmation of a failure state. An iterative algorithm performed for each
invocation of a detection, used to establish whether a detected failure state is genuine or transitory
• ACT Action taken either normally or in response to a failure, possibly subject to a
condition. Assigns the value of an expression, which may involve inputs and/or
other output values, to an output.
• OUT Identification of an output to be used by an action

Domain Engineering
The aim of the domain engineering stage is to explore, develop and validate the firstcut generic model of the requirements into a validated generic model. At this stage
this is essentially an entity relationship model, omitting any dynamic features (except
temporary ones added for validation purposes).
The first-cut model from the domain analysis stage was converted to the UML-B
notation (Fig.2) by adding stereotypes and UML-B clauses (tagged values) as defined
in the UML-B profile [22]. This allows the model to be converted into the B notation
where validation and verification tools are available. The model contains invariant
properties, which constrain the associations, and ensures that every instance is a member of its class. To validate the model we needed to be able to build up the instances it
holds in steps. For this stage a constructor was added to each class so that the model
could be populated with instances. The constructor was defined to set any associations
belonging to that class according to values supplied as parameters.
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Fig. 2. Final UML-B version of generic model of failure management requirements

The model was tested by adding example instances using the animation facility of
ProB and examining the values of the B variables representing the classes and associations in the model to see that they developed as expected. ProB provides an indicator to show when the invariant is violated. Due to the ‘required’ (i.e. multiplicity
greater than 0) constraints in our model, the only way to populate it without violating
the invariant would be to add instances of several classes simultaneously. However,
we found that observing the invariant violations was a useful part of the feedback during validation of the model. Knowing that the model recognises inconsistent states, is
just as important as knowing that it accepts consistent ones. The model was rearranged substantially during this phase as the animation revealed problems. Once we
were satisfied that the model was suitable, we removed the constructor operations to
simplify the corresponding B model for the next stage.
The next stage is to add behaviour to the generic model by giving the classes operations. In future work we will investigate the best way to introduce this behaviour
during the process. It may be possible to add the behaviour after the static model has
been validated as described above. Alternatively, perhaps the behaviour will affect the
static structure and should be added earlier. In either case, we aim to formalise the rationale described in the domain analysis and derive the behaviour as a refinement
from this.

Requirements for a specific application
Having arrived at a useful model we then use it to specify the requirements for a particular application by populating it with class instances. We use ProB to check the application is consistent with the properties expressed in the generic model. This
verification is a similar process to the previous validation but the focus is on possible
errors in the instantiation rather than in the model. The application is first described in
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tabular form. The generic model provides a template for the construction of the tables.
Each class is represented by a separate table with properties for each entry in the table
representing the associations owned by that class. The tabular form is useful as an accessible documentation of the application but is not directly useful for verification. To
verify its consistency, the tabular form is translated into class instance enumerations
and association initialisation clauses attached to the UML-B class model. This is done
manually, which is tedious and error prone, but automation via a tool is envisaged.
ProB is then used to check which conjuncts of the invariant are violated. For our
FDM example, several iterations were necessary to eliminate errors in the tables before the invariant was satisfied. Initially, testing of the instantiation caused an invariant violation. The ProB ‘analyse invariant’ facility provides information about which
conjuncts of the invariant are violated. For example, a few conjuncts from the FDM
example are shown:
(ACT:POW(ACT_SET)) == TRUE
(OUT:POW(OUT_SET)) == TRUE
(aOut:TotalSurjection(ACT,OUT)) == false
(aCond:(ACT-->COND)) == false
We found that the analyse invariant facility provided useful indication of where the
invariant was violated (i.e. which conjunct) but, in a data intensive model such as this,
it is still not easy to see which part of the data is at fault. It would be useful to show a
data counterexample to the conjunct (analogous to an event sequence counterexample
in model checking). This is another area for potential tool support.

Classification of problems
It would be useful to classify the kinds of problems found during animation and verification in order to better understand the source of problems and improve the requirements engineering process. So far, we have found that problems can be classified
on a methodological stage basis. Possible categories on this basis, some of which we
have experienced, are as follows.
• Verification of generic model – the generic model is inconsistent or incorrect
• Validation of generic model – the generic model is correct and consistent
but does not reflect the generic requirements
• Validation of generic requirement – the generic model works as expected
but animation leads expert to review generic requirements
• Verification of instantiation - the instantiation is inconsistent with the generic model because of an incorrect instantiation
• Verification of instantiation - the instantiation is inconsistent with the generic model because the generic model is inadequate
• Validation of instantiation - the instantiation is consistent with the generic
model but does not reflect the specific requirements
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•

Validation of specific requirements - the instantiation is consistent with
the generic model but animation leads expert to review specific requirements
In the future, when behavioural features are modelled, we expect to find other ways of
classifying problems. For example we may be able to distinguish functional areas that
are prone to incorrect specification.

Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed a product-line approach to the rigorous engineering,
validation and verification of generic requirements for critical systems such as failure
management and detection for engine control. The approach can be generalised to any
relatively complex system component where repetitions of similar units indicate an
opportunity for parameterised reuse but the extent of differences and interrelations between units makes this non-trivial to achieve. The product-line approach amortises the
effort involved in formal validation and verification over many instance applications.
So far we have considered the static, entity-relationship features of the requirements.
In future work we aim to extend the approach to consider also the detailed meaning
(i.e. dynamic behaviour) of these entities.
Two broad areas of future work are indicated by the case study, both linking to related work on Product Line Engineering (PLE). The first concerns instance data management, the second variability vs. commonality in the generic model.
For a product family such as FDM at ATEC as currently envisaged, instance data
management is in principle straightforward. This is because no system instance/variant requirements are defined at the generic level – all structure and behaviour is specified in terms of a single generic model. Instance/variant requirements are
captured completely by instance-level data. This means that all instance data structures are defined in terms of the generic class definitions. Therefore, the data for a
system instance is simply defined as a subset of the database of all required instance
specifications; tooling is thus a straightforward database application.
Instance management becomes more complex when variability is required in the
generic model. This is the usual state of affairs in PLE. The mobile phone scenario of
[16] is typical, where each system instance is defined by a distinct set of functional
features, aimed at a specific market segment and target price. Features are not in general simply composable, and the totality of features cannot in general be specified in
one generic model: variability specification is required in the generic model. To date
approaches to this (such as [16]) have been in the obvious syntactic form: in ATEC
for example, variants on the generic model for other engine manufacturers might be
described as extra colour-coded classes, associations, states, events etc. A system
variant (or sub-family) would thus be defined in terms of some colour-combination
submodel. A more sophisticated metamodelling approach to variability specification,
based on the Model-Driven Architecture of the OMG, has recently been proposed
[17].
Future work will investigate developing such variability and tooling issues in the
ATEC context, using the UML-B and refinement approaches already discussed. The
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application of refinement approaches to PLE to date has been modest, e.g. [5, 24], and
has, in our view, much potential. Retrenchment, a generalizing theory for refinement,
has been investigated in a feature engineering context [4], and may well also be useful
in PLE.
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Analyzing Fault-Tolerant Systems with FAUST
C. Ponsard, P. Massonet, and J.F. Molderez
CETIC Research Center, Charleroi (Belgium) - {cp,phm,jfm}@cetic.be

Abstract. Producing high quality requirements is the key to the successful design and development of the ever more complex systems controlling our present world. The KAOS goal-oriented requirements engineering methodology proved successful for this task, by enabling mixed
semi-formal and formal modeling and reasoning about system properties at an early stage. This paper demonstrates the use of the FAUST
toolbox to support the design of fault-tolerant systems based on this
methodology.

1

Introduction

Our world is increasingly relying on complex software-based systems. In a growing number of fields such as transportation, finance, health-care, they now play
a critical role as their failure can lead to catastrophic consequences in term of
loss of company profit or even human lives. Hence they require high assurance
for properties like security, safety, availability, etc.
Achieving assurance requires quality throughout the whole development lifecycle: from requirements to specification, architecture, code and tests. Among
those, it is widely recognized that cause #1 of project failure still remains the
poor quality of requirements. Our focus is on the requirements problem in relation with the rest of the lifecycle. More precisely, the scope of our work is to
answer the following questions, depicted in figure 1.
– Validation: do we address the ”right” requirements?
– Verification: are those requirements ”right” ? Especially, in the scope of
fault-tolerant systems: are those robust w.r.t. to what can go wrong ?
– Acceptance: is the deliverable right ? Can we test it with a good coverage
w.r.t. to the wished/unwished properties ?
Our approach to address those questions is based on the elaboration of a
goal model which captures the system and environment properties as well as
the agent capabilities/responsibilities. This is well adapted for designing faulttolerant systems because those should rely on a minimum set of well identified
assumptions, and should react in a safe and graceful way when those are broken.
The methodology also allows the analyst to reason in a pessimistic way about its
model: starting from a simple and tractable model, the analyst can apply obstacle
analysis to generate a number of obstacles to the wished properties. Based on
risk assessment, those obstacles can then be eliminated/mitigated/tolerated to
produce more robust requirements. This model has also two levels of description:
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Fig. 1. Scope of the FAUST toolbox

1. a semi-formal level with graphical notation which integrates with standard
UML notations (such as use cases, class, sequence diagrams). It is appropriate for acquiring the structure of the model and enough for non-critical
properties.
2. a formal level using a real-time temporal logic which ensures the formal
correctness of the model. It is only used on critical parts and is a natural
extension of the semi-formal level.
The FAUST toolbox [13] supports the process of validation, verification and
test case generation. Within the scope of this paper, we will more specifically
show how it can support activities related to obstacle analysis at those stages. As
concrete running example, we will analyze parts of the the London Ambulance
System [1].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will give a quick
background on the KAOS requirements language used here with a stronger focus
on how fault-tolerance is managed using obstacle analysis. Section 3 will describe
how it is supported by FAUST. Section 4 will focus on integration issues, both
at tool level and together with other methodologies like B.

2

Modeling Fault-tolerant Systems with KAOS

A KAOS requirements model is composed of four sub-models: (i) the central
model is the goal model which captures and structures the assumed and required
properties; (ii) the object model captures the relevant vocabulary to express the
goals; (iii) the agent model takes care of assigning goal to agent in a realizable
way; (iv) the operation model details, at state transitions level, the work an agent
has to perform to reach the goals he is responsible for.
2.1

The Goal and Object Models

Although the process of building those 4 models is intertwined, the starting point
is usually a number of key properties of the system to-be. Those are expressed
using goals which are statements of intent about some system (existing or tobe) whose satisfaction in general requires the cooperation of some of the agents
forming that system. Agents are active components, such as humans, devices,
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legacy software or software-to-be components, that play some role towards goal
satisfaction. Some agents thus define the software whereas the others define its
environment. Goals may refer to services to be provided (functional goals) or to
the quality of service (non-functional goals). Goals are described informally in
natural language (InformalDef) and are optionally formalized in a real-time temporal logic (FormalDef) [4][8][10]. Keywords such as Achieve, Avoid, M aintain
are used to name goals according to the temporal behavior pattern they prescribe.
In our example, the goals relate to the correct processing of incidents by allocating and tracking ambulances. A key goal in the system is to achieve ambulance
mobilization in time. It can be stated as follows:
Goal Achieve[AmbulanceMobilized]
InformalDef: For every responded call about an incident, an ambulance able to
arrive at the incident scene within 11 minutes should be mobilized. The ambulance
mobilization time should be less than 3 minutes.
FormalDef: (∀cl : Call, ic : Incident) Responded(cl) ∧ About(cl, inc)
⇒ 3≤3m (∃amb : Ambulance)M obilized(a, inc) ∧
• [Available(amb) ∧ T imeDist(amb.loc, inc.loc) ≤ 11m]

In the above formulation, we have identified the Call, Incident and Ambulance entities with some of their attributes (such as location and responded) and
relationships (About and Mobilized). Those are incrementally added to the structural model which captures passive (entities, relationships and events) and active
objects (agents).

Fig. 2. Object Model

Unlike goals, domain properties are descriptive statements about the environment, such as physical laws, organizational norms or policies, etc. (eg. a crew
member may forget to perform some required operation under stress).
A key characteristic of goal-oriented requirements engineering is that goals
are structured and that guidance is provided to discover that structure and refine
it until agents can be found to realize those goals in cooperation. In KAOS, goals
are organized in AND/OR refinement-abstraction hierarchies where higher-level
goals are in general strategic, coarse-grained and involve multiple agents whereas
lower-level goals are in general technical, fine-grained and involve fewer agents
[5]. In such structures, AND-refinement links relate a goal to a set of subgoals
(called refinement) possibly conjoined with domain properties; this means that
satisfying all subgoals in the refinement is a sufficient condition in the domain for
satisfying the goal. OR-refinement links may relate a goal to a set of alternative
refinements.
Figure 3 shows the goal structure for our system. It was set up starting from
a few initial goals and by asking respectively ”WHY” and ”HOW” questions to
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Fig. 3. Portion of the LAS goal graph showing AND-refinements

discover parent goals (such as Achieve[AmbulanceIntervention]) and son goals
(such as Achieve[AmbulanceAllocated]).
2.2

The Agent Model

Goal refinement ends when every subgoal is realizable by some individual agent
assigned to it, that is, expressible in terms of conditions that are monitorable
and controllable by the agent [9]. A requirement is a terminal goal under responsibility of an agent in the software-to-be; an expectation is a terminal goal
under responsibility of an agent in the environment. Agent are either human or
automated (hardware or software).
The LAS system is a complex system with many interacting agents, both
human (call reporter, call assistants, ambulance crew) and automated (AVLS:
Automated Vehicle Location System, MDT: on board Mobile Data Terminal,
CAD: Computer Aided Dispatch). Each agent can be described by his kind, his
capabilities to monitor/control and the (realizable) goals under his responsibility.
The AVLS can be described as follows:
Agent AVLS
Kind: Automated
ResponsibleOf: Maintain[AccurateAmbulanceLocation]
Monitors: Ambulance.loc
Controls: AmbulanceInf o.loc

The agent interface view displays the flow of monitored/controlled information among all agents and is a starting point for further architectural refinement
using downstream methodologies, either traditional (like structured analysis [6])
or correct-by-construction (like B [2]).
Note it is also important to capture any assumption about agent behaviors,
such as the possible deviations of human agents not complying with orders or
the failure modes of hardware agents. Some of those may already be required for
the initial (often overidealistic) goal-model and will be looked at systematically
during the obstacle analysis.
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Fig. 4. Agent Interface Model

2.3

The Operation Model

Goals are operationalized into specifications of operations to achieve them [4].
An operation is an input-output relation over objects; operation applications
define state transitions along the behaviors prescribed by the goal model. The
specification of an operation is classical with precondition (necessary), postcondition (target state) and trigger condition (sufficient). An important distinction
is also made between (descriptive) domain pre/postconditions and (prescriptive)
pre-, post- and trigger conditions required for achieving some underlying goal(s).
For example, the M obilize operation may be specified as follows:
Operation Mobilize
Input: inc:Incident
Output: amb:Ambulance, Mobilized
DomPre: ¬(∃amb : Ambulance)M obilized(amb, inc)
DomPost: M obilized(amb, inc)
ReqPre: for AmbulanceM obilized
Available(amb) ∧ T imeDist(amb.loc, inc.loc) ≤ 11m
ReqTrig: for AmbulanceM obilized
(∃cl : Call) Responded(cl) ∧ About(cl, inc)

A goal operationalization is a set of such specifications.
2.4

Producing Robust Requirements

The correctness of all refinements in a goal model does not ensure that the
specification is consistent: inconsistencies can occur between goals. First-sketch
models also tend to be over-ideal and are likely to be violated from time to
time in the running system due to the unexpected behavior of agents. The lack
of anticipation of such behaviors may lead to unrealistic, unachievable and/or
incomplete requirements. Such exceptional behaviors are captured by formal
assertions called obstacles to goal satisfaction. Performing conflict and obstacles
analysis is thus crucial for achieving high quality requirements[15] [16]. In this
paper, we will only focus on obstacle analysis as conflict are not yet managed
by FAUST.
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Let G be a goal and Dom a set of domain properties. Following [16], an
assertion O is said to be an obstacle to G in Dom iff the following conditions
hold:
1. obstruction: {O, Dom}| = G
2. domain-consistency: {O, Dom} |= f alse
3. feasibility: there exists a scenario S producing a behavior H such that H |= O
Obstacles can be seen as the dual of goals. Like goals, obstacles can also
be AND and OR refined with similar semantics to goal-refinement[16]. To discover obstacles, a systematic regression technique can be used. Starting from the
negation of the goal, the procedure is to systematically regress through domain
properties to look for possible causes (abduction). This process can be guided
by a number of previously identified and classified obstacle refinement patterns.
For example, taking the negation of the following goal:
Goal Achieve[MobilizedAmbulanceIntervention]
UnderResponsibility AmbulanceCrew
Refines AmbulanceIntervention
FormalDef (∀a : Ambulance, inc : Incident)
M obilized(a, inc)∧T imeDist(a.loc, inc.loc) ≤ 11m ⇒ 3≤11m Intervention(a, inc)

yields the following high level obstacle:
Obstacle MobilizedAmbulanceNotInTimeAtDestination
FormalDef: 3(∃a : Ambulance, inc : Incident) M obilized(a, inc) ∧
T imeDist(a.loc, inc.loc) ≤ 11m ∧ 2≤11m ¬Intervention(a, inc)

Looking at and obstacle refinement matching to the above obstacle, the following OR-refinement can be identified.
Obstacle AmbulanceMobilizationRetracted
FormalDef: 3(∃a : Ambulance, inc : Incident) M obilized(a, inc) ∧
T imeDist(a.Loc, inc.Loc) ≤ 11m∧(¬Intervention(a, inc) U ≤11m ¬M obilized(a, inc))

Obstacle MobilizedAmbulanceStoppedOrInWrongDirection
FormalDef: 3(∃a : Ambulance, inc : Incident) M obilized(a, inc) ∧
T imeDist(a.loc, inc.loc) ≤ 11m ∧
(¬Intervention(a, inc) U ≤11m T imeDist(a.loc, inc.loc) ≤ T imeDist(•a.loc, inc.loc))
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Further refinement of these formal obstacles based on regression, patterns,
and heuristics yield the following obstacle OR-refinement tree:
→ M obilizedAmbulanceN otInT imeAtDestination
→ AmbulanceM obilizationRetracted
→ M obilizedAmbulanceDestinationChanged
→ LocationConf usedByCrew
→ M obilizedAmbulanceDestinationF orgotten
→ AmbulanceM obilizationCancelled
→ M obilizedAmbulanceStoppedOrInW rongDirection
→ AmbulanceStopped
→ AmbulanceBreakdownOrAccident
→ AmbulanceStoppedInT raf f ic

Those obstacles can then be resolved using one of the available strategies.
For example, considering the obstacle M obOrderT akenByOtherAmbulance:
– Obstacle prevention, it could be possible to design the system to make it
unfeasible by implementing the Avoid[AmbulanceM obilizedW ithoutOrder]
goal.
– Obstacle mitigation: the obstacle is not avoided but its possible consequences
are mitigated. A way to avoid multiple ambulance mobilization and possible
resource exhaustion is to implement M obilizationByOtherAmbulanceKnown,
possibly using radio communications.
– Obstacle reduction: the obstacle is not prevented but measures are taken to
reduce its occurrence. This could be achieved by a sector design.

3
3.1

The FAUST toolbox in action
Verification using the Refinement Checker

The refinement checker can perform a variety of checks on the model in order
to provide the formal assurance that goals are correctly refined, that operations
enforce requirements, that obstacles are not present, etc. Through the use of
model-checking, the checks are fully automated and produce suggestive counterexamples when they fail. The model-checker can also generate positive example
of the negation of a goal which is an instance of obstacle. Figure 5 shows the
tool in action on the formal obstacle refinements discussed in section 2.
3.2

Validation using the Requirements Animator

In order to validate the system requirements, the animator can simulate and
display behaviors of the future system[14]. The simulation process relies on finite
state machines (FSM) which are generated from a scoped subset of properties,
enabling incremental validation. The user interface can display FSM in classical
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Fig. 5. Checking Obstacle Refinements

state chart notations and with specifically designed graphical animations, based
on domain notations familiar to the validating user. The animator can also be
used for model debugging. For this purpose, a monitor automatically checks for
the violation of all properties or occurrence of obstacles in the animation scope.
3.3

The Acceptance Test Generator

The acceptance test generator can produce a set of test cases from a non operational specification[11]. It is based on a goal coverage criterion which is appropriate for checking that a system matches its requirements. For now, only goal
refinements are taken into account and mainly use the milestone and case-based
refinement pattern for generating behavioral equivalence classes. The work is now
being extended for generating dysfunctional test cases based on the information
captured in the obstacle analysis process.

4
4.1

Integration issues
Tool Integration

The FAUST toolbox is centered on the model and each tool can benefit from the
others. For example, counter-examples from the analyzer or tests cases from the
test generator can be played into the animator. Figure 6 shows the interactions
among the various components of the toolbox, those are mainly sub-models (goal
or operational), various kind of traces and FSM. Some results are also interesting
to export outside the toolbox for later use in other stages: test cases, FSM for
code generation, etc.
The toolbox architecture is open and modular. It is currently available as
extension of the Objectiver requirements platform [12] which provides a full
(meta)conceptual repository with queries, checks, support for textual documents
and graphical models, trace management, navigation, and a powerful document
generator with templates for producing standard requirements documents.
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Fig. 6. Interactions among the FAUST tools

4.2

Method Integration - the B Connector

As the FAUST scope is located early in the development lifecycle, it is vital to
to provide connectors to existing industrial development methods. We believe
our approach is interesting because it provides the often missing link with the
requirements and it enables the move of some parts of the formal reasoning a
step ahead.
The method we are currently investigating is B [2], an industrial-strength
formal method which is more and more focusing on system engineering (BSystem evolution). This evolution is making it closer to our scope and goes in
the direction of bridging the requirements gap [3]. For ”top-down” engineering,
it will help the analyst to identify key properties, detect design problems at an
easy stage and produce B specifications which will be easier to refine and prove.
For ”bottom-up” re-engineering, it helps explaining the design to customers and
managers, especially for showing that all requirements have been covered.
Within B-system, we are more specifically studying the CompoSys approach
developed by ClearSy [7] which focuses on the modeling and integration of components in an industrial context (such as automotive and railway transportation
systems). So far, the KAOS agent interface diagram was identified as fitting the
level of description addressed by Composys and some mapping mechanisms are
now being investigated on a practical case study.

5

Conclusions

To sum up, the benefits of the approach are:
– Goal and agent based approach: KAOS allows the analyst to capture,
refine and reason about system properties within its environment, assigning
responsibilities, exploring and comparing alternative designs.
– Model-based approach with automatic derivation of a wide variety of
artefacts like semi-fomal documents and formal specifications (such as B),
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acceptance test cases etc. It enables the easy integration in any lifecycle
(whether test-based or correct-by-construction)
– Access to the power of formal methods while preserving communication: because formal notations and underlying tools can be hidden and
explained in natural/graphical languages.
– Reduced costs because problems are detected and addressed earlier and
the model can be used in connection with the rest of the development.
The toolbox is currently used internally on ongoing cases to help assess its
limits and to drive the discovery of missing features. The current priority is to
open the toolbox to further use later in the development steps with a focus on
the B method as used in practice.
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Rigorous Fault Tolerance Using Aspects and Formal Methods
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Abstract: The use of aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) and formal
verification and analysis of aspects is suggested as a modular approach to adding fault
tolerance to systems, under a variety of fault models. The properties of aspects are shown
appropriate for such a modularization, and several example aspects for fault tolerance are
described. Among these are aspects to treat self-stabilization, aspects to overcome crash
failures, and aspects to overcome faulty communication. Some approaches to verification
of aspects are also described and shown relevant for verifying fault-tolerance after
appropriate aspects are added to a non-fault-tolerant system.
Relevant activities of the EU network of excellence AOSD-Europe are outlined, in the
framework of the four virtual labs of that network. Those labs deal with the areas of
programming languages for aspects, requirements analysis and design, applications of
aspects for middleware, and semantics and verification for systems with aspects. The
intentions of the network to develop joint tools to aid in verification of systems with
aspects are explained, as part of the research plan of the Formal Methods Laboratory of
AOSD-Europe. Potential points for cooperation with RODIN are also suggested.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe our experience using Coordinated
Atomic Actions (CAAs) to design a control system for a medical treatment, which has high reliability requirements. The “Fault-Tolerant Insulin Pump Therapy” is based on the Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin
Injection technique involving different sensors and actuators in order to
enable continued execution of the treatment, as well as detect faults in
it. Precisely that is the challenge raised by this example, to design a control system that maintains the delivery of insulin even in the presence
of a large number and variety of hardware and software failures. The
implementation of this control system has been made in Java using an
extension of the DRIP framework, that ensures the reliability properties
of systems designed using CAAs.

1

Introduction

Software and hardware systems have become increasingly used in many sectors,
such as manufacturing, aerospace, transportation, communication, energy and
healthcare. Failures due to software or hardware malfunctions and to malicious
intentions can have economic consequences, but can also endanger human life. In
fact, if a health care system breaks down, the effect on the hospital and patients
could be huge. Therefore health care systems must be available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week with no exceptions (availability).
Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to model medical
systems. The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network provides a robust
and resilient network that is able to combine high performance with the Quality of Service (QoS), which are required by advanced and mission-critical telemedicine, and clinical applications [4, 6]. Resilience is the ability of systems to
undergo abnormal situations without loss of its essential functions. A resilient
system persists for a long time despite disturbances. More precisely, resilient
systems should be able to ensure their services even when some system parts
have abnormal behaviors due to degradation of the components, unavailability
or attack.
In this paper we focus on Coordinated Atomic Actions (CAAs) as a design
structuring concept to ensure the needed requirements of reliability and availability [9] and on the framework called Dependable Remote Interacting Processes
(DRIP) [10] that embodies CAAs in terms of a set of Java classes. Although the
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DRIP framework supports the complete semantics of CAA, we had to change
the implementation to fix some problems. Fundamentally, we have changed the
notification of an exception from a composed CAA to the enclosed context, as
well as the way in that each handler must be defined and linked with its corresponding manager and the internal mechanism to execute the handlers when an
exception has to be handled. The change on the exception handling mechanism
does not allow us to have nested handlers any more, that is a requirement for
DRIP (but not for CAAs). Thus, this new framework only supports CAAs requirements. We refer to this new framework with the name CAA-DRIP and the
full implementation details about it can be found in [2].
The aim of this paper is to show how CAAs and CAA-DRIP can be successfully used for medical systems which require resilience and availability. The
case study that we consider concerns a diabetes control system that is aiming
at correctly delivering the insulin on a patient. The doctor suitably sets the
parameters and miniaturized sensors and pumps check the patient status and
administer the insulin. It is of primary importance, for the patient health, that
the whole application works properly 24 hours a day without interruption.
In Section 2 we give an introduction to CAA and CAA-DRIP, and in Section 3
we show the design and the implementation of the considered case study . The
paper closes with conclusions and future works.

2

Background

In this section we introduce CAAs and the requirements of the CAA-DRIP
framework that are used in the following of the paper.
2.1

Coordinated Atomic Actions

Backward error recovery (based on rolling system components back to the previous correct state) and forward error recovery (which involves transforming the
system components into any correct state) represent the two main approaches for
error recovery. The former uses either diversely-implemented software or simple
retry; the latter is usually application-specific and relies on exception handling
mechanisms. Distributed transactions [3] are a well-known technique that uses
backward error recovery as the main fault tolerance measure in order to satisfy
completely or partially the ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability)
properties. Atomic actions [1] allow programmers to apply both backward and
forward error recovery.
CAAs have been proposed by Xu et al. [7] in order to combine distributed
transactions and atomic actions assuring consistent access to objects in the presence of concurrency and potential faults. If an exception is raised into a CAA,
then an exception handler tries to recover them. In the positive case the CAA
terminates normally, on the contrary, it attempts to roll-back the state of external objects. Finally, an unsuccessful roll-back causes a failure. CAAs can be
nested and in this case exceptions raised by a nested CAA are propagated to
the enclosing one.
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2.2 CAA-DRIP
The CAA Dependable Remote Interacting Processes (CAA-DRIP) framework
comprises a set of Java classes supporting CAAs.
CAA-DRIP relies on the notion of Dependable Multiparty Interaction (DMI)
[8]. The main properties of a multiparty interaction are (i) using a guard to check
the preconditions to execute the interaction, hence (ii) the need for having synchronization upon entry of participants; (iii) using an assertion, after that the
interaction has finished, to check that a set of post-conditions has been satisfied
by the execution of the interaction; (iv) and, finally, atomicity of external data
to ensure that intermediate results are not passed to the outside processes before
that the interaction finishes. These properties make DMIs an excellent vehicle
for implementing reliable applications. Zorzo and Stroud have proposed within
CAA-DRIP a general scheme for designing DMIs in a distributed object-oriented
system [10]. DMIs extend the notion of multiparty interaction to include facilities
for handling exceptions, which allows dealing with failures in one or more participants of the multiparty interaction, and in particular concurrent exceptions
and synchronization upon exit.
CAAs can be derived from DMIs by adopting a more restricted form of
exception handling with a stronger exception handling semantics. CAA-DRIP is
designed to support this derivation and thus can be used to implement CAAs.

3

The Diabetes Control System

The Diabetes Control System makes use of different kinds of devices, which combine high performance, lower power consumption, and wireless communication,
increasing the “intelligence” of medical sensors and actuators.
Wearable
sensors

Patient

Vital
signs

Monitoring

ER

Central
processing
device

Wearable
actuators
Insulin
amount

Set
parameters

Doctor

Fig. 1. The actors and their relationships.

Figure 1 shows the different actors present in our scenario. The main actor
is the patient who is receiving the treatment and who has put on the wearable
devices (sensors and actuators). The doctor must set the parameters for the
devices to allow them to work according to the specific treatment that the patient
has to receive. This information will be stored in the patient’s personal record
and will be consulted by the application. Moreover, the facilities for the doctor
to change and consult the information about the treatment should be designed
to be fault-tolerant, as well.
The last actor is the emergency room (ER), where caregivers are continually
monitoring the patient’s vital signs. They will be the first to know if there is
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a problem with the treatment that the patient is receiving. The dotted arrows
represent wireless connection and show how these wearable devices are connected
to the central processing device. In our representation, the doctor and the ER are
connected to the network in the traditional way, but they could also be connected
to the network of the hospital by wireless connection. This paper focusses on the
application that controls insulin delivery to the patient.
3.1 Requirements
The fault-tolerant diabetes control system will be used to implement the technique called Continuous Subcutaneous Insulin Injection [5]. This technique uses
miniaturized sensors and pumps to check the patient’s status and to administrate
insulin, respectively.
In this scenario, two sensors are used: one to monitor the current blood glucose
level (CBGL) and another one to check the heart rate (HR). There are also two
pumps: one for injecting long acting insulin (LAIP) and another one for injecting
rapid acting insulin (RAIP).
The patient’s vital signs collected by the sensors are wirelessly sent to the
central processing device, which is connected to the network of the hospital.
These values are used to determine the patient’s status and, fundamentally, to
define the basal rate (the amount of insulin to inject) for each pump. This is
calculated by a formula that takes into account the Target Blood Glucose Level
(TBGL), the Duration of Insulin Action (DIA) according to the kind of insulin
used and the patient’s current values measured by the sensors (CBGL and HR).
The TBGL and DIA parameters must be determined by the doctor, as well as the
low limit of the cartridge of each pump and the safe insulin delivery limit. These
values must be defined before the treatment is launched, but if it is necessary,
these values can be changed while the patient is receiving the dose, as well.
More details about elements included into this control process are given in the
Appendix.
The result given by the formulas represents the amount of insulin that each
pump must inject to keep the blood glucose as near as possible from the patient’s
target blood glucose. In this way, the central processing device commands each
actuator to inject the corresponding amount of insulin. The insulin will then
arrive to the patient by a cannula, which is a small soft tube, inserted into the
patient’s body. Each actuator has also a sensor, which provides useful information about it. The application, with the help of these sensors gets information
on the current status of each actuator.
When an error occurs, it must be detected and, depending on the seriousness,
the control program either tries to solve it (first attempting the operation or,
in second place, using the values of the previous cycle), or the control system
turns on the alarm and stops the delivery of insulin. The ER personnel detects
the alarm, solves the problem and then turns off the alarm.
3.2 Design
The functional requirements presented in the previous section drive the application design through the definition of seven CAAs (Figure 2). These CAAs
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were designed using nesting and composing. Nesting is defined as a subset of the roles (Params and Controller ) of a CAA (CAA Cycle) defining
a new CAA (CAA Checking/CAA Executing) inside the enclosing CAA
(CAA Cycle).
CAA Cycle works like a container for the nested CAA Checking and
CAA Executing CAAs. Its main task is to determine the amount of insulin
that must be injected for each pump. These amounts of insulin are defined by
the InsulinAmount algorithm, which is used by the Calculus role.
CAA Checking and CAA Executing CAAs were defined to isolate the
execution of a group of tasks to determine the insulin amount as well as to deliver
them on the respective pumps. CAA Checking provides the input information
for the algorithm used by Calculus and its output is passed to CAA Executing
which uses this information to deliver the insulin.
The “interactions” between roles are represented in Figure 2 by vertical wide
solid arrows (not to be confuse with roles which are represented by horizontal
thin solid arrows).
CAA Checking has to retrieve the parameters set by the doctor for the
patient and also, it has to get the values of the sensors. CAA Executing sends
commands to each pump and registers in a log the original commanded values and those that were really injected. Both nested CAAs use Controller and
Params roles to achieve their goals (which have been explained before). The fact
that the roles are embedded in two different nested CAAs, allows to hide the
tasks that the roles do for the first CAA with respect to the second one.
The log is an external object, and the access to it is represented by wide
slashed arrows. The patient, his personal record and the pumps are external
objects, as well.
We defined four more CAAs to perform the activities corresponding to the
sensors and actuators. The first one is CAA Sensors, which is in direct contact
with the wearable devices that have to get the patient’s vital sign. The second
one is CAA Actuators. Both CAAs are composed.
Composed CAAs are different from the nested in the sense that the first one
is an autonomous entity with its own roles and external objects. The internal
structure of a composed CAA (e.g. CAA Sensors), i.e. set of roles (S CT, BGC
and HR), accessed external objects (Patient and Patient’s record ) and behavior
of roles, is hidden from the calling CAA (CAA Checking). The Controller role
that calls the composed CAA Sensors synchronously waits for the outcome.
Then, the calling role resumes its execution according to the outcome of the
composed CAA Sensors. If the composed CAA Sensors terminates exceptionally, its calling role (which belongs to CAA Checking) raises an internal
exception which is, if possible, locally handled. If local handling is not possible, the exception is propagated to all the peer roles of CAA Checking for
coordinated error recovery.
CAA Actuators contains the composed CAA RAIP and CAA LAIP
CAAs. Each composed CAA manages both a pump and a sensor. This sensor
allows us to know the state of the pump before and after the insulin injection.
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Fig. 2. The Design by CAAs and the faults that we are handling.

In CAA Sensors and CAA Actuators there is a special role (S CT and
A CT respectively), who is in charge of data exchange among the roles that
compose each CAA. Thus, this role receives/sends all the information from/to
the enclosed/nested context. This data manipulation is done in the same way by
the RAIP and LAIP roles. This way to send or receive information as parameters
is represented by thin dotted arrows. As showed in Figure 2, the Controller
machine receives information from the Sensors machine that commands the
pumps that are running on the Actuators machine.

Failure definitions and analysis Before defining and analysing the different
possible failures that may happen in our example, we have to state the assumptions that we have done: (i) The values of the sensors and of the actuator are
always transmitted correctly, without any loss or error. (ii) Each failure on any
sensor or actuator is indicated by a specific value, which shows which kind of
failure happened. (iii) The alarm signalling mechanism is free of faults and does
not fail.
Now, we can define and analyse various failures with respect to some elements
that compose our scenario, as well as the basic requirements for handlers related
to each exception that will be launched when an error is detected.
1. Sensor stops (E1 or E2): a wearable sensor could not send valid values.
This failure is indicated automatically by a special value of the wearable sensor.
The control system will try again getting the value to continue the cycle, but if
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the problem persists the delivery will stop and the danger alarm will be turned
on.
2. Delivery Limit (E3): there is an amount of insulin that should be delivered
to keep the patient’s target blood glucose which is dropping out of the safe range.
In this case, the delivery is stopped and the danger alarm is turned on.
3. Actuator stops (E4, E6): a sensor that is monitoring an actuator has
detected a problem before trying to inject the insulin. This means that the
actuator is not properly working. In this case, the control program must stop
the delivery of insulin and start to ring the danger alarm.
4. Delivery stops (E5, E7): a sensor that is monitoring an actuator has
detected a problem after the insulin injection. It means that the actuator could
not inject the required amount. The control program will try again to deliver
the insulin, but if the problem goes on, the delivery of insulin will be stopped
and the danger alarm will be turned on.
5. Cartridge very low (E4, E5, E6 or E7): the quantity of insulin in a cartridge is less than the low limit set in the cartridge. The basal delivery continues,
but the warning alarm is turned on.
6. Cartridge empty (E4, E5, E6 or E7): a cartridge of a pump does not
have any more insulin, thus the systems will be stopped and the danger alarm
is turned on.
3.3 Implementation
This section describes the most important changes we made on DRIP [10] and
how we used this new framework to implement our design. Due to space limitations, we just show the implementation of CAA Sensors and how it is launched.
Using this example, we give some ideas on the extensions made on DRIP. For
more details, interested reader can refer to [2]. This CAA is composed by three
roles and for each one of them we define a Manager (lines 2-4). Once the instantiation of these objects is done, we are able to define each Role object (lines
7-9) by instantiating a new class, which inherits from the Role class provided by
the framework. We must give the name of the role, its manager and the leader
manager each time that we define a new Role object. In this case, mgrCT is the
leader manager and it is the responsible for the coordination of the each role
when they must be executed, as well as, when an exception is raised.

Definition of CAA Sensors
1
2
3
4

// Managers
mgrCT = new ManagerImpl ( " m g r C T " , " C A A _ S e n s o r s " ) ;
mgrCBGC = new ManagerImpl ( " m g r C B G C " , " C A A _ S e n s o r s " ) ;
mgrHR = new ManagerImpl ( " m g r H R " , " C A A _ S e n s o r s " ) ;

5
6
7
8
9

// R o l e s
roleCT = new CT( " r o l e C T " ,mgrCT , mgrCT ) ;
roleCBGC = new CBGC( " r o l e C B G C " ,mgrCBGC, mgrCT ) ;
roleHR = new HR( " r o l e H R " ,mgrHR , mgrCT ) ;

10
11
12

13

14

// Handl ers f o r S e n s o r S t o p s e x c e p t i o n
hndrSS CT = new SensorStopsCT ( " h n d r S S _ C T " ,mgrCT , mgrCT ) ;
hndrSS CBGC = new SensorStopsCBGC ( " h n d r S S _ C B G C " ,mgrCBGC, mgrCT ) ;
hndrSS HR = new SensorStopsHR ( " h n d r S S _ H R " ,mgrHR , mgrCT ) ;

15
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16
17
18

19
20

21
22

// Binding between t h e E x c e p t i o n and t h e Handl er s
H a s h t a b l e ehCT = new H a s h t a b l e ( ) ;
ehCT . put ( S e n s o r S t o p s . c l a s s , hndrSS CT ) ;
H a s h t a b l e ehCBGC = new H a s h t a b l e ( ) ;
ehCBGC . put ( S e n s o r S t o p s . c l a s s , hndrSS CBGC ) ;
H a s h t a b l e ehHR = new H a s h t a b l e ( ) ;
ehHR . put ( S e n s o r S t o p s . c l a s s , hndrSS HR ) ;

23
24
25
26
27

// S e t t i n g t h e b i n d i n g on each Manager
mgrCT . s e t E x c e p t i o n A n d H a n d l e r L i s t ( ehCT ) ;
mgrCBGC . s e t E x c e p t i o n A n d H a n d l e r L i s t (ehCBGC ) ;
mgrHR . s e t E x c e p t i o n A n d H a n d l e r L i s t ( ehHR ) ;

If there is a problem in the normal execution, we have the chance to define an
alternative behaviour. The lines 11-27 show how we can define this exceptional
behavior. If these lines are not present, when an exception is raised, the CAA is
stopped and the problem is forwarded to the enclosed context.
The lines 12-14 correspond to the definition of the handlers that are only
executed when the exception SensorsStops is raised. On Figure 2 the errors E1
and E2 represent the places where this exception could happen. Each handler
object defined is an instance of a new class derived from Handler class, which
belongs to the framework. The class Handler has been introduced in CAA-DRIP
to correctly manage the information context of the CAA where the exception
has been raised [2]. For each exception that we want to handle in the CAA, we
have to define n handlers, where n is the number of roles defined in the CAA.
Each handler must be informed of its name, its manager (which must be one of
the used in the definition of the roles) and the leader manager (not necessary
the same used for the roles).
The next step is the explicit definition of the binding between the considered
exception, and the handlers that have been defined to manage it. Each binding
is represented by a hashtable, which is controlled by a manager (lines 17-22).
Each manager (e.g. mgrCT ) coordinates the execution of a role (e.g. roleCT ).
The role represents the normal behavior. In the case in which an exception is
launched (SensorStops), each manager stops the execution of its associated role
it starts to execute its associated handler (e.g. hndrSS CT ). Finally, we must
set each hashtable on the corresponding handler that is managing each role and
handler (lines 25-27).
The composed CAA Sensors is launched from the Controller role. The
definition of a role implies the Role class extension, which belongs to the framework and reimplement its body method. Inside this method we define the tasks
that must be executed to achieve the requirements of the considered role. The
following Java source code corresponds to the role Controller and shows how
CAA Sensors is called, as well as the interaction with the Params role and
with CAA Sensors CAA is achieved.

Launching CAA Sensors
1
2
3
4

5

public void body ( O b j e c t l i s t [ ] ) throws E x c e p t i o n , RemoteException {
try {
// l a u n c h i n g t h e Composed CAA Sensors
roleCT . e x e c u t e A l l ( l i s t ) ;

6

40

// g e t t i n g Composed CAA Sensors outcomes
RemoteQueue rqOut = ( RemoteQueue ) l i s t [ 0 ] ;
I n t e g e r bgcValue = ( I n t e g e r ) rqOut . g e t ( ) ;
I n t e g e r h r V a l u e = ( I n t e g e r ) rqOut . g e t ( ) ;

7

8
9
10
11

// g e t t i n g v a l u e s from Params r o l e
R e c o r d P a t i e n t rp = ( R e c o r d P a t i e n t ) paramsPatientQueue . g e t ( ) ;

12
13
14

// p a s s i n g i n f o r m a t i o n t o CAA Cycle
rqOut . put ( bgcValue ) ;
rqOut . put ( h r V a l u e ) ;
rqOut . put ( rp ) ;

15

16
17
18
19

} catch ( E x c e p t i o n e ) {
// L o c a l h a n d l i n g f o r Checking . C o n t r o l l e r e x c e p t i o n ;
throw e ;

20
21
22
23

}

The body method receives a list of objects as parameter (line 2), which is
used to exchange information with its context. The executeAll method is used
for the roleCT object (there is no difference about which CAA role is used) to
launch the composed CAA Sensors (line 5). This method takes an object list
as parameter that is used to get the CAA Sensors outcomes. Lines 8-10 show
how we retrieve these outcomes from the list. Interaction among roles appears in
line 13 and it represents an information flow from Params to Controller. Once
the Controller role has all the patient’s information it must send this information
to the enclosing CAA Checking (lines 16-18). If along the execution of these
tasks an exception is raised, we have the chance to handler it locally inside the
catch block. In this example, if an exception happens, it is directly passed to the
enclosing context (line 22).

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this experience paper we introduced a control system for a fault-tolerant
insulin pump therapy. In order to ensure the needed requirements of reliability
and availability, the system has been designed using the CAAs mechanism that
offers approaches for error recovery. The implementation of the control system
has been made in Java, using a variant of the DRIP framework, because along
the implementation of this case study we found some problems in the original
DRIP. These problems were fixed in a new framework which just supports CAA
requirements and is called CAA-DRIP. On the future work side we plan to release
CAA-DRIP explaining details on changes made.
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Appendix: “Terminology”
Basal rate: the amount of insulin delivered over 24 hours per day, providing a
background of insulin at all times. The rate programmed is intended to keep the blood
glucose within the user’s Target Range (TR) between meals and overnight. The basal
rate is measured in units per hour (u/hr).
Blood Glucose Level (BGL): the amount of glucose in the blood. BG levels
average 100 mg/dl (5.5 mmol/L) for someone without diabetes. The healthcare provider
help in determining the “target range” for the blood glucose level.
Heart Rate (HR): is the number of contractions of the heart in one minute. It
is measured in beats per minute (bpm). When resting, the adult human heart beats at
about 70 bpm (males) and 75 bpm (females), but this rate varies between people.
Duration of insulin action (DIA): a certain amount of time insulin is active
and available in the body after it has been given by a subcutaneous bolus. Talking
with the healthcare provider helps in determining the duration of the insulin action
through blood glucose testing.
InsulinAmount algorithm: it is used to calculate the needed amount of insulin.
The formula takes into account the Target Blood Glucose Level (TBGL), the Duration
of Insulin Action (DIA) according to the type of insulin used, the current blood glucose
(CBGL) and the current heart rate (HR). The result represents the needed amount of
insulin.
InsulinAmount(T BGL, DIA, CBGL, HR)
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Abstract. Omnibus is a new system for the development of reliable ObjectOriented software. It includes a clean language that is superficially similar to
Java but removes aspects that particularly complicate verification. Integrated
support is provided for run-time assertion checking, extended static checking
and full formal verification. The language is supported by a prototype IDE with
a type checker, Java code generator, HTML documentation generator and a
range of verifiers. This paper presents the case for Omnibus, gives an overview
of the language and tools and discusses its relationship to dependable systems
development.

1.

Introduction

There are three distinct assertion-based approaches for the integrated specification,
implementation and verification of Object-Oriented (OO) software: run-time assertion
checking [14], extended static checking [10] and full formal verification [4]. Full
formal verification offers the possibility of producing error-free software whereas
run-time assertion checking and extended static checking have more modest aims,
attempting to catch only a subset of assertion violations. Most existing tools are built
around a single one of these approaches. However, the approaches have complementary strengths. Full formal verification is ideal for supporting reusable software components and verifying critical modules within a system though its cost cannot typically be justified for systems in their entirety. Run-time assertion checking and extended static checking offer a better compromise for the majority of applicationspecific code. They require more modest additional investments but are inadequate
for writing critical code and reusable components. We propose the use of these approaches together within different parts of a single system, using full formal verification for reusable components and critical modules and a combination of run-time
assertion checking and extended static checking for the remainder of the code.
The starting point for an assertion-based approach is the language, of which there
are two kinds: ones that extend an existing commercial programming language and
ones based on a mathematically cleaner language. The advantages of the former are
familiarity to programmers and compatibility with legacy code. Examples of lan-
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guages in this category are JML [9] and Spec# [2]. However, it can be extremely
difficult to build a verification approach around such languages. Because they use
reference semantics, they must include complex annotations to deal with subtle relationships such as object ownership and data abstraction [12,11]. As the need for user
annotations appears to be an important factor inhibiting the adoption of these techniques, it is worth the effort to investigate alternative strategies. The use of mathematically cleaner languages can eliminate many of these complications, simplifying
the semantics of the language and reducing the number of annotations required. Examples of languages in this category are SPARK [1] and Perfect [4].
Of the existing projects, only JML supports the full range of assertion-based verification approaches. There is currently no project aiming to support the full range of
approaches for a mathematically clean language. Even in the case of JML, recent case
studies [7] have applied the approaches separately, rather than in an integrated manner.
In this paper we present a new system called Omnibus [18,19] which supports runtime assertion checking, extended static checking and full formal verification for a
mathematically clean language. The Omnibus language is superficially similar to Java
but removes aspects that particularly complicate verification, in particular the use of
reference semantics by default for objects. References are still needed to support
polymorphism and so are used behind-the-scenes to implement the objects. However,
they are not exposed to the programmer, with the language supporting a single equality operator that represents deep equality. These alterations simplify verification and
eliminate many of the complications present in JML. For example, the specification
of frame conditions [12] and the checking of invariants in the presence of callbacks
[11] can be greatly simplified. A recent paper [8] highlights some particularly complicated examples that Java verification tools must be able to handle. These examples
do not pose a problem for Omnibus, mainly because Omnibus outlaws the aspects of
Java that are exploited to produce the difficult to verify examples.
The Omnibus language is supported by an IDE with a type checker, Java code generator, HTML documentation generator, and interactive and automated verifiers.
Integrated support for different verification approaches is provided through a verification policy management system. Omnibus has been applied to a number of small
and medium sized case studies.
A number of concepts from dependable systems development have natural definitions within Omnibus and Omnibus provides a range of facilities that can be used to
support existing fault tolerant techniques.
Section 2 develops the case for using a cleaner language. Sections 3 and 4 present
overviews of the Omnibus language and tools, respectively, Section 5 discusses dependable systems development with Omnibus and Section 6 concludes by discussing
future work.

2.

The case for using a cleaner language

There is much evidence of the difficulties of working with languages not specifically
designed with verification in mind. An important cause of these difficulties is the use
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of reference semantics as the default mechanism for working with objects. Sophisticated techniques have had to be devised to control their use requiring extra tool support and additional programmer annotations. For example, there has been work on
specifying frame conditions [12] and handling callbacks and invariants [11]. Leino
notes in [10], “the reluctance to cope with the burden of annotating programs remains
the major obstacle in the adoption of extended static checking technology into practice.” As such, it would seem appropriate to attempt to remove any accidental difficulties such as complexities introduced by the language.
It is important to appreciate that the problems encountered in verifying modules
written in these languages are not products of the formalization process itself, but are
practical complexities that programmers have to grapple with when using the languages. The complexities of reference semantics frequently lead to a range of aliasing
errors that can be difficult to detect.
Functional programming languages offer a cleaner basis for a verification approach than mainstream languages like Java because of their use of value semantics.
However, functional languages have not been widely embraced by the software development industry.
An alternative approach is to take a mainstream language and adjust it to be more
amenable to analysis. For example, SPARK removes aspects of Ada that are errorprone and complicated to verify. In SPARK, object variables hold values, not references hence naturally giving value semantics. However, in order to use inheritance,
object variables must hold references so that dynamic binding can be supported. OO
languages and value semantics are not incompatible but additional support is required
to mask the use of references. Languages based on this approach can be relatively
accessible to everyday programmers and not unnecessarily complicated to verify,
though they might require programmers to adopt slightly different programming
styles. Even JML, which uses reference semantics by default, provides the pure
modifier that allows classes to be defined that obey value semantics.
The use of value semantics involves a trade-off of efficiency and expressiveness as
well as reducing direct compatibility with legacy code. Our claim is that OO languages built on value semantics occupy an interesting position in the solution space
involving an engineering trade-off worthy of investigation.

3.

An overview of the Omnibus language

Omnibus is a new language that is similar to Java with adjustments making it more
amenable to formal analysis. Like Java, it includes the concepts of packages, classes,
methods, expressions, statements etc, but it also incorporates a behavioural interface
specification language and uses value semantics for objects.
Similarly to Java, an Omnibus application consists of a set of class definitions.
Each class contains a range of methods for manipulating instances of the class. There
are three main types of method declaration in Omnibus: constructors, functions and
operations. Constructors allow objects to be created, functions allow objects to be
queried without side-effects and operations allow objects to be updated. The declara-
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tion of a method starts with a keyword identifying the type of method. Constructors
are class methods whereas functions and operations are object methods.
In Omnibus, all objects are immutable with the system creating new objects behind-the-scenes as needed to preserve value semantics. This is hidden from the programmer who is allowed to think in terms of updating objects.
Specifications
Omnibus allows heavyweight specifications, which are suitable for full formal verification, as well as a lightweight specification style, suitable for run-time assertion
checking or extended static checking.
Behaviour specifications: The behaviour of methods can be described using behaviour specifications. These are constructed from requires, changes and ensures clauses which give pre-conditions, frame conditions and post-conditions,
respectively. A subset of the functions in the class is taken to represent the abstract
state of the class. These are called model functions, are declared with the model
modifier and do not have post-conditions. The behaviour of the other methods (the
remaining functions along with the constructors and operations) is then defined in
terms of them. When specifying operations, a changes clause is used to describe
what model functions have their values changed and an ensures clause is used to
describe how they are changed.
Requirements specifications: The requirements of a class are specified using
initially, invariant, and constraint assertions. The initially assertions
should hold over all freshly constructed objects, invariant assertions should hold
over objects whenever they are accessible by code in other classes and constraint
assertions should hold across any operation calls. Unlike the code-centric JML language, the requirements are not simply conjoined with the post-conditions of constructors and object methods and pre-conditions of object methods. Instead, they
should follow from the behaviour specifications. This provides a useful way to verify
the behaviour specifications, independent of an implementation.
spec class BankAccount {
model function balance():integer
model function overdraftLimit():integer
function isOverdrawn():Boolean
ensures result = (balance() < 0)
function fundsAvailable():integer
ensures result = overdraftLimit() + balance()
constructor open(deposit:integer)
requires deposit >= 0
ensures balance() = deposit,
overdraftLimit() = 500
operation deposit(amount:integer)
requires amount >= 0
changes balance
ensures balance() = old balance() + amount
operation withdraw(amount:integer)
requires amount >= 0,
amount <= fundsAvailable(),
amount <= 300
changes balance
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ensures balance() = old balance() – amount
initially balance() >= 0
invariant balance() >= -overdraftLimit()
invariant overdraftLimit() >= 0
constraint balance() >= old balance - 300
}
Fig 1. Heavyweight specification of a BankAccount class.

Example: Figure 1 presents a heavyweight specification for a simple Omnibus
class modelling a BankAccount. A BankAccount is opened with an initial deposit
and starts with an overdraft limit of 500. Given a BankAccount, you should be able
to ask what the balance is, what the overdraft limit is, whether it is overdrawn and
how much is available to be withdrawn. A BankAccount can be updated by depositing or withdrawing money. The requirements are that: (1) when an account is initially
created, the balance should be at least zero, (2) the balance should never be more
overdrawn than the overdraft limit permits, (3) the overdraft limit should never be
negative, and (4) at most 300 can be withdrawn at one time. The BankAccount class
is declared with the spec modifier which indicates that it defines only a specification
and no implementation1. The old operator is used in the ensures clauses to refer to
values from the pre-state.
Implementations
The public behaviour specification of a class should be defined in terms of a set of
model functions, without making reference to implementation details. In contrast, the
implementation of the class is solely defined in terms of private attributes. Each of
the model functions must then be implemented at the private level in terms of the
attributes. Method implementations are defined using a Java-style implementation
language containing an assignment statement, operation call statements, a declaration
statement, an assert statement, an if statement, a for loop and a while loop. Loops can
be annotated with loop invariant assertions.

Inheritance
Omnibus supports single behavioural inheritance. A class inherits all the requirements
of its superclass and can choose to either implicitly inherit or explicitly override the
methods in the superclass. The overriding method definitions can give different behaviour specifications with weakening of the pre-condition (i.e. the requires
clause) and strengthening of the post-condition (calculated from the changes and
ensures clauses) permitted. Model functions can also be redefined as derived functions but when this is done, methods inherited from the superclass must have their
behaviour redefined in terms of the new model functions.

1

JML uses the model modifier to signify this whereas we use that for a different concept.
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Libraries
Like JML, Omnibus hides mathematical abstractions like sequences and sets behind a
façade of library classes. Users interact with these classes through methods just like
any other class, and do not need to learn additional mathematical notation to manipulate them. This is in contrast with the Perfect language which provides support for
sequences, sets etc in the language itself. I/O is also achieved through the libraries.
This centres around a uniquely typed [16] Environment class which is passed into
the application at the entry point.
Limitations
There are limitations in the current version of the language. Some of these limitations,
such as the removal of static data, have been purposefully introduced to simplify
verification. Support for exceptions and Java-style interfaces is under development.
We do not currently handle arithmetic overflow, concurrency or termination.

4.

The Omnibus IDE

The Omnibus IDE incorporates standard facilities for managing files and projects and
uses a jEdit component to support syntax highlighting and bracket matching while
editing source code. In addition to this, it provides a type checker, a Java code generator incorporating run-time assertion check generation, an HTML documentation
generator, a static verifier supporting extended static checking and full formal verification, and, most importantly, a Verification Policy Manager [19], which provides a
flexible means for integrating the use of the different verification approaches within
different parts of a system.
Figure 2 presents an overview of the Omnibus static verifier. It takes as input an
Omnibus project consisting of a collection of source files, referenced jar files and a
verification policy describing what level of verification should be performed on each
file. The files are then parsed and type checked before being passed to the static verifier. The verifier uses two theorem provers: the interactive PVS prover [15] and the
fully automated Simplify prover [5]. The first step in the process is to translate the
classes in the source files and referenced jar files into the logics of the two theorem
provers. The static verifier then uses two generic modules: a specification verifier and
a symbolic executor, to generate VCs over the translated specifications. The specification verifier generates VCs to check that the behaviour of heavyweight specifications satisfies their requirement specifications. The symbolic executor executes implementations using symbolic values to check that implementations satisfy their behaviour specification. The VCs are expressed in an extension of the Omnibus assertion language and can then be translated into either PVS or Simplify conjectures depending on the verification strategy specified in its verification policy. Finally, the
generated files are passed to the corresponding provers. In the case of PVS, the user
must manually launch the prover and attempt to verify the conjectures. In contrast,
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the tool is able to automatically invoke the Simplify prover and process its responses
to give user friendly error messages.
Omnibus Project

Parser

Error
Reporter

Type Checker
PVS
Prover

PVS Spec
Translator

Static
Verifier
Specification
Verifier

PVS
file
PVS VC
Translator

Simplify Spec
Translator

Simplify
Output
Processor

Simplify
file

Simplify
Prover

Symbolic
Executor

VCs

Simplify VC
Translator

IDE

Fig. 2. Diagram of the Omnibus IDE’s static verification process.

We were guided through many of the practical obstacles by the writings of Jacobs
et al. [7], Cok [3] and Leino [13]. We were able to make a number of simplifications
over their approaches due to our use of the simpler Omnibus language. For example,
we do not require any formal modeling of the heap.

5.

Dependable systems development

A system is said to have a failure if the service it delivers deviates from the desired
behaviour. Such failures are caused by flaws in a system called faults. These faults
can be present in the hardware, software or non computer-based parts of the system.
It can be difficult to precisely define what is meant by failure, fault and ‘desired
behaviour’. There are natural definitions for each of these within the Omnibus framework. In Omnibus, dynamic assertion violation errors indicate faults and static assertion violation warnings indicate possible faults. If the assertion violations are concerned with the top-level specification of the system then they are failures. This fits
nicely alongside the idea of Heimerdinger [6] of viewing faults as failures in other
systems which interact with the system under consideration. The accepted approach
for defining ‘desired behaviour’ is to use a specification. The Omnibus language
allows specifications to be defined precisely.
The development strategies currently at our disposal are unable to consistently produce realistic systems without faults. The root cause of these problems is complexity:
of the systems being developed and of the techniques used to develop them. By using
a semantically simpler language, Omnibus aims to reduce the amount of unnecessary
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complexity, allowing the essential difficulties to be focused on. While it is unavoidable that realistic systems will contain some faults, we still want these systems to be
dependable i.e. be trustworthy enough that reliance can be placed on the service they
deliver.
There are different means of attaining dependability of systems; among them are
fault avoidance and fault tolerance. Fault avoidance is concerned with preventing the
introduction of faults as the system is being developed. This is achieved through the
use of quality control techniques during the specification, design and implementation
of a system. Omnibus provides a rigorous framework for performing such quality
control of software development, allowing the consistency of specifications, designs
and implementations to be formally verified. A key strength is that the separation of
behaviour and requirement specifications allows the internal consistency of specifications to be verified independent of any implementation. Fault removal is a related
approach where verification and testing techniques are used to locate faults in a system once it is developed. The traditional choices are testing or full formal verification. However, testing techniques do not cope well with the large state spaces of realistic systems and heavyweight verification is typically too costly to use for systems in
their entirety, particularly those implemented using semantically complex languages
such as Java and C#. Omnibus helps address this by supporting a range of verification
techniques from the dynamic and static checking of lightweight assertions to full
formal verification relative to heavyweight specifications. Omnibus can also be used
to express test harnesses in terms of symbolic input values and these can be verified
using symbolic execution. Such test scenarios allow for greater error coverage and
can be equivalent to large numbers of concrete test scenarios.
Fault tolerance is concerned with maintaining the correctness of the delivered service in the presence of faults. Fault tolerance can be applied at three different levels:
hardware fault tolerance, software fault tolerance and system fault tolerance [6,17].
Hardware fault tolerance is concerned with compensating for faults in the lowlevel computing hardware of a system and is beyond the scope of Omnibus.
Software fault tolerance involves the structuring of a computer system to compensate for faults in the software system itself. Omnibus provides a range of facilities that
can be used to support existing fault tolerant techniques. Its key strengths are its expressive specification language and support for the automatic generation of run-time
checks from assertion annotations. There are two groups of software fault tolerant
techniques, those that aim to tolerate faults in single software modules (single-version
techniques) and those that employ redundant software modules (multi-version techniques).
Single-version techniques include detection and containment techniques. Omnibus
assertion checks greatly aid fault detection. Fault detection is traditionally carried out
through acceptance tests such as reasonableness checks and structural checks. Omnibus assertions are a natural way of expressing some of these acceptance tests. For
example, reasonableness checks map nicely to behaviour specifications and structural
checks equate to invariants. Omnibus run-time assertion checks also allow faults in an
executing program to be detected earlier than they would otherwise be. This is because in Omnibus faults are detected as soon as one of the assertion checks fails
rather than at some later point when a run-time error is triggered or an acceptance
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check is failed. The advantage of detecting faults earlier is that it reduces the amount
of damage that they can do. Fault containment techniques are also supported by Omnibus. The Object-Oriented facilities of the language provide support for modularization and specifications allow the situations where actions are permissible to be explicitly defined, preventing a faulty component from making an invalid invocation of
another component.
Multi-version techniques employ redundant modules to provide fault tolerance.
Hardware fault tolerance is relatively well understood and utilises redundancy heavily
to cope with low-level production errors. However, these techniques do not map
directly to the software domain. Simply duplicating a software component does not
help address software faults since all copies of the component will have identical
faults. To get around this, different but equivalent implementations of a component
can be created. These implementations must be developed independently so that they
do not share common faults. This process is called design diversity. Just as the entire
system will not typically merit the use of full formal verification, it will not typically
be justifiable to design multiple versions of the complete system. As with the verification policy management strategy, the class (or perhaps even the method) is a more
appropriate scale to operate on. It is also important that the diverse designs are
equivalent. Omnibus can be used to demonstrate that the designs satisfy a common
specification, detecting inconsistencies early on.
Finally, system fault tolerance involves the development of facilities to compensate for failures in parts of the system that are not directly computer-based e.g. external devices such as sensors. By using suitable specifications for these external devices, Omnibus can be used to statically verify that a computer system copes with
every eventuality e.g. sensors operating correctly and sensors failing. This form of
static verification of a-priori known potential faults is of course possible using other
formal frameworks.

6.

Future work

Work on the language is currently focusing on the handling of equality of objects.
There are a number of features that we wish to add to the Omnibus language. These
include support for predicate subtypes, enumeration types and exceptions. The libraries are the area needing most work. In particular, we would like to add support for
GUIs, File I/O and XML. The IDE is largely finished, needing only a number of
refinements. Two key problems we have met are limits of the expressiveness of our
assertion language and the level of repetition between a heavyweight specification
and a corresponding implementation. We are currently working to address these problems and to develop larger case studies.
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Mobile agents have many attractive features to offer and they are often mentioned as
a future mainstream industry-level software technology. The agent technology
naturally solves the problem of decoupling complex software into smaller parts that
are easier to design, code and maintain. It helps to use distributed computing power
effectively while hiding many of the details and complexities of a hosting
environment. Recent advances in mobile computing and wireless networks lead to
introduction of host (physical) mobility that offers totally new opportunities and as
well raises new problems. Though substantial research has been conducted on
developing middleware solutions supporting mobile agents, the mobile agent
technology is still not mature enough to become a practice in industrial software
development. There are several areas in which no general solutions have been found
yet. One of them is ensuring interoperability of independently designed agents and
correctness of the overall mobile system. In this work we will present a background
for building a formal development methodology that addresses this problem.
Agent software is designed to interact with other agents during its lifetime. Most
research in the area discusses only centralized development process, when all the
participating pieces of software (code of the agents) are created at the same site to
solve common problems. In this case agents are mostly useful as a replacement of
conventional client-server scheme with migrating clients or/and servers. However the
application area of the mobile agents is much broader and, to make full use of their
communication and migration capabilities, we need to assume systems are composed
dynamically out of agents developed independently at different sites and for different
purposes. Such configurations are impossible if agents are merely anonymous black
boxes. In our view, to cooperate, agents must be based upon some common
specification of their functionality. This specification should be formally developed
and verified to ensure the desired properties of the application composed of agents.
Developers of individual agents can independently extend the specification (using a
refinement method) to add unique features without losing compatibility with other
agents derived from the same specification.
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The specification should be minimal in a sense that it does not have to provide many
design details but it should be complete enough to identify what services the agent has
to offer and what services it is looking for. This information should describe how to
communicate with the particular class of agents, what such agents expect as input, and
what output they produce.

1.2 Background
Mobile agent systems are often symmetric in a sense that each system participant
roughly carries the same middleware implementation. Agents can dynamically and
autonomously form new groups and communicate. However in this paper we explore
an asymmetric approach in which different parts of the system carry different basic
functionality. One particular example of such view is a location-based scheme. In this
model locations provide services to the agents, such as connectivity and coordination
space. Agents are not able to communicate with each other without a location support.
The choice of the scheme is supported by the fact that the majority of the mobile
applications assume that agents meet in physical or logical locations providing a set of
designated services to them. Hence, the asymmetric scheme is closer to the traditional
service provision architectures. It can support large-scale mobile agent networks in a
very predictable and reliable manner. It makes better use of the available resources
since most of the operations are executed locally. Moreover, location-based
architecture eliminates the need for employing complex distributed algorithms or any
kind of remote access. This allows us to guarantee atomicity of certain operations
without sacrificing performance and usability. This scheme also provides a natural
way of introducing context-aware computing by defining location as a context. The
main disadvantage of the location-based scheme is that an additional infrastructure is
always required to support mobile agent collaboration.
The coordination paradigm (originated in Linda [4]) has become the dominating
environment in which a number of mobile systems are built (including Lime [7],
Klaim [2], etc.). Linda is a set of language-independent coordination primitives that
can be used for communication and coordination between several independent pieces
of software. First used for parallel programming, it later became a core component of
many mobile software systems because it fits nicely the main characteristics of the
mobile systems: openness, dynamicity, anonymity of agents and their loose
coordination. Linda-based coordination systems specifically designed for mobile
applications supporting both physical mobility, such as a device with running
application travelling along with its user across network boundaries, and logical
mobility, when a software application changes its hosting environment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a number of basic
abstractions to be used in development of mobile systems. Sections 3 describes a
rigorous development process supporting these abstractions. Section 4 presents a
formal abstract specification of the middleware. Finally, the last section presents
conclusions and outlines our future work.
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2. System structure
The CAMA (context-aware mobile agents) system consists of a set of locations.
Active entities of the system are agents. An agent is a piece of software that meets a
number of requirements. Each agent is executed on its own platform. The platform
provides execution environment interface to the location middleware. Agents
communicate only with other agents in the same location. Agents can migrate from
location to location logically (connections and disconnection) or physically (e.g.
movement of a PDA on which the agent is hosted on). They can also logically migrate
from platform to platform using weak code mobility. Compatible agents collaborate
through a scoping mechanism. A scope defines a joint activity of several agents. The
scoping mechanism also isolates non-compatible agents from each other. Below are
the details of the introduced concepts.
A location is a container for scopes. It can be associated with a particular physical
location and can have certain restrictions on the types of supported scopes. It is the
core part of the system as it is provides means of communications and coordination
between agents. Location is a named entity and for simplicity we assume that each
location has a unique name in the given context. This roughly corresponds to IP
addresses of hosts on network which are often unique in some local sense. Location
must keep track of present agents and their properties in order to be able to
automatically create new scopes and restrict access to existing ones. The more
detailed location description is presented in the form of a formal specification (see
Section 4).
Certain locations may prevent agents from entering without an authorization. To be
allowed to enter a location, an agent must have a key issued by it. Keys may be
permanent or have a validity period determined by the issuing location Agent must
have to acquire a key on a different location before entering a protected location.
Locations may provide special services, like access to a service from a variety of
devices connected to the location, making enquires and so on. Each Location may
have its own unique set of services and provided operations. They are made available
to agents via what appears to agents as a normal scope though some roles in these
scopes are implemented by the location system software. As with all scopes, agents
are required to implement specific interfaces in order to connect to a locationprovided scope. An example of such services includes printing on a local printer,
access to Internet, making a backup to a location storage, migration and etc. In
addition to supporting scopes as mean of agent communication, location may also
support logical mobility of agents, hosting of platforms and agent backup. Hosting of
platform on a location allows agent to execute without a PDA. For example, a user
may decide to move an agent from his PDA to a location before leaving the location
with his PDA. In addition to the above, location, by a request from an agent, may play
in certain types of scopes a role of a trusted third party that is neutral to all the
participating agents. This facilitates implementation of various transaction schemes.
A platform provides an execution environment for an agent. It is composed of a
virtual machine for code execution, networking support and middleware for
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interaction with location. A platform may be supported by PDA, smart-phone, laptop
or a location server. The concept of platform is important to clearly differentiate
between a location providing coordination services to agents and middleware that
only supports agent execution. In other approaches no such distinction is made.
An agent is a piece of software implementing a set of roles which allow it to take
part in certain scopes. All agents must implement the minimal functionality called the
default role, which specifies activities outside scopes.
A scope is a dynamic container for tuples. It provides an isolated coordination space
for compatible agents by restricting visibility of the tuples contained in the scope to
the participants of the scope. Scopes are initiated by an agent and then atomically
created by Location when all the participants are ready. Scopes can be nested and
scope participants can create new contained scopes. Scope is defined by the set of
roles and a set of logical restrictions.
Activated scopes

Closed

Activated scopes

Working

Open

Pending

Closed

Expanding

Expanding

Waiting

Pending

Fig. 1. Scope classification a) according to the availability of scopes for new agents and b)
according to the agent activity in a scope.

A scope becomes activated after some agent creates it with the CreateScope
operation. A scope is open when there are some vacant roles in it, and is closed when
all the roles in it are taken. A scope is pending if some required roles are not taken yet
and expanding if all the required roles are taken but there still some vacant roles.
Closed and expanding states correspond to working scopes, where agents can
communicate. All participants of a pending scope are blocked until the scope state is
changed into closed or expanding.
A role is an abstract description of agent functionality. Each role is associated with
some scope type. An agent may implement a number of roles and can also play
several roles in the same scope or different scopes. There is formal relationship
between a scope and a role of a scope.
Introduction of scopes and roles offers agents an entirely new way to discover each
other and to collaborate with each other. After arrival to a new location, an agent
looking for partners, initiates scope creation or join protocol. They are implemented
as a request to the controlling system (middleware) to find appropriate partners ready
for certain type of activity. In a request agent specifies type of scope it wants to work
in and a role it is going to take. The system then creates a scope or finds an existing
matching scope with available role for the agent. This procedure is executed
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atomically. As soon as all the required roles are taken, the system creates a separate
coordination space for the group of agents participating in the scope. Isolation
achieved this way greatly simplifies agent design since while in a scope agent may
safely assume reasonable behaviour of their partners. In a scope agents remain
anonymous as long as they need and procedures of scope joining or creation do not
change this.
The CAMA approach supports the context-awareness of mobile agents. The context
of an agent in CAMA systems consists of is composed of the following parts: a set of
locations the agent is connected to, the state of scopes in which the agent is currently
participating (including tuples contained in these scopes) and role attributes of other
agents in collaborating with the agent.

3. Formal Development Process
Formal development process of the CAMA system consists of several steps. First, we
create abstract specifications of the middleware (location) and the scopes that will be
supported by the system. Then we develop (by the stepwise refinement method)
specifications of different roles participating in scopes. Finally, we compose an agent
specification as a combination of several developed roles (i.e., agent interfaces) and
the default functionality defining the agent behaviour outside scopes.
The agent specification can be further refined adding more details and custom
functionality. Compatibility of different agents is ensured by the fact that all agents
have been developed by the formal refinement method from the same abstract
specifications of different roles and the middleware. Therefore, agents can collaborate
making safe assumptions about the functionality of their peers.
In the next subsection we give a brief introduction into our formal framework – the
B Method, which we will use to formalise the development process described above.

3.1 The B Method
The B Method [1] (further referred to as B) is an approach for the industrial
development of highly dependable software. The method has been successfully used
in the development of several complex real-life applications [6]. The tool support
available for B provides us with the assistance for the entire development process. For
instance, Atelier B [8], one of the tools supporting the B Method, has facilities for
automatic verification and code generation as well as documentation, project
management and prototyping. The high degree of automation in verifying correctness
improves scalability of B, speeds up development and, also, requires less
mathematical training from the users.
The development methodology adopted by B is based on stepwise refinement [3].
While developing a system by refinement, we start from an abstract formal
specification and transform it into an implementable program by a number of
correctness preserving steps, called refinements. A formal specification is a
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mathematical model of the required behaviour of a (part of) system. In B a
specification is represented by a set of modules, called Abstract Machines. An
abstract machine encapsulates state and operations of the specification and as a
concept is similar to a module or a package.
Each machine is uniquely identified by its name. The state variables of the machine
are declared in the VARIABLES clause and initialized in the INITIALISATION
clause. The variables in B are strongly typed by constraining predicates of the
INVARIANT clause. All types in B are represented by non-empty sets. We can also
define local types as deferred sets. In this case we just introduce a new name for a
type, postponing actual definition until some later development stage.
The operations of the machine are defined in the OPERATIONS clause. In this
paper we use Event B extension of the B Method. The operations in Event B are
described as guarded statements of the form SELECT cond THEN body END.
Here cond is a state predicate, and body is a B statement. If cond is satisfied, the
behaviour of the guarded operations corresponds to the execution of their bodies.
However, if cond is false, then the execution of the corresponding operation is
suspended, i.e., the operation is in waiting mode until cond becomes true.
The generalised version of the guarded operation is ANY operation. The syntax of
ANY operation is ANY vars WHERE cond THEN body END. The operation
corresponds to a family of events or a parameterised event operation. It is triggered by
any acceptable values of the variables vars satisfying the condition cond. The
variables vars are then used as local variables in the operation body.
B statements that we are using to describe a state change in operations have the
following syntax:
S == x := e | IF cond THEN S1 ELSE S2 END | S1 ; S2 | x :: T |
S1 || S2 | ANY z WHERE cond THEN S END | ...
The first three constructs – assignment, conditional statement and sequential
composition (used only in refinements) have the standard meaning. The remaining
constructs allow us to model nondeterministic or parallel behaviour in a specification.
Usually they are not implementable so they have to be refined (replaced) with
executable constructs at some point of program development. The detailed description
of the B statements can be found elsewhere [1].

3.2 Development of Scopes and Roles
The specification of a scope describes general functionality of several collaborating
agents (in particular roles). The task of formal development is to use the specification
as the starting point for the derivation of specifications of the corresponding agent
roles (interfaces). To guarantee correctness of the resulting role specifications, we use
formal refinement and decomposition techniques. For example, Fig.2 shows that the
Lecture scope is decomposed into roles Student and Teacher defining functionality
of the corresponding agents.
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On the other hand, we have to take into account scope nesting, when scopes have
embedded subscopes providing some extended functionality. Subscope specifications
can be naturally derived from the original scope specification via refinement. After
verifying the correctness of refinement, we can continue the development process by
decomposing the specification into corresponding roles as described above. In Fig.2,
we show how scope Lecture is refined by subscope Group work, which is
consequently decomposed into roles Student' and Teacher'.

Lecture Scope

Student

Lecture
Teacher

SD
Group work
sub-scope

D
Student’

D

Lecture

D

Teacher

R
Lecture

R

S Group work
D sub-scope

R
Teacher’

Student

R
Student’
Teacher
’

D

Group work
sub-scope

S
D

Lecture

Fig. 2. a) Orthogonal decomposition diagram b) its representation as a parallel refinement. SD
is scope decomposition; D – decomposition of a scope into roles; R – refinement.

As a result, we have two orthogonal development processes with the same starting
point – the original specification of a scope. Both developments arrive at role
specifications describing agent functionality in the corresponding scopes. However,
the hierarchy of scopes and subscopes should be reflected in the corresponding
specifications of agent roles. Hence the roles in subscopes must be the extensions of
the corresponding roles in the scopes. In other words, to guarantee the consistency of
developed roles, we have to show that the subscope roles refine the corresponding
scope roles.
In our Lecture scenario, we derived the specifications of agents in roles Student
and Teacher. These specifications describe the functionality of the corresponding
agents after joining scope Lecture. On the other hand, roles Student’ and Teacher’
describe the behaviour of the corresponding agents while they enter scope Group
Work which is a subscope of Lecture. These roles have to satisfy the requirements
specified in Student and Teacher. At the same time, they can provide additional
functionality specific to Group Work. By proving formally that Student’ is a
refinement of Student, and Teacher’ is a refinement of Teacher, we guarantee
consistency of agent behaviour in nested scopes Lecture and Group work. In Fig.2,
this is shown by the arrows connecting roles Student' and Student, and roles
Teacher' and Teacher.
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3.3 Agent Design
Agent design starts with the selection of roles that the agent must implement. It is
permitted to implement any number of roles from different scopes. Initially roles
inside of an agent are totally independent specifications that may well correspond to
several independent processes running in an agent. Agent refinement specifies
additional operations that control agent behaviour during migration, location
selection, scope creation and joining, and other activities not covered by roles.
During agent refinement process, the agent roles can also be refined, possibly by
adding some new functionality. Due to the nature of refinement, the refined roles are
still compatible with the original abstract roles.
Scope Model
S1

Scope
Model S2
D

D
R11

R12

R13
E

R32

E

Agent A 2 Model

R
R’ 13

R31
E

Agent A 1 Model

R’ 1 2

D

R21

E

E

R
R’ 2 1

R’’ 1 3

Default role
A1

Scope
Model S3

Custom part

R’’ 3 1

Default role
A2

Custom part

Fig.3. Relations between agents, scope models and roles. D – decomposition of a scope into
roles; E – extension of role specification an agent model; R – refinement of an agent model.
We start building an agent specification by extending one or more roles obtained
formally through the decomposition of abstract scope models (see Fig. 3). The
refinement step introduces a specification of the minimal agent functionality called
the default role. It allows an agent to talk to locations, create/join/leave scopes, and
migrate. The agent may also need some logic that glues independent interfaces and
allows them to talk to each other. This is done via the global agent variables and the
special methods for accessing to them.
After the agent specification is ready, it is used to build the source code for the
actual agent program. The source is linked against the middleware library to get an
executable agent program. The generated agent source may run on PDAs, laptops,
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desktop PCs and smart-phones using
implementation as the adaptation layer.

the

platform-specific

middleware

The standard work cycle of an agent looks like this: an agent detects the available
locations and connects to at least one of them, then looks for current activities on the
location(s) or creates its own new scope, and finally joins a scope and plays one of the
implemented roles in it. Only when the agent decides to play a particular role in a
scope, it really starts to cooperate with other agents. The agent is capable of
understanding its peers since the role functionalities of all the scope participants are
based on the same abstract model. As a result, the composition of agent functionalities
in a scope corresponds to the initial abstract model.
R’’ 1 3 R’’ 3 1

A2
Instantiation of S1
R1 3
R1 2

R’ 1 2

R’ 1 3

R’ 2 1

A1

Fig. 4. An instantiation of an abstract model
The correctness of a model instantiation, or in other words, the fact that the scope
instantiates the corresponding abstract scope model, can be demonstrated by
analysing the agent design process and assuming that there is a correct transition from
agent model to agent implementation. In Fig.4 we illustrate an instantiation of an
abstract model which is formed when all the roles in the scope are taken by some
agents.

3.4 Fault Tolerance
Ability to operate in a volatile, error prone environment will be an intrinsic feature of
CAMA. Hence CAMA systems should be able to withstand various kinds of faults,
i.e., guarantee fault tolerance. The most typical fault is a temporal connectivity loss
which can cause failures of communication between cooperating agents or between an
agent and the location.
Since in the CAMA approach the agent and location software are developed from
the corresponding B specifications, the fault tolerance mechanisms should be already
integrated into these specifications, so that development of fault tolerance means is
becoming part of the system development. For example, while modelling
collaboration between agents in the specification of a scope, we have to define the
agent behaviour in the presence of message losses, hardware failures etc. Moreover,
while developing agent roles (interfaces) from the corresponding scope specifications,
fault tolerance mechanisms should be distributed between involved parties.
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Representing fault tolerance in CAMA constitutes an important research topic which
we will further investigate in our future work.

4 B Specification of the Middleware
To ensure correct behaviour of the location-based system, the middleware of the
location should enforce a certain discipline on agents. For instance, the properties of
the scopes defined upon scope creation are preserved in spite of volatile connectivity
and dynamic nature of scopes. Moreover, it should guarantee the integrity of the
information about agents in locations and scopes. These complex interdependencies
should be stated explicitly and verified. We have developed a formal specification of
the location middleware which is the core of the system. It corresponds to the most
complex part of the system and not only defines the operations that the location
provides to support communication between agents but also state the properties of the
data structures in the location. The actual middleware implementation will be based
upon this formal model. An abstract description of the location specification is
presented below. The full B specification can be found in [9].
MACHINE

Location
VARIABLES

AgentNames,
Scopes,
ScopeRolesTaken,
AgentRoleData,
AgentScopes,
ScopeAttributes,
ScopeAgentRoles

/* Agents active in the location */
/* Created scopes */
/* A number of agents taken a particular role in a particular scope */
/* Public data disclosed by the agent while taking a certain role */
/* For each active agent defines the scopes in which it is active */
/* Scope descriptions provided by scope creators */
/* The roles taken by agents in active scopes */

INVARIANT

Types of variables & interdependencies between data
INITIALIZATION

Initially there are no agents and correspondingly no scopes in the location

…

OPERATIONS

/* Engagement request */
a_id < --Engage =
ANY Role_and_Data WHERE
Role_and_Data is the information about the supported roles supplied by the agent
THEN
CHOICE

successful engagement to the location by issuing valid ID to the agent via a_id and
update of AgentNames and AgentRoles
OR

failed engagement to the location by issuing invalid ID to the agent

END;
END;

/* Disengagement request */
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rr <-- Disengage = …
/* Scope creation request from an agent */
scope_id <-- CreateScope =
ANY a_id, scopeDescr, role WHERE
a_id is ID of the agent requesting to create a scope
scopeDescr defines the necessary conditions for joining a scope
role: the role that the requesting agent a_id will play in the created scope
THEN
CHOICE

successful scope creation by issuing valid scope ID via scope_id,
updating list of active scopes Scopes and list of
scope descriptions ScopeAttributes updating AgentScopes,
ScopeRolesTaken and ScopeAgentRoles
OR

unsuccessful scope creation by issuing invalid scope ID via scope_id
END
END;

/* Scope remove request */
result <-- DeleteScope = …
/* Scope join request */
result <-- JoinScope =
ANY a_id, scope_id, role WHERE
a_id is ID of the agent requesting to join the scope
scope_id is ID of the scope which the agent is attempting to join
role is the role which a_id will play in the scope
THEN
IF

the agent a_id is not already participating in scope_id &
requested role is a valid role for the scope &
conditions for participating in the scope are not violated
THEN

the agent a_id is successfully joined the scope
the information about the agent is updated
in AgentScopes, AgentRoles, and ScopeAgentRoles
the information about the number of agents playing the role is updated for the scope
ELSE

the agent a_id is rejected to join the scope
END
END;

/* Scope leave request */
result <-- LeaveScope = …
/* Prompt information about the scopes in which an agent can participate */
scopes <-- GetScopes = …
END
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5 Conclusions
The presented work is tightly linked to the Ambient Campus case study of the
RODIN Project. One of the project goals is to develop the methodology (based on
formal methods) that would allow us to fully model and build the mobile locationbased systems. The requirements document (written for the Ambient Campus case
study) is the first step towards creating the formal model of such systems.
At the same time, we are developing middleware that will support our mobile agent
abstractions. This paper presents the formal B specification of the location, i.e., the
core part of the middleware. The choice of the location-based architecture (discussed
in [5]) has influenced all the parts of our work on the case study, including the
methodology.
It is our plan to investigate more closely the agent design process. We are also
planning to conduct several extensive experiments covering the full cycle of system
development – starting from an abstract system model through all steps until we get
running software.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by IST FP6 RODIN Project.
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Abstract. Creating the specification of a system by focusing primarily
on the detailed properties of the digital controller can lead to complex
descriptions that have no coherence. An argument put forward in a recent paper by Hayes, Jackson, and Jones gives reasons to focus first on
the wider environment in which the system will reside. This paper informally explores two examples so as to illustrate this approach to system
specification.

1

Overview of approach

The general idea of the “Hayes/Jackson/Jones” approach [HJJ03] is simple: for
many technical systems it is easier to derive their specification from one of a wider
system in which physical phenomena are measurable. Even though the computer
cannot affect the physical world directly, it is still worthwhile to start with the
wider system. The message can be stated negatively: don’t jump into specifying
the digital system in isolation. If one starts by recording the requirements of
the wider (physical) system, the specification of the technical components can
then be derived from that of the overall system; assumptions about the physical
components are recorded as rely-conditions for the technical components.
In order to be able to write the necessary specifications, some technical work
derived from earlier publications of Hayes, Jackson and Jones has to be brought
together. The process of deriving the specification of the software system involves
recording assumptions about the non-software components. These assumptions
are recorded as rely conditions because we know how to reason about them
from earlier work on concurrency (e.g. [Jon81,Jon83,Jon96]). In most cases, we
need to reason about the continuous behaviour of physical variables like altitude: earlier work by Hayes (and his PhD student Mahony) provides suitable
notation [MH91]. The emphasis on “problem frames” comes from Jackson’s publications [Jac00].
A trivial example of the HJJ approach is a computer-controlled temperature
system: one should not start by specifying the digital controller; an initial specification in terms of the actual temperature should be written; in order to derive
the specification of the control system, one needs to record assumptions (relyconditions) about the accuracy of sensors; there will also be assumptions about
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Fig. 1. Bridging from the physical world to a digital control system

the fact that setting digital switches results in a change in temperature. Once
the specification of the control system has been determined, its design and code
can be created as a separate exercise. At all stages — but particularly before
deployment — someone has to make the decision that the rely conditions are
in accordance with the available equipment. Figure 1 gives an abstract view of
the HJJ approach. The referenced [HJJ03] outlines this procedure for a “sluice
gate” controller. The analysis includes looking at tolerating faults by describing
weaker guarantees in the presence of weaker rely conditions.
Notice that it is not necessary to build a complete model of the physical
components like motors, sensors and relays: only to record assumptions. But
even in the simple sluice gate example of [HJJ03], it becomes clear that choosing
the perimeter of the system is a crucial question: one can consider the physical
phenomena to be controlled as the height of the gate, or the amount of water
flowing; or the humidity of the soil; or even the farm profits. Each such scope
results in different sorts of rely-conditions.

2
2.1

Pushing out the boundaries of the system
The gas-burner

The need to start the specification phase without considering the digital system
can be illustrated by examining the gas-burner example used in [HRR91]. The
(interesting) physical components of the gas-burner system are:
–
–
–
–
–

a processor to run the control software
a heat request interface
a flame sensor
a gas valve
an ignition transformer

The requirements, taken verbatim from [HRR91], are:
1. In order to ensure safety the gas concentration in the environment must at
all time be kept below a certain threshold
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2. The gas-burner should burn when heat request is on, provided the gas ignites
and burns without faults
3. The gas-burner should not burn when heat request is off
And three assumptions, also verbatim from [HRR91], are given:
1. When no gas is released, the flame is extinguished after at most 0.1 seconds
2. Gas cannot ignite unless the ignition transformer is operating
3. The gas concentration will stay below the critical threshold if gas never leaks
for more than 4 seconds in any period of at most 30 seconds
These requirements and assumptions, on their own, give a very sparse description of what the system is supposed to be doing. Moreover, the description
hides a number of assumptions which could, on the one hand, make deployment
dangerous and, on the other hand, make the specification arbitrary. The referenced paper gives the first step in formalising requirements as constructing a
formal model, and defines five state variables in the digital system. They are
Heatreq, F lame, Gas, Ignition, and Conc. The first four are boolean-valued,
and the final one is a real-valued percentage.
Nothing in that specification constrains the use of those variables, and their
relationship to the physical system is left undefined. These relationships are critical: should those variables be used as sensors, so that their value is relied upon
to reflect the physical world, or are they used as a channel to send commands
to the physical components of the system?
The Heatreq and F lame variables appear to be inputs — Heatreq is the
input that tells the gas-burner to turn on, and F lame appears to be tied to
the flame sensor component in the physical system. The Conc variable, used to
denote the relative gas concentration around the burner, is most likely a “ghost”
variable, as the physical system has no sensor to measure gas concentration.
The Gas and Ignition variables must then be outputs from the system, used to
control the gas valve and ignition transformer respectively.
2.2

Extending the system boundaries

What is the actual purpose of the gas-burner? The specification as developed
gives the impression that the purpose is to burn gas — when the Heatreq signal
is on — given certain time-related constraints.
Moving the boundary outwards from that, one could say that a more accurate
description of the purpose of the gas-burner is to burn gas safely. The adjective
“safely” is used informally here and simply means that no explosions occur and
nobody is asphyxiated or intoxicated from high concentrations of gas in the
environment.
Pushing the boundary of the system out further, the purpose of the gasburner is probably to generate heat. Perhaps this is obvious; after all, one of
the signals in the referenced model is called Heatreq. However, that merely
prompts us to ask about the precise relationship between the Heatreq signal
and the operation of the gas-burner. Even at this level we do not know what it
is that we are trying to heat, that is, what the use of the gas-burner is.
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2.3

Back to the example

One of the first things to do is look at the real requirements of the system. If we
take the purpose of the system as simply to generate heat, we can quickly come
up with some general requirements.
The machine’s behaviour, during “normal” operation, would have requirements like:
– If Heatreq signal comes on at some point in time means that the gas-burner
will start to generate heat soon after.
– When the gas-burner is generating heat the Heatreq signal must be on and
must have come on in the relatively recent past.
– When the Heatreq signal turns off then the gas-burner will stop generating
heat soon after.
These requirements would be based on assumptions like:
–
–
–
–
–

A flame in the gas burner generates heat.
The presence of gas and a spark will cause a flame.
Gas is present if the gas valve is turned on.
The ignition transformer generates sparks.
The gas-burner can sense the state of the Heatreq signal in a timely manner.

The assumptions tend to be very simple, but each can be easily formalized if
necessary. Note that the sample requirements here are not intended to cover
unusual situation — they are intended for a perfect environment.
The requirements for the machine when faced with an imperfect environment
could include:
– The machine does not cause explosions.
– The machine does not cause toxic concentrations of gas in the environment.
This requirement forces us to consider assumptions like:
– A large concentration of gas can cause an explosion.
– Small concentrations of gas can not cause an explosion.
– The environment cannot change in such a way so that the maximum safe
concentration of gas is less than some specific amount.
– The concentration of gas in the environment increases when the gas is on
without a flame.
– The concentration of gas in the environment cannot increase when the gas
is off.
– The environment causes concentrations of gas to dissipate over time.
– The machine will only have to deal with a single type of gas.
– The characteristics of the gas — volatility, ignition temperature, etc. — are
constant during operation.
– The ignition transformer is the only source of sparks.
– There is no other source of gas in the environment other than the gas-burner.
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– The environment does not actively inhibit gas-burning, but it is possible for
the environment to extinguish the flame even while the gas is on.
– The gas valve cannot fail to close.
– It is also assumed that the rate of flow of gas is constant, or has a constant
maximum. This is dependent on nozzle size, gas pressure and so on.
All of these assumptions are important, though this is not intended to be an
exhaustive list. While many may seem trivial, violating any of them can cause a
situation where the machine cannot meet its guarantee-conditions, and thus —
potentially fatally — fail to meet the requirements.
From all of the requirements and assumptions above we can consider the
behaviour of our machine. The observable behaviour is given through the use of
guarantee-conditions, i.e.:
– The ignition transformer generates a spark after gas is turned on.
– The time between turning the gas on and the ignition transformer generating a spark is much less than the amount of time it would take for the
concentration of gas in the environment to exceed a certain threshold.
– If the gas fails to ignite then the gas will be turned off, and will not be turned
back on for a period of time.
Among others, there would also be guarantee-conditions that covered the specific
relationship between the Heatreq signal and the actions of the gas-burner.
To put the structure of the overall system into perspective it is useful to create
a problem diagram of the sort described in Jackson’s book [Jac00]. The diagram
then acts as an aid when identifying the assumptions and possible sources of
interference about which the specification needs to be concerned. Figure 2 gives
a possible problem diagram from the gas-burner.
The “Control Machine” domain is the digital system whose specification we
want to determine and the “Gas-Burner” domain is the physical gas-burner. The
“Environment” domain represents the environment in which the gas-burner is
placed. The oval labelled “Requirements” shows the relationship between the
three domains it connects and shows that the behaviour of the gas-burner is
what is being constrained.
The last domain, “Control Signals”, was left aside as its presence while working on the diagram highlighted an important omission from the original description in [HRR91]: precisely what is controlling the Heatreq signal? Even more
than just that single example, the diagram also makes the possibility of change in
the environment more explicit and shows — by omission — that it is strictly not
possible for the machine to inspect the concentration of gas in the environment.
The combination of rely-conditions and problem diagrams provide a very good
means of identifying the properties — assumed or otherwise — of the overall
system.
The problem diagram has the useful effect of giving a visual representation of
the possible sources of interference that need to be recorded by rely-conditions.
Every variable shared between domains in the diagram will, at the very least,
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Fig. 2. Problem diagram for the gas-burner

need a rely-condition that describes the behaviour we assume it will have. Furthermore, we will also need a rely-condition for every situation where two (or
more) variables have some relationship in their values.
Assumptions like the characteristics of the gas and nozzle — volatility, rate of
flow, and so on — can be coded as rely-conditions fairly directly. This can even
allow for some of the rely-conditions to be derived more-or-less automatically,
rather than written down without any context.
The rely-conditions and the properties of the overall system are used to justify
the set of guarantee-conditions that fulfill the requirements. The combination
of rely- and guarantee-conditions, matched against the requirements, form the
basis on which the user makes the decision as to whether or not the machine’s
behaviour is suitable.
Despite the linear presentation here, the construction of requirements, relyand guarantee-conditions, problem diagrams, and the identification of assumptions is not done in a linear fashion. All of these specific tools should be used to
influence the others.

3

Avoiding confusion between assumptions and
requirements

The message of the general method (Section 1) as exemplified by the previous
section applies to all examples: clarify the requirement in the real world before
trying to specify the software which sits within the system. This process naturally
identifies assumptions about the physical components which can be recorded (as
in [HJJ03]) as rely-conditions.
As an indication that there is another danger of focussing too early on the
computer system, we identify some reservations about one of the many specifications of the “Production Cell” example. This interesting problem is explored
using many different approaches in [LL95]. The specification which we investigate
is [MC94] (which is the journal version the paper by MacDonald and Carrington
in [LL95]).
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For the purposes of this workshop version of the paper, we assume that the
reader is familiar with the overall problem.1
3.1

Normal operation

– Section 2 of [MC94] contains an argument for the assumption that the Feed
Belt can contain only one metal block at a time (and a discussion of how
changing this assumption would change the model). This is not presented as
an assumption in the description; it becomes hidden in the state abstraction
for Component Loaded.
– There are several places (e.g. Sections 3, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 of [MC94]) where
assumptions are made on the initial state of the system.
– A specific concern about Z is that it does not specifically identify preconditions of operations; this raises the question whether this decision contributes to the confusions (e.g. Section 3.2 of [MC94])
– It can be concluded from the specifications of Extend and Retract (in Section 4.1 of [MC94]) that these operations are not allowed to change load pos
or unload pos but it is unclear whether this is an assumption on the equipment or a requirement on the code.
– Similarly, the specifications of Load and U nload (in Section 4.1 of [MC94])
indicate in their predicates that these operations are only allowed in certain
positions; in this case (unlike the previous one) it might well be a requirement
on the code.
– Section 4.3 of [MC94] has requirements about not rotating the robot if either
arm is extended but it is left to guesswork as to whether this is an assumption
on the equipment or a requirement on the code.
– Section 4.2 of [MC94] makes statements about “the press must be empty”
without clarifying whose responsibility it is to achieve this situation.
– Similarly for unloading requiring that there is something to unload.
– Section 7 of [MC94] states that “the pre-condition2 ensures there is no collision between the loaded robot and the elevating rotary table”!
– usw. usw.

4

Further work

The most obvious immediate objective is to completely formalise the examples
discussed in this paper in Hayes-Mahoney logic [MH91]. Tackling these and similar further examples will inevitably refine the method described in [HJJ03]. Less
immediately, further work includes creating a library of examples — including
the two given here — to create a body of work that can serve as a guide to
practitioners. These examples would need to be fully formal, and worked out up
to the point where an implementation would be designed.
1

2

Very briefly, the system has a press unit to which items are transferred from a belt
by a lifting device.
of M ove ERT to Loading P osition 1
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In the longer term, it should be possible to use such a library of examples
to generate a set of “HJJ patterns”, not unlike the design patterns [GHJV95]
currently used by practitioners of object-oriented development. Even if a set of
pattern-like structures cannot be developed, a full set of guidelines for using this
method is required.
The composition of specifications given with this method, in senses of both
subproblems and whole specifications, is a problem that remains to be fully
explored. The task of creating a specification for a machine’s “normal” operation
seems well understood, and creating the specification with weaker rely-conditions
for the “abnormal” machine behaviour is equally straightforward. However, the
problem of combining such specifications is a problem that demands further
study.
The basic ideas involved in the Jones’ rely-conditions, while good at recording
interference, leave gaps when it comes to notions such as ensuring that the system
can make progress. Work such as Stølen’s on wait-conditions [Stø91] addresses
some of these issues, and should be included in this method.
The notation given in Jackson’s [Jac00] for problem diagrams needs extension
to be able to directly record interference notation. The current notation does not
allow for more than a single domain to control a variable. Figure 2 is less detailed
than it might have been because of this.
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Abstract. Dependability analysis of the Web Services (WSs), disclosure of the
possible failures modes and their effects are an actual problem. In the paper the
results of the Web Services dependability analysis by using standardized
FMEA-technique are represented. Obtained results were used for determining
the necessary means of failure effect recovery, failure prevention, faulttolerance ensuring and fault removal.

1 Introduction
The Web Service architecture [1] based on SOAP, WSDL and UDDI specifications is
rapidly becoming a de facto standard technology for organization of global
distributed computing and achieving interoperability between different software
applications running on a variety of platforms.
It is now extensively used in developing various critical applications such as
banking, auctions, Internet shopping, hotel/car/flight/train reservation and booking,
e-business, e-science, business account management. This is why analysis and
ensuring dependability in this architecture is an emerging area of research and
development [1–3].
The Web Service dependability consists of several constituents, first of all,
availability, reliability, security, performance/responsiveness, etc. For the
e-commerce, in particular, the serviceability describing the user’s satisfaction and the
availability of the required services are an important characteristics.
Performance and responsiveness undoubtedly are the important characteristics, but
it is easy to provide them by using the parallel computing (web-clusters) and
hardware upgrading (but this is outside of the scope of this report). In this paper we
will focus on ensuring of Web Service reliability and availability.
To improve the Web Services dependability and ensure fault-tolerance it is
necessary to analyse possible failures modes, their causes and influence on system.
For that the standardized FMEA-technique [4] was used.
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2 Analysis of the Web Services by Using FMEA-Technique
The FMEA (failure modes and effects analysis) is a standard formalized technique for
the reliability analysis of different systems which devoted to the specification of
failure modes, their sources, causes of occurrence and influence on system as a whole
[4]. The use of the FMEA-technique for the Web Services analysis allows to identify
the typical failures and their influence on the Web Services dependability, and also to
determine necessary means for fault-tolerance and failure effect recovery. FMEAtechnique may be an important part of Web Services dependability guaranteeing
program.
Computer system provided some Web Service consists of hardware and specific
software components (web server, application server, DBMS, application software –
servlets, stored procedures and triggers) and may have different architectures (Fig. 1).
These components must be taken into account during failure modes and effects
analysis.

Operating System

Software Environment
Web Server
Application Server
Servlets
DBMS
Stored procedures
Data Base

Hardware Environment
(1)

Web Server

App Server

(2)

Data Base
Server

Web&App
Server

Data Base
Server
(3)

Fig. 1. Typical Web Services component architectures: (1) all components in the same
computer; (2) fully separated component architecture; (3) partially separated component
architecture.

The analysis of Web Services failures modes, causes and effects is obtained by
using the FMEA-format (Tables 1, 2). To reduce scale of FMEA-tables we replaced
repeating rows by arrows.
To identify the Web Services failures modes new failure taxonomy was proposed
(Fig. 2) taking into consideration variants described in [5–8]. The proposed taxonomy
classifies possible failures from the points of view of the Web Service publishers and
the end-users and takes into account failure domain, failure evidence and stability of
occurrence, and also its influence on system operability.
We performed analysis of failure effect on data, system components, users and
Web Services as a whole. Several failures modes can lead to the prolonged or shortterm service aborting that affects on users as denial of service. But some failures
result in a non-evident incorrect service. For many applications (e-commerce, critical
automation control, etc.) such effect is more dramatic because will entail serious
consequences, financial loss and, finally, service discrediting.
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Table 1. Hardware failures modes end effects analisys

Failure Effect
Failure Stability of
Domain Occurrence

Failure Cause

Influence on Failure
Operability Evidence on HW

HW environment

evident
1) HW deterioration;
2) pernicious
termination
external influence
evident
accidental
failures

non-pernicious
external influence
(interference)

design faults
permanent
failures

termination
interruption

on SW

crash

crash

crash

suspension

evident

hang

crash

evident

hang

suspension

on stored
data

on session on web
data & service as
calculation a whole

on user

service
abort

deny of
service

data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

corruption data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

corruption data loss
–

–

data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

evident rebooting restarting

–

data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

evident

–

–

–

nonevident

–

–

–

–
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data/
service deny of
calculation
exception service
error
data/
incorrect
calculation
–
service
error

Table 2. Software failures modes end effects analisys

Failure
Domain

SW environment

OS

transient
failures

Failure
Cause

design fault termination

App
Server

Servlets
Stored
procedures
& triggers

malicious
impact
permanent
failures

(hacker
attack,
viruses)
incorrect
input data

Failure Effect
on SW

on stored
data

evident

hang

crash

evident

hang

OS/Servers/
DBMS/App
suspension

–

restarting

–

interruption

Web
Server

DBMS

Application SW

Stability of
Occurrence

Influence
Failure
on
evidence on HW
Operability

on session on web
data & service as on user
calculation a whole
service
abort

deny of
service

data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

data loss

service
abort

deny of
service

corruption data loss

interruption
evident rebooting
–
evident

–

–

–

data/
service deny of
calculation
exception service
error

nonevident

–

–

–

data/
calculation
error

–
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–

incorrect
service

Failure specification
attributes

Failure modes

Environment-dependent failures

Failure dependence

Application-specific
failures

Hardware (HW) environment
Software(SW) environment
Operation System (OS)

Failure domain

Web-server

DBMS

Permanent

Stability of occurrence
Influence on operability

System services
App Server

Failure evidence

DB stored
procedures
and
triggers

Transient (Accidental)
No influence

Termination

Application
software
(servlets)

Interruption
Non-evident

Evident

Fig. 2. Failure taxonomy

As it was inquired, the hardware design faults (faults in processors, chipsets, etc.) still
remain one of the possible causes of the Web Services failures. Furthermore, a
monthly Specification Update for Intel product series can contain up to several tens of
errata, some of which under certain circumstances can lead to unexpected program
behavior, calculation error or processor hang. However, the prevalent sources of Web
Services failures are the different software components.
The reliability (probability of failure-free operation) of separated Web Services
architectures presented on the Fig. 1 (2, 3) is less than reliability of concentrated
architecture (1) because of the increase of a number of HW components that can fail.
Thus, such architectures are expedient for using in cluster systems.
Performed analysis will help in defining the necessary failure recovery and faulttolerance means for specific failure modes. Set of the fault-tolerance means depends
on failure modes and causes whereas the required failure recovery means depends on
failure effect on system and its components. Failures severities can be defined by
their evidence and influence on system operability.

3 Ensuring Web Services Dependability and Fault-Tolerance

3.1 Failure effect recovery
Common means of the failure effect recovery for Web Services include: 1) replacement
of crashed hardware components; 2) reinstall of crashed software components; 3) data
recovery; 4) system rebooting or restarting of the particular software services.
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To achieve better availability system rebooting and restarting of the particular
software services and applications must be performed in automatic mode with the
help of hardware or software implemented watch-dog timer. Besides, it is
preferentially to have secure way for remote system rebooting by administrator.
It is very important to perform regular data backup for success data recovery.
3.2 Failure prevention
Fault prevention is attained first of all by quality control techniques employed during
the design and manufacturing of hardware and software [5]. However, most of the
hardware and software Web Services components are the COTS- (commercial of the
shelf) components developed by third parties.
Hence, service publisher has limited means for failure effect prevention:
− quality control techniques employed during the design of the own developed
application software;
− procedures for input parameter checking;
− rigorous procedures for system maintenance and administration;
− firewalls, security guards and scanners to prevent malicious failures.
Besides, to prevent transient failures and performance reducing caused by software
rejuvenation can be used techniques based on forced restarting/reinitialization of the
software components [9].
3.3 Fault-tolerance
The development of fault tolerant techniques for the Web Services has been an active
area of research over the last couple of years. The backward (based on rolling system
components back to the previous correct state) and forward (which involves
transforming the system components into any correct state) error recovery for the web
on the basis of an application-specific exception handling is discussed in [10].
More generally, high dependability and fault-tolerance of the Web Service is
ensured by using different kinds of redundancy and diversity at the different levels of
the system structure (Fig. 3). HW redundancy may be partial (redundancy of
processors, hard discs – RAID, network adapters, etc.) as well as complete with
replication or diversification of SW. Complete HW and SW redundancy is a
foundation of cluster architectures and provides better performance and
dependability.
Diversity is used usually to tolerate software or hardware failures caused by design
faults. But for tolerating transient failures a simple replication of SW environment
with HW redundancy may be a sufficient means because of the individual behavior
even of two replicated SW environment. To tolerate non-evident failures the voting
scheme must be used.
The 72-87% of the faults in open-source software are independent of the operating
environment (i.e. faults in application software) and are hence permanent [6]. Half of
the remaining faults is environment depended and permanent. And only 5-14% of the
faults are environment depended caused by transient conditions. Hence, diversity is
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the most efficient method of fault-tolerance provision. It can be used for HW
platform, OS, web and application servers, DBMS and, finally, for application
software both separately and in many various combinations.
However diversity can worse the intrusion-tolerance and Web Service security
(confidentiality and integrity) because it opens new potential ways for malicious
intrusions. At the same time diversity brings additional protection against DoS
attacks.
Failure mode
Failure domain

Fault-tolerant means

Stability of
Occurrence

Failure Evidence

Accidental

Evident

Partial HW
redundancy
Complite HW
redundancy

Hardware
environment

Evident
HW diversity

Permanent
Nonevident

Operation retry

Evident

Replication of
the System SW

Transient
Nonevident

Software
environment

SW replication
or diversity

Complite
HW redundancy
or diversity

Diversity of the
System SW

Nonevident

Permanent
Evident

Application
Software

Permanent

Nonevident

Diversity of the
Application SW

Evident

Applicationspecific exceptions
handling

Fig. 3. Means for Web Services fault-tolerance

3.4 Fault removal
Fault removal of the Web Services based, first of all, on the systematic applying of
the updates and patches for hardware (microcode updates) and software developed by
third parties (OS, drivers, web and app servers, DBMS).
Fault removal from the own developed application software is performed both
during the development phase and the maintenance.
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4 Dependable Web Services Development and Deployment

4.1 Using FMEA-technique for Dependable Web Services Development
To develop and deploy dependable Web Services the common FMEA-tables (see
Tables 1-2) describing hardware and software failures modes and effects must be
concretized taking into account actual hardware/software architecture of particular
Web Service (Fig. 4).
HW/SW Environment
Architecture

Web Service
HW/SW Environment Business
Logic
Specification

Application
Software

Common
FMEA-tables

Servlets,
DB triggers
and stored
procedures

Detailed
FMEA-tables

Failures criticality
(cost) and probability
analisys

Set of means for
fault-tolerance
provision

Analisys of cost,
efectiveness and
compatibility of
different means

Risk analysis,
optimization and
choice

Updating of
HW/SW architecture,
environment
specification and
business logic

Fig. 4. Using FMEA-technique for Dependable Web Services Development

The two different development strategies are possible. For Web Services of businesscritical applications (for example, e-commerce) it is necessary as a rule to provide the
required dependability at the minimum costs. For Web Services of commercial
applications it is important to provide the maximum dependability at the limited costs.
These goals can be achieved by solving optimization problem taking into account
failures criticality, probability of occurrence and cost of fault-tolerance means, their
effectiveness and failures coverage. As a result the Web Service must be updated
using chosen fault-tolerance means.
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4.2 The principles of Dependable and Secure Web Services Deployment
The Web Services fault and intrusion tolerance, security and dependability as a whole
can be improved by using following principles.
1. Defense in depth and diversity (D&D). This principle provides the using of
diversity at the different levels of the Web Service architecture (HW platform, OS,
System SW, etc.) and also joint usage of existed security and fault-tolerance
facilities. Here, the compatibility between different facilities and diversity modes
must be taken into account. To solve this problem the multilevel diversification
graph can be used [11]. The number of graph levels will be equal to the number of
diversified components of the Web Services whereas the number of nodes at the
each level will be equal to the number of existed diverse elements.
2. Adaptability and update (A&U). The essence of this principle is in the dynamic
changing of Web Service architecture and diversity modes according to observed
failures and intrusions. For that the intellectual monitoring means can be used in
the system for the detection of the failures and intrusions, their analysis and the
choice of the better Web Service configuration. These means can include external
alarm services to notify about recent Internet security vulnerabilities, novel viruses
and to distribute security updates and patches.
The D&D and A&U principle are corresponding to the DIT (Dependable Intrusion
Tolerance) architecture described in [12].

5 Conclusions
Publishers of Web Services have a limited possibility for fault prevention and fault
removal of the most components of Web Services, developed by third parties. Thus,
redundancy in combination with diversity is one of the basic means of dependability
ensuring and tolerance provision to the majority failure modes. But using diversity in
Web Service architecture requires detailed researches and addition solutions because
it can lead to the addition security violations.
Cluster architecture improves availability of Web Services. The additional
adaptive reliable algorithms and means of voting and failures diagnosis must be
implemented for the ensuring tolerance to the non-evident failures and prevention of
losses of the processed (in-service) requests.
The FMEA is an effective technique, which can be used for the application of a
specific dependability analysis of Web Services, especially of composite WSs.
Fulfilled analysis can be extended by taking into account the lacks of required
resources or services and service unavailability due to network failures. Besides, the
critical analysis of different failures modes can be performed.
FMEA-tables may be dynamically updated during Web Service operation. It
allows (jointly with implementation of D&D and A&U principles) to increase the
effectiveness of the used means of dependability ensuring.
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Abstract. In this paper we focus on analysis of transient physical faults and designing mechanisms to tolerate them. Transient faults are temporal faults that
appear for some time and might disappear and reappear later. They are common
in control systems. However transient fault appearing even for a short time
might result in a system error. Hence fault tolerance mechanisms for detecting
and recovering from temporal faults are of great importance in the design of
control systems. Often the system module which detects errors and performs error recovery is called a Failure Management System. Its purpose is to prevent
the propagation of errors in the system. In this paper we propose a formal approach to specifying the Failure Management System in the B Method. We focus on deriving a general specification and development pattern for Failure
Management Systems for tolerating transient faults.

1 Introduction
Nowadays software-intensive control systems are in heart of many safety-critical applications. Hence dependability of such systems is a great concern. While designing
controlling software for such systems we should ensure that it is able not only to detect errors in system functioning but also to confine the damage and perform error recovery. In this paper we focus on designing controllers able to withstand transient
physical faults of the system components [9]. Transient faults are temporal defects
within the system. We focus on analysis and design of a special subsystem of control
systems – a Failure Management System (further referred to as FMS) – which performs error detection, damage confinement and error recovery. The FMS is a subsystem of the embedded control system responsible for providing the controller with the
error free inputs obtained from the environment. Since controller is relying only on
the input from FMS, it is important to ensure its correctness.
Design of the FMS is particularly difficult since often requirements changes are introduced at the late stages of the development cycle. These changes are unavoidable
since many requirements result from empirical performance studies executed under
failure conditions. To overcome this difficulty we propose a formal pattern for specifying fault tolerance mechanism in the FMS. The contribution of our work is in verifying the suggested pattern rather then a particular specification. The proposed pattern
can be reused in the product line development and hence its correctness is crucial.
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We demonstrate how to develop the FMS by stepwise refinement in the B Method
[3]. Our approach is validated by a realistic case study conducted within EU project
RODIN [7].

2 Fault tolerance mechanism in FMS
Failure Management System (FMS) [2] is a part of the embedded control system responsible for managing failures of the system inputs as shown on Figure 1.
Sensors

FMS
Controller

Application
Actuators

Figure 1. Place of the FMS in an embedded control system

The main role of FMS is to supply the controller of the system with the error free inputs from the system environment.
All inputs supplied to the FMS are analysed. The analysis of each input results in
invocation of the corresponding remedial action. There are three categories of remedial actions: healthy, temporary or confirmation actions. If an input is considered to
be error free, it is forwarded unchanged to the controller. This is a healthy system action. If an error is detected, the input gets suspected and the FMS decides on error recovery. The aim of FMS is to give error free output even when input is in error, i.e.,
during recovery phase. Hence, when the input is suspected, the system sends the last
good value of the input as the error free output toward the controller. This is a temporary system action. In the recovery phase the input can get recovered during certain
number of operating cycles. If the input fails to recover, the confirmation action is
triggered and the system becomes frozen.
In Figure 2 we illustrate the behaviour of FMS over one analogue input.
Input_Ok

Input_Suspected

Input_Suspected
Input_Confirmed

Input
Recover

Normal

Freez

Input_Ok

Figure 2. Specification of the FMS behaviour

A general description of FMS behaviour is as follows: after getting the input from
the environment through the system sensors, the FMS determines whether the input is
in error or error free. If the input is error free, the FMS applies healthy remedial action. If it is in error, it is classified as suspected and the system initiates recovery
phase. When the recovery starts, a counting mechanism responsible for ensuring the
recovery termination is triggered. If after recovery the input is still suspected, the con-
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firmation action is applied, i.e., the input is confirmed failed and the system freezes.
Otherwise, the system considers the input again as error free, applies the healthy action and continues the operation without any interruption.
The general description of FMS behaviour lacks, however details about the error
detection.
When an input is received by FMS, FMS performs certain tests on the inputs to determine its status: in error or error free. We differentiate between the individual and
collective tests. Individual tests (e.g., Test1 and Test2 in Figure 3) are obligatory
for each input and they determine the preliminary abnormality in the input. When
triggered, individual tests run solely based on the input reading from the sensor. We
use two kinds of individual tests: the magnitude test and the rate test. In the magnitude test the input is compared against some predefined limit (bound) and if exceeds,
it is considered in error. The rate test is detecting erroneous input while comparing the
change of the input readings in consecutive cycles. Namely, the current value of the
input is compared against the previous input value and if some predefined limit is exceeded, the input is considered in error. It is obvious that both tests have some preconfigurations expressed through the predefined limits which allow dynamic test changes
as appropriate.
Test1
T

Test1 OR
Test2

T
InputN

F
…

Test2
…

T

Input_ErrorN

T
F

Redundancy Input_Error
test
F

F
…

F
T
…

Figure 3. Introducing error detection

The error detection for multiple sensors (InputN in Figure 3) implies first the application of individual tests and then, when these tests are passed, the collective test is
applied. The collective test is commonly a redundancy test. It is applied on the group
of multiple sensor inputs. As presented on the Figure 3, redundancy test takes the detected multiple inputs (Input_ErrorN) and based on their values (TRUE or FALSE)
votes for the input status (Input_Error). This status becomes TRUE (i.e., the input is
considered in error) if there are more erroneous inputs for the multiple sensor readings
then error free ones. When the input status is finally detected, FMS proceeds with the
corresponding remedial actions.
Before presenting our formal pattern for handling fault tolerance in FMS, we
give the short introduction to the B Method.

3 Formal system modelling in the B Method
In this paper we have chosen the B Method [3] as our formal modelling framework.
The B Method is an approach for the industrial development of correct software. The
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method has been successfully used in the development of several complex real-life
applications [6]. The tool support available for B, for instance - Atelier B [1], provides us with the assistance for the entire development process.
In this paper we adopt event-based approach to system modelling [4]. The events
are specified as the guarded operations SELECT cond THEN body END. Here cond is
a state predicate, and body is a B statement describing how state variables are affected by the operation. If cond is satisfied, the behaviour of the guarded operation
corresponds to the execution of its body. If cond is false at the current state then the
operation is disabled, i.e., cannot be executed. Event-based modelling is especially
suitable for describing reactive systems. Then SELECT operation describes the reaction of the system when particular event occurs.
For describing the computation in operations we used following B statements:
Statement
X := e
IF P THEN S1 ELSE S2 END
S1 || S2

X :: T

Informal meaning
Assignment
If P is true then execute S1, otherwise S2
Parallel execution of S1 and S2
Nondeterministic assignment – assigns
variable x arbitrary value from given set T

The last statement allows for abstract modelling and hence, postponing implementation decisions till later development stages.
The development methodology adopted by B is based on stepwise refinement [8].
While developing a system by refinement, we start from an abstract formal specification and transform it gradually into an implementable program by a number of correctness preserving steps, called refinements. In the refinement process we reduce
non-determinism of the original specification and eventually arrive at deterministic
implementable specification.
The result of a refinement step in B is a machine called REFINEMENT. Its structure
coincides with the structure of the abstract machine. However, refined machine
should contain an additional clause REFINES which defines the machine refined by
the current specification. Besides definitions of variable types, the invariant of the refinement machine should contain the refinement relation. This is a predicate which
describes the connection between state spaces of more abstract and refined machines.
To ensure correctness we should verify that initialization and each operation preserve the invariant. Verification can be completely automatic or user-assisted.
Next we demonstrate how to formally specify failure management system described in Section 2.

4 Formal development of FMS
4.1 Specifying the failure management system
Control systems are usually cyclic, i.e., their behaviour is essentially an interleaving
between the environment stimuli and controller reaction on these stimuli. The control-
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ler reaction depends on whether the FMS has detected error in the obtained input.
Hence, it is natural to consider the behaviour of FMS in the context of the overall system.
The FMS gets certain inputs from the environment, applies specific detection
mechanisms and depending on the detection results produces output to the controller
or freezes the whole system. Inputs that FMS receives from the environment are inputs from various sensors. In this paper we consider only analogue sensors. In absence of errors the output from the FMS is the actual input to the controller. However,
if error is detected the FMS should try to tolerate it and produce the error free output
or to stop the system without producing any output at all.
In our abstract specification given in Figure 5, for modelling fault tolerance on
given input we used different variables. The variable FMS_State defines the phases
of control cycle execution. Its values are as follows: env – obtaining inputs from the
environment, det – detecting erroneous inputs, act – changing the system operating
mode, rcv – recovering of the erroneous input, out – supplying the output of the
FMS to the controller, stop – freezing the system. The variable FMS_State models
the evolution of system behaviour in the operating cycle. At the end of the operating
cycle the system finally reaches either the terminating (freezing) state or produces the
error free output. After the error free output was produced, the operating cycle starts
again. Hence, the behaviour of the FMS can be described as in Figure 4.
Getting inputs from sensors

Detecting errors

System action
upon detection

Healthy action

Temporary
action

Confirmation

Next cycle

Figure 4. Behaviour of the FMS

Since the controller relies only on the input from the FMS, we should guarantee
that it obtains the error free output from the FMS. Hence, our safety invariant expresses this: whenever the input is confirmed failed, the FMS output is not produced
(i.e., Input_Status=confirmed => FMS_State=stop) and, whenever the input
is confirmed ok, the output should have the same value as input or be different if the
input is suspected (i.e., (Input_Status=ok => Output=Input) & (Input_Status=suspected => Output/=Input)).
Although the abstract specification of FMS is highly abstract it anyway specifies
the fault tolerance mechanism allowing us to ensure the desired behaviour of the system. In this abstract specification the input values produced by the environment are
modelled nondeterministically. After getting the inputs, FMS performs detection on
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inputs to determine if they are in error or error free. This is modelled in the Detection operation of the FMS machine as a nondeterministic assignment of some boolean value (TRUE or FALSE) to the variable modelling input state (i.e., Input_Error
:: BOOL). After the input state is detected, FMS triggers the healthy action if the input is error free. If the input is in error, FMS initiates temporary action, i.e., error recovery.
THEN

MACHINE
FMS
SEES
Global
VARIABLES
Input, Input_Error, FMS_State, cc, num
INVARIANT
Input : T_INPUT &
/*actual input to the FMS*/
Input_Error : BOOL & /*variable modelling input
status*/
FMS_State : STATES & /*variable modelling system
state*/
cc : NAT &
/*cc and num are counters*/
num : NAT &
<safety invariant>
INITIALISATION
FMS_State :=env || cc:=0 || num:=0
OPERATIONS

<input stays suspected> ||
cc:=cc-yy || num:=num+1 || FMS_State:=rcv
WHEN
<the input is in error and it is already
marked suspected>
THEN
<input stays suspected> ||
cc:=cc+xx || num:=num+1 || FMS_State:=rcv
END;
Return=
SELECT <healthy action>
THEN
<input is passed to the output> ||
FMS_State:=env
WHEN
<temporary action>
THEN
<output is assigned the last good
value of the input> || FMS_State:=env
END;

Environment=
SELECT <the system is functioning normally>
THEN
<nondeterministically choose some input> ||
FMS_State:=det
END;

Recovering=
SELECT <input is suspected> & (num>=Limit or cc>=zz)
THEN
<input confirmed failed> || FMS_State:=stop
WHEN
<input is suspected> & num<Limit & cc=0
THEN
<input has recovered> || FMS_State:=out
WHEN
<input is suspected> & num<Limit & cc/=0 &
cc<zz
THEN
FMS_State:=env
END;

Detection=
SELECT <the system is in the detection state>
THEN
Input_Error :: BOOL || FMS_State:=act
END;
Action=
SELECT <the input is not in error>
THEN
<healthy action > || FMS_State:=out
WHEN
<the input is in error and the
error is just discovered>
THEN
<input is marked as suspected> ||
cc:=cc+xx || num:=num+1 || FMS_State:=rcv
WHEN
<the input is not in error but it is already
marked suspected>

Stopping=
SELECT FMS_State=stop
THEN
skip
END
END

Figure 5. Excerpt from the abstract FMS specification

Error recovery is modelled by introducing the two counters: cc and num. At the
beginning of the operating cycle, both counters are set to zero and their values are
changed only in the recovery phase. The first counter cc counts inputs which are in
error. While the system is in the recovery phase, every time when the obtained input
is found in error, the system sets as the output the last good value of the input and the
counter cc is incremented by some given value xx. However if the input is error free,
the cc is decremented by the given value yy. In each operating cycle system is setting
some values for the counter cc either by decrementing or incrementing it. If at one
point the value of the cc exceeds some predefined limit zz the counting stops and the
system confirms the input failure by terminating the operation and freezing the system. Since each erroneous input increments the value of cc and each error free input
decrements it, eventually the counter cc is set to zero. This is possible if eventually
the FMS starts to receive error free inputs. If cc reaches zero the input is considered
to be recovered and the system returns to normal functioning initializing cc to zero
and making it thus ready for the next recovering cycle. The way cc reaches zero or
exceeds the limit zz is determined via setting the parameters xx, yy and zz. These
parameters are set by observing the real performance of the failure. By setting the
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value of xx higher then the value of yy, the counter cc is going to yield the limit zz
faster. However, such a specification is insufficient for guaranteeing termination of
recovery. Observe that the input may vary in such a way that the counter cc is practically oscillating between some values but never reaching the limit zz or zero. Hence,
we introduce the second counter num which is counting each recovering cycle. When
some allowed limit for num is exceeded, the recovery terminates and if cc is different
than zero the input is confirmed failed.
Our initial specification completely describes the intended behaviour of the FMS
but leaves the mechanism of detecting errors in input unspecified. Next, we demonstrate how to obtain the detailed specification of error detection in the refinement
process.
4.2 Refining error detection in FMS
Since we observe multiple sensors the refinement of the FMS starts with replacing the
Input variable with the InputN variable modelling the sequence of input values received by the FMS as N sensor readings, instead of only one sensor reading. The nondeterministic assignment of value to the variable Input_Error in the Detection
operation of the abstract machine is further refined. By introducing new variable Input_ErrorN we can set the value for each particular sensor reading. Input_ErrorN
is a sequence with Boolean values TRUE or FALSE. These values are determined for
each multiple sensor input by running two detection tests: the magnitude test and the
rate test. If the input passes the magnitude test, the value of the temporary variable
Input_Error1 is set to FALSE, otherwise is TRUE (i.e., the test on this input failed).
Similarly, if the input passes the rate test, the value of the temporary variable Input_Error2 is set to FALSE, otherwise TRUE.
The input is error free if none of these tests fail. Hence we define the status of the
input as the disjunction of Input_Error1 and Input_Error2 and set the variable
Input_ErrorN accordingly.
After setting the values of the variable Input_ErrorN in described way, we apply
the redundancy test (as shown in Figure 3). We consider N sensor readings which values are stored in introduced variable InputN. Moreover, our assumption is that this
number is odd to prevent the situation in which the number of the erroneous and error
free inputs is the same. The status of each one of the N sensor inputs is recorded in the
variable Input_ErrorN. The redundancy test performs majority voting. It means that
if there are more values TRUE in the Input_ErrorN sequence, the whole input is
considered failed, otherwise it is error free. After the status of the input is detected,
FMS makes a decision how to proceed with handling it, i.e., which action it is going
to apply as specified in the abstract specification.
The essence of our refinement step is to introduce modelling of the N sensor inputs
instead of only one and replace the nondeterministic assignment to the variable Input_Error with deterministic error detection. The refinement relation for this step is
as follows:
(Input_Error=TRUE =>
(card(Input_ErrorN|>{TRUE}) > card(Input_ErrorN|>{FALSE})))
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The above refinement relation establishes connection between the abstract variable
Input_Error and the concrete variable Input_ErrorN. Namely, if the value of Input_ErrorN is such that the number of error free inputs is smaller then the number
of erroneous inputs then it should correspond to the value TRUE of Input_ErrorN.

To produce the final output, FMS calculates the median value of all error free inputs and passes it as the output from the FMS.
In the Figure 6 we give the excerpt from this refinement step of the FMS with introduced error detection.
WHEN

REFINEMENT
FMSR1
REFINES
FMS
SEES
Global
VARIABLES
InputN, Input_Error, Input_Error1, Input_Error2,
Input_ErrorN,
FMS_State,
cc,num,
Passed1, Passed2
INVARIANT
InputN : seq(T_INPUT) & /*N sensor input reading*/
Input_Error : BOOL &
Input_Error1 : BOOL &
/*test results for 1 input*/
Input_Error2 : BOOL &
Input_ErrorN : seq(BOOL) & /*test results for
N sensor inputs*/
FMS_State : STATES &
cc : NAT & num : NAT &
Passed1 : BOOL &
/*variables for modeling
test application*/
Passed2 : BOOL &
<safety and gluing invariants>
INITIALISATION
InputN := [] || Input_Error := FALSE ||
Input_Error1 := FALSE || Input_Error2 := FALSE ||
Input_ErrorN := [] ||
FMS_State := env ||
cc := 0 || num:=0 ||
Passed1 := FALSE || Passed2 := FALSE

<rate test not passed yet>
THEN
IF
<the input change exceeds the limit>
THEN
Input_Error2:=TRUE
ELSE
Input_Error2:=FALSE
END ||
Passed2:=TRUE ||
FMS_State:=det
WHEN
<both test are passed>
THEN
IF
/*simulate disjunction*/
Input_Error1=Input_Error2 &
Input_Error1=TRUE
THEN
/*record the input status*/
Input_ErrorN:=Input_ErrorN <- TRUE
ELSE
Input_ErrorN:=Input_ErrorN <- FALSE
END ||
/*remove the detected input from further
observation*/
InputN:=tail(InputN) ||
FMS_State:=det
WHEN
<input sequence InputN is empty>
THEN
/*apply the redundancy test*/
IF
<the number of TRUE values in Input_ErrorN
greater then the number of FALSE values>
THEN
Input_Error:=TRUE
ELSE
Input_Error:=FALSE
END ||
FMS_State=act

OPERATIONS
<obtaining the input from the environment>
Detection=
SELECT <magnitude test not passed yet>
THEN
IF
<the input is in defined low and high limits>
THEN
Input_Error1:=FALSE
ELSE
Input_Error1:=TRUE
END ||
Passed1:=TRUE ||
FMS_State:=det

END;
<system action upon detection>
END

Figure 6. Excerpt from refining the error detection in FMS

5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a formal pattern for specifying and refining fault tolerant
control systems susceptible to transient faults. We demonstrated how to ensure that
safety requirement – confinement of erroneous inputs – is preserved in the entire development process. We focused on the design of subsystem of the control system –
the failure management system, which enables error detection, confinement and recovery. Our approach has currently focused on considering multiple analogue sensors.
We derived a general specification of the corresponding error detection mechanism
which defines the appropriate tests run on the obtained inputs. We verified our pattern
on a case study.
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Laibinis and Troubitsyna [5] proposed a formal approach to model-driven development of fault tolerant control systems in B. However, they did not consider transient faults. Since we consider this type of faults our approach can be seen as an extension of the pattern they proposed.
More work on specifying FMS has been done by Johnson et. al [2]. However, they
focused on reusability and portability of FMS modelled using UML in combination
with formal methods. The error detection mechanism proposed here is based on the
application of specific tests combined with the counting mechanism. Hence we focused on specifying the essence of mechanism for tolerating transient faults.
We verified our approach with the automatic tool support – Atelier B. Around 95%
of all proof obligations have been proved automatically by the tool. The rest has been
proved using the interactive prover. We believe that the availability of the tool supporting formal specification and verification can facilitate acceptance of our approach
in industry.
In this paper we addressed a specific subset of transient faults. As a future work we
are planning to enlarge this subset and derive generic patterns for specification and
development of control systems tolerating them. Moreover, it would be interesting to
investigate the possibility of automatic instantiation of specific requirements from
which the general pattern is obtained.
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Z[Z[ÞMÜÉÜª?0PB[;>ÜGZ[Ú;QT PÞM;>;>×²ÞMB[Ü@?0ÜG=GLuÞªS<Z3Z[×8Z\;>Ú6RHâ9S#; ?v1UÞ;gSUZ8F®SB[ÝãÜGÝãZ[ÜvÜ"BB\Ú6;¾RMZ\?v×?vLMLMB[FªPSbT>S²PSÜ@Üv=væGÝeSUSZ[B[LHRMÙGSU;>äB\×<?vçDÞHTRHB[XHS´ÜvÞZ[=@ÜªFM?0P?@B\ÜGZ[;>S6T»?vLu;¾Z\'L Z\B\×8?v(LMÜv&×\ÝY|?väHZ\PRHçDZ\;>;¾RHÜG×LMS ÞH× *B\Ü0â)+Z\RHÜK;>,-PT¾ÜvS.T â9/0SB\!SÉ"ÞH"#B\Üv%ÞÜGÞM×[B[SUÜvF á
ÜvÞªZ\;¾Ú6;71SU×Þà?0B[Z[;Q?0TKB[Sb?vFKáÜvLMT¾Ù Z[B3?0LàÞH×[B[?GÜvPZ[Z[Üª;>ÜvPLàÜG×DT ä!8W@E!SUà=K;>;KL¯?vLMâ FRH;QÜ0P3Z[R´RMST>ÜKB3×7P3AªÞM×YB[Sb?v×«PSUåuLGXHZ\;>SUB\2FSU)3F64?04L Üv,-LÆ.32FH39?@/5#%Z3"#?#&:6Üv!9ØH#;)4á
ékFªSU;>P×«<Z²Z[B\?@;>ØHZ²Xª?´Z[Sb>×«FO;¾=*Z[SZ[!B3=*?0?06B\LM? S#×\@?vB[A!PSUZ[#%T¾=C;>SbÜv?vB0LM×[×SU!ªFO"?Éâ $#PRHÜG%SUÚ LÞZ[SRHLàS×[?0×«Z[;¾Z[;>LHSæ;>×Z[B3B[?0SbLM?vFª×\?vÙ¯PZ[Z[;>ÜOÜvLOPÜv;>Ú6× SÚ6ª;¾SUZUPäMXHèjZ[L®SUF"P?v?0×[Z S#Z[ÜvRMÝ ?0?vZ<Øà×«ÜG;¾Z[B«S²ZZ\Ü0Ü Ý
XHÞHLMB[ÜvFªZ[Ü6ÜªPZ\ÜGRHTS#â XHRHÞ»SFHB\?@S Z\ÝSU?0×U;>ä T¾XMÖ B[SbF× C)+?0B\GS B\SU×«!Z[B\.;QP3Z[Sb$FÆ"#Z[ÜÉ% ×«;¾ÞHZ[S²B\Ü0ÝZ[?vÜª;¾PT>XHÜvB\HT SU× I!ÜGWLH;QT>×·Ùvä ?6Ö LHT>TeÜGLKÜvØHÝ7T¾Z\ÜªRHP3SUAK×[;>S²LHæÉÞHB\PÜ0ÜvZ[Ú6ÜªPÚ6Üv;¾TQZ×
?v?0B\×\S×«XHÞHÚ6B[SbSE×«Z[SURMLu?0ZEZ)T¾ÜªÚ6PUSU?0P3T>T¾RàÙ6?0?@LHZE;Q×«SbÚÉ?v×P3R´×[XM×[P3;gZ\RSv?väK×7çDÚÉRHS?0B\;>S<LuZ\?v?0B[;>S·LH;>?8LHæLKXHZ[ÚRHSDØàFHSUBE?@Z3Üv?0ÝeØMP?GÜv×«Ú6SYT¾ÚÜGæXHLH?v;QLMPF8?@Z\T>;¾ÜKÜGPUL6?0TKÞMB\?0SUB3P?vÜ@Fª=G;>SævB\Ú Ù
;¾ÞHLÊB[Üvâ Z[ÜªRHP;>ÜGP3RÊTMLHPÜÜvÚ6Ú6Ú6SU×\;¾×[Z?vævÞHSUB\×YÜ0Z\?0ÜªB\PS<ÜvSTQ×ªP3?vRàB[?0SÆLH;¾æGÚ6SUFÉÞHT>?0SÚ6Ú6ÜGSULHLGZ\æ#SUÞMF?väB«èjZ\L ;>P;¾3ÞM?0=Z[9;>)+LHæ?J# K@×[;¾3Z[/5SU×99?0LàLFÉÚ6!SU×\M×[?væv!SU"×Y$#?0B\%S 
S HP3RM?0LMævSUF6ÜGLHT>ÙØSZkâ9SSUL´ØàSZkâYSUSLÉZ\RHSPÜKÜvB3Fª;¾Là?@Z[ÜGBE×[;gZ\S?0LàF´PÜGRHÜvB[Z\×UävèjLÉZ\RHS =*44N/
Ö?0LMFÆO/!#:4PÜv)4RM#;Üv6,-LB[Z\N×93!/0S "H9P3$#RMP%?v LHÞMævB[SÜvÚZ[.ÜªSbP×[ÜG!×\"T7?0PæG$#ÜGSURH×E% ÜvZ[SUB[RHZ\T¾B\;>×DÚ6ÜvÚÉXM;¾ævLM?IR´?0ÙOZ[ØHSbS B\×9HÜGP3Z[?GRMRHFHS?vPLH?G×[ævSU×kS8Z\P;¾ÜvLMÚ6LMæMFÆSUCä ×\Q¬ÞH×\?0RM=vævSU?GSbB[×«× ÙÉS8?0×[?GÚ6;g×DZ\S²ÜvZ[RHLMÚ6S#æÉ?IPZ[Ù6ÜKRHÜvB\SUSUÚÉB3?GFª×«P3;¾SULàR´T¾?@=GZ[Z[SURMÜG×USB ä
FªSUP;>èj×[L®;¾ÜG?OL¯FªZ\Ü´;>×«Z[?0B\Ø;>ØHÜvXªB[4ZZ[R0SbPF®ÜvÚ6×[ÙªÚ6×kZ\;¾SZ9Ú2ØKÙ´LHSUÚ6;gZ\SURH?vSLMB#× ?ÆÜvÝ7ævT>=vÜvÜvØàZ[?0STá?vPØàÜvÜGÚ6B«ZDÚ6ÜvÜvB LÇ=GPÜ0T>Z[ÜªSP3áAPÜvLHÚ6ÜvÚ6B²;g×«ZDRà?0Ú6B\SUSU×\F°×[?vÚ6ævSUSGÚä ÜGB[Ù
S ª;>×«ZUäKèjLÉZ\RHS²?0ØM×[SLMPS<ÜvÝ7?#æGT¾ÜGØM?0TPT>ÜKP3AÉ?vLMF¯×[RM?0B\SUF6Ú6SUÚÜGB[Ù u?vL´XHÞ¯Z[Ü6FH?@Z\S<AKLHÜ@â T¾á
SUPÜvFªÚ6æGS´ÚÜ0XHÝ·LH?;QP?@×[ÙKZ\S<×«Z[Z\SURHÚB\Üv;QXH×#æGLMR´Ü0SZHAKP3RMLH?vÜ@LHâ ævLÇSZ[Ü0Ü®ÝeÚ6?0LKSUÙì×\×\?0ÞHævB\ÜªSb×PäKSb×[çD×URHäWSbèj×«LòS Z\Ú6RHSUSU×\×[S¯×[?v×[ævÙKSU×«×9Z[?0SUÚÉB\S×²FHZ[SRHT>;¾SÆ=GSÞHB\B\SUÜKF´PSU?0×\ÝÁZ[×«SSbB×
T>S?0?v;¾B\Z[B[ØHRHæG;gSUSZ\B´B\æv?vØKSUB[ÙìÜvÙ5æGZ[B\ÚÉ;>?vÚ6?vÞH×[SORHAK;QFª;¾PLH?0SUæ®T7T>?I?0ÙªÝB\?0×USU;>ä)T>?vXHçD×UB[ä SbRMÖ ×É;>×Üv×[?vBÉÙª×[×kÙKØKZ\LMÙ5SP3ÚRHÝãÜvB\ÚÉT>ÜvT¾LHÜ@?IâÜGÙXM;>LHØà×#æÈS6FªFª;Q?ò×kSUZ\×[FªB[;>;>SævØHSMLHXªLMSbZ\SUFìSUF FÊ?v×«× ×«SbÙª?¯åu×«XHZ[ÝSS?0Ú LMXHPT¾ZSÚ6Z\Ü0ÜªÜvÝ8FªT>SS×kB3TDZ\?0SLuÚÉÞMZ ×6?I×[ÙÈ;>ÙªL ×k×«Z\ÞMZ[S?vRMÚ L S
ÞHB[SUB[LGÜªZDPSUZ\×\B\× ?vLMÜ0×[Ý?GB[PSbZ\P;¾ÜGÜ@=GLMS×DB\ÜvÙ¯LH?@T>Ù´ÝÁZ\S;¾Ý)B ;¾ÝZ?v;¾×[T>XMXHPB\PSvSUäà×\çD×kÝãRMXMS²T¾T>Ù¯Z[B3P?0ÜGLMÚ6×\?vÚPZ[;¾;>Z\Üv×UL"äMçDXHRHÞ»S8FH?@XMZ\ÞSUFH×<?0?vZ[B[S#S8PU=K?0;QXM×«;>×[ØHSUT>FÆS²ØKZ[Ü¯ÙÆP?ÜvÝLM?0P;>T¾XHSbB[F á
Z[B3?0LM×\?vPZ[;>ÜvL"?0B\S LMÜ0Z·ÚÉ?vFªS8=K;Q×«;>ØHT>S8Z[ÜÉÜvZ[RHSUB·PÜGLMPXHB\B\SLuZDZ[B3?0LM×\?vPZ[;>ÜvLM×UäHçDRH;Q× ÚÉ?IÙ¯ØS
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v?FªP3;>×«RHZ[;>B\S;>=GØHSUXªFOZ[Sb;gFÝ Z\ZkRHâYSÜ²×[ÞHÙªRM×k?GZ\S×«Ú,S PÜvÝãÜvÚ6T>T>Ú6Ü@â·;gZ¬× ÞHâYB\SUÜ0T¾Z\T)ÜªFªPSÜvSàTKLHB\SUSUåuF°XH×«;>B[Z[SbSU×ÞM×ØHB\ÜvÜGL?vFMB\SUP?vPÜ@×«Z[=G;>SLHB\æÙÉÜ0ÝãÝ»B\ÜvÚÚ Sb×[Ý×\?0?0;>æGT¾XHSUB\×SU?0×UÚ6äàçDÜGLHRMæS
Z[XMRH×«S¯;>LHæO×[;¾Z[=vSUSb×UPäDZ[ÜGBT>ÜvPØMT¾Üª?vP3TYAªPU×?0ä XMÖ ×\?0ævT T>ÜGÜvB\ØMFª?vSUTeB[ÜG;>LHB\æ"FªSUÜ0B[ÝD;>LHÚ6æÆSUÜv×\L°×[?vÚ6ævSbSU×²×\×\;>?0×ævXMSb×«×·SbÚÉF®?IZ[ÙÜìØ?GSP3RHFª;¾SUS=vSMS6LHSbSF°B\B\ÜvØKB8ÙB\SSUÚ6PÜ@ÞH=GT>SÜ@B\ÙuÙ á
;¾Ú6LHæ?IÙÆT¾ÜGØàævS;QPP?0ÜGTHXHPÞHT¾ÜªT>SUP3AªF"×Uâ ävçD;¾Z[RHRS<ÞH?vB\T¾Ü@æG=KÜv;>B\×[;g;¾Z\ÜGRHLMÚÉ×D× Ü0ÝSLMB\×[SUXHPÜ@B\;¾=vLMSæ8B\ÙÉævT>ÝãÜvB\ØMÜvÚ?vT¾T>Ù#Ý?0Üv;>T¾B3XHFªB\SUSUB[×SbF?0LMFHFÆST>Ý;¾?v=GXHSB\TgZÙZ[Ü0ÜGÝT¾SUÚ6B\?vSU×\LM×\P?0S8æv;>SbL ×
Z[FªRH;>×«SOZ[B\S;>=GØHSXªLuZ[ZSbF"ÜvÝ<PÜvÞHÚ6B\ÜKÞHPXHSUZ\×\?@×#Z\;¾ÝÜG?vLM;¾T>×·XHB\×[SU;¾Là×PÜvS BZ[RHLHSUSÙÆZkâ9ÞMÜvB[B\Ü@AÈ=K;QÞMFª?0SUB[×YZ[Z[;¾Z[RM;>S8ÜvLMÚ×UäSbP3çDRMRH?0;>LM×6;>×[?vÚ T>×[Ü°Z\ÜÉRH;>SUFªT¾ÞMSULu×6Z[Fª;¾ÝãSUÙ´ØHZ[XHRMæGS8æv;>ÜvLHB[æ á
FªFªSSUBY×\P;¾B\L´;¾ÞHâ Z[;>RMÜv;>L´P3RÉÜvÝWZ\RHâYSÜGÙ6B[AÜªPÜvPLÉXHB\T>B[ÜvSbæGFÉ;>PUFª?0SUTà×[PÞHT¾Üª;¾Z[P3S·Aª×9ÞHB\?0ÜªLMPFÉSb×[;¾×¬Z\×9Ý?0?0;>ÞMT¾XHÞHB\T¾SU;QP×E?0ÜvZ[BY;>ÜvLHLÉSZk;>LÆâ9Üv×[ÜvB\AT>=KÞM;¾LH?væB«Z\=I;gZ\?v;¾B[ÜGÙKLW;>LHä Öæ#ÞHævB\ÜKÜvÜªØHF á
T¾T¾SUÜvÚ6Z×·ÜvÝÜ0Ý¬â9FªÜv;QB\×kAÇZ\B[;>;>LØHXªFªZ\SUSF=GSPT>ÜvÜGÞHÚ6Ú6ÞHSXªLuZ\Z6?0Z[Ü0;>ÜvÝ·L"Ý?vÚÉXHT¾?IZÙ¯Z\ØÜvS8T>SB3ÝãÜv?0XMLuLMZFOÞMB[;¾L'ÜvZ[ÜªEPÜG9T> ×ÝãÜv  BÉFª!;Q×k|Z\äMB[çD;>ØHRMXªSZ\B\SUS8F¨RM×«?vÙª× ×«ØZ[SUSÚ SUL 
=vFªS;>×«B\Z[ÙB\;>ÝãØHSXªâ÷Z[SbRMF?I=G×«SÙª×«ØàZ[SUSUSÚ L¯Ø×[XHS8ØªÞHékB[SbSbPPZ[;QSb×«F6SHZ[ÜB\SUÝã?vÜv×[B\ÜvÚÉLà?0?0ØHTMT>=GÙ´SB\P; ÜGSÚP?@ÞàZ\?v;¾ÜGPLWZ<ä0?vèLMZ9FO;>×YÜvFªLHSUS8×[;¾SB3ª?0ÞàØMSbT¾S PZ\Z\× RMZ[?@RMZ9?0Ú6ZÜK?0FHT>TSZ[TRMÜ0S Ý
?v×[ÞàSbçDPRHZ\×ESÉÜ0V ÝW×[NÙK×«SZ[Z\SURHÚ ÜªFìÚ;QXM×²×«ÞHZEB\ØàÜKSÜ0ÝYPÜvØàLà?v×«×[;QSUFªF®SB\ÚSUF6SZ[;>LÉRHÜªÞHFìB\ÜKÝãÜ0ÜvÝB²× Z\ØRHSUSÉPU?0B[XM;>æv×[ÜGS·B[;¾ÜGZEXMT¾×<Sb?vFHFHS×¬=vSUZ[T¾Ü#ÜGÞHØÚ6SZ[SZ[LuSUBYZ8FªÜ0SbÝD×«×«;>ævÙªLW×«á ä
Z[PS?0ÚÉXà×[×U?vä7TèjÜGLÃB\FHZ[SRHB\;Q;¾×LHÞàæ?0Ü0ÞÝ)SÚ6BSUâ9×\S¯×[?vÜGævXªSU×9Z[T>;>XMLH×[S´;>LHZ\æ6RH=vS´SUÝãPÜGZ[B[ÜGÚÉBD?0PT9T¾ÜªFªP3SAª=G×USäKT>çDÜvÞHRMÚ6;>× SU;QLG× Z?Ü0ÞMÝ<?0?°B[Z ×[Ü0ÙªÝ)×kZ\ÜvSLªÚ áævÜGÝãÜv;¾LHBæævâYT>ÜvÜGØMB[?vA T
ÜvL8Z\RHS¬ÝãÜGB[ÚÉ?0TuFªS=GST>ÜvÞHÚ6SULGZ7Ü0ÝM?DÝ?vXHTgZ7Z[ÜGT¾SUB\?vLGZ)Fª;>×«Z[B\;>ØHXªZ[SbF#FH?0Z\? B\SÞHT>;QP?@Z\;¾ÜGL#×«Ùª×«Z[SUÚOä
Ï ·Ñ Ò Î<Ò eÎYÏ
H×«ÙªÜv×«B\Z[ÚÉSÚÉ?0T×UÚ6ä HSZ[ÜGRMB[ÚÉÜKFM?0×YT ÞMÚ6B[Ü@S=KZ[RH;QFªÜªSUFH×Y×6?XM×[×[ÙªS"×kZ\ÚÉSÚÉ?@Z[?@RMZ\S;>PÚÉ?0?@ÞHZ\;>ÞHPUB\?0ÜGT ?GLHP3R6ÜvZ\Z[?@ÜZ\;¾Z[ÜGRHLMS8×FªZ[SUÜò=vSFªT>SbÜv×[ÞMPÚB[;>SUØLuS"ZY?vÜ0LMÝeF¨PÜvB[Ú6Sb?vÞH×[T>ÜvSL
?0Ö ØØHÜvB\Xª;>?vZ´TºäI×[çDÙK×«RHZ[S9SUÚÉVÇ×N°ä VÛSZ[RMNÜKF#SZ[ÞHRHB[ÜªÜ@F =K;QFªSU·×7?ì?<×«Ú6Z\?0ÜªZ[FªSESØàT ?vÜG×[B[SU;>FSLuÝãZ\ÜvSUB\FòÚÉ?0ÝãÜGTuB[LHÚÉÜ0Z3?v?@T9Z\LM;¾ÜGÜ0L8Z\?0ØMZ[?v;>Üv×[SUL¨F8FªÜGSL=GS×[ST>ÜvZeÞZ\SURHFÃSÜGØKB[ÙÙ
ÝãÚ6ÜvBD?GP3â RHB[;>LH;¾Z[S²;>LHä æ6Ö ?0ØMØM×«×«Z[Z[B3B3?v?vPPZ¬ZYÚÉÚ6?vÜªP3FªRHS;>LHTQ×9S Ü0PÝ7ÜG×[LGÙªZ3×k?0Z\;>SLMÚÉ× ×Uä Ö ×[Ùª×kZ\SÚÛÚÉ?IÙ6ØàS8FªSSMLHSUFÆ?v×D?0LO?0ØM×«Z[B3?v?vLMPF Z
?Z[8RM×«?0SZYZ¬PÜ0?vÝ LÉ3ØàS·)3Xà!9×«#;Sb!F6=;¾LÉFHB\S SUSM×«LHZ¬SbÜ0FÝÜvÚÉLÉ?v=@P3RH?0B\;>LH;>?vSGØHäGT>çDSU×URHä0S·çD =@RH?vS B[;Q)4?0#;ØH& 6T>SU?P× TQ?0FHFXà#%SU= ×«×\S·PB\P;¾)4ÜvØ#;Lu!S Z\= ?vZ[;RM;¾ LMS<×#%×k=XàZ3?@#%×«9SUZ\#;S·BE!?JFªÜ0# K@Ý»S SàÚÉLH#;?vSUP3=F6RH×[;>LHSZ\Sv× ä
â;¾çDLHRHRHÞMS;¾XªT>SÉZ##%= XH?0!LMÞ»!FìFH)4#;?@ÜvZ\=Xª;¾LMZ\æ"ÞHXª?vZ[B[Z8RHS SÉÞMSM?0=@B3B3?0×«?0Z¬B\Ú6;QÜv?0SB3ØHZ[FªT>SSUSB3×B×UÞHäZ[RMB\SUB[ÞÜGFªXH;QSPB3æv?0?@R®Z[Z[Sb;>Z[Üv× RHL®?0SÉLMÜ0ÜGFÝEÞàZ[ÚÉSURMB\?GSU?0P3×[Z[SRH;>Üv;¾;¾LMLMLKSU×U=@× ä?0B\çD?0;>B\?vRHSLuSÉZ\Fª×ÜvSÞ?0SMSB\LHS9B3Sb?@Z[FZ\Ü²;¾ÜGZ[ØàRMLMS<B[×²ÜGÞHPXHB[?vævSbL®R®×«SURMB[æv=G?ISSU=GLHF S á
SØàB3S²?0T>â ; 1UB\SU;gZ[FìZ[S×[LOXHØM?0×«LMZ[FO;¾Z[XH×[XHZ[;>ÞHÜvÞLWÜväWB[çDZYRHZ\RHSÉS V ×«Z[Ú6SUÞKSâ Z\RH;>×[ÜªSFÈB\S?0SàT>T¾LHÜ@Sâ·Ú6× S×«LuÞZbSUä PÖ ; SZ PSb?@?vZ\;¾P3ÜGR¯LM×B\S Ü0SàÝDLH?0SÚ6ØM×«SZ[LuB3?vZ P×kZZ\SÚ6ÞÆÜªâYFªS STævZ\SÜ Z
ÚÞHB[ÜGÜKB[ÜvSÝWPÜvÜvØHLàT>;¾PæuB\?@SZ\Z[;¾SÜGLM×«Þ×¬SUÝãÜGP;B9SPPÜv?@LMZ\;¾×[ÜG;Q×kL°Z\SÜ0LMÝEP×[Ù´Ùª×kP3Z\RHSSUÚ"P3AKä»;>LHçDæRHS?0LàV F´NB\S SSMZ[LHRHSUÜªÚ6F°SB\LuSUZDåuP3XHRM;>B\SUSUP3×AK;¾Z\LMRHæMS6ä FªY;>Üv×\LMP3RM×[;>?v×«B[Z[æGSUS8LMPÜ0Ù Ý
P3?0RHB\S¯SUP3;>AKLu;>=GLHÜvæÉAG;¾SULKF=Gä)ÜvëT>=vSSUSM× LM×[SRHÚ6Ü@â SLu;>LHZÉæ6P3RHZ[RàSUP3?@AKZ ;>LH?6æ°ÚÉ;>?GLuP3=GRHÜv;¾T>LM=vS#Sb×ÞH×[B\RHSU×[Ü@Sâ B\=v;¾LMSUæ×D;>Z[LKRM=@?0?0Z6B\;>×[?vÞLGSUZ3P× ; Sàâ PURH?@SUZ[L;>ÜvLàÜv×ÞS?0B3Z?@Z[Sb;>?vÜvP3LàR ×
B[ÞHS B[SMÜ@LH=KS;QFªÚ6SUSU×LG?0Z Lò×«Z[?0SXªÞ"Z\Üv?0ÚÉB\S ?@=IZ\?v;>P¯T¾;QF?0LMäªçDFÈRH;>LuS8Z[V%SB3?vç7PÜKZ[Üv;>=vTQ× SÉÞHÖ B\Z[Ü@S=vT>SU;>SBUB·äPVçYÙK ÞHY;>T¾PU;Q?0P3AT>T¾Ù®L Z[ERMB[S´Ü@=GÚÉ&S ?@ VEékÜvájç7B\;¾ÜuZkÙìÜGT¾AKÜ0Ý;¾Z ÞHB\?vÜKT>×[Ü0Ü Ý
ÜvÜvØHØHT>T>;¾;¾æuæu?@?@Z\Z\;¾;¾ÜGÜGLMLM×Y×9?vLHB[SS SbFHÞH×DB\Ü@Z[=vÜ6SbØFÉS8ØKÞHÙ´B\Ü@?0=vXªSUZ\F¯ÜvÚÉ;¾Lu?@Z\Z\S;>B3P?vÞHPB\Z\Ü@;¾=G=vSST>B@Ùvvä RMÜ@âYSU=vSB9×«ÜGÚ6SÜvÝeZ[RMS²PÜvÚ6ÞHT>S´ÞHB\ÜKÜ0Ý
Z[SÚÉçD×URHT>ÜvÜvXHæGæG;>PUR¯?0Tv?P×[T¾Üª;>ævP3LHAª;×SàPB\?vSULuPÜ@ZY=Gâ9SB\ÜvÙ&B\AP3RàRMSU?vP3×YAKØàÞàSUÜGS;¾LÆLuZ\FH;¾LHÜvæ·LHS ?vLM;¾L¯F²Z[Ý?vRHXHS²TgZ7?0B\Z[SUÜG?#T¾SUÜ0B\?vÝeLMÚ6PSUS ×\ÙG×\S?0Z)ævS<?vÞHÞMÞH?vT>×\;>PU×«;>?@LHZ\æ;¾ÜG×«L8ÙªÜ0×«áÝ
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[ZÞHV÷Ü<B[ÜKâ9ÞMÜvB[?GÝWÜ@×D=KØM;¾;Q?vLuFª×[Z\S SUB[FÜªÝãÜvFªÝãB\ÜGXMÚÉB[PÚÉSU?0F¯T>?0; 1bTàÝã?@ÜvÚ6Z\B ;¾SÜGÚ6Z[L8RMÜªÜ0ÜKFªÝHF´SÞHT>Z[;>B\LHÜÜ0æ6Z\Z[ÜKRHÜ0P;QÝ)Üv×EFHTQâ9×e;>×«Üv?vZ[B\LMB\A;¾F#ØM;>?0Xª×YT>Z[ævB\Sb?vÜGFOB[B[S·;¾×[Z[ÙªRMZ[Ü×kÚ6Z\SÜG×WÚ"XHÜ0BEÝMäªAKèjFªLLH;Q×kÜ@Z\Q¬â B[=G;>T>ØHSSUXªLuFHZ\ZDævSUSvV FäuV×«ÙªE!W×«PZ[?0ÜvSL¯ÞÚ"SØàB3äS?@Q¬Z[XM=G;>Üv×«SSbLàLuF Z×
?0çDB\RHSSUB\×[SS#ÝãSUSB[=GB\SSULuF6Z\×Z\Ü?0B\?GS#×9ævSXà=vSU?0LuB3FªZ\×9SUF"â RHØK;QÙOP3R¯ÞHB[ÜªSbPFªP;QXHPB\?@×DZ\SU×[×ÞàÜG?0LuLMZ\FO?0LMZ\RHSSUÜv×[XàS×«T>æGÙ6XMB\?0?0B3Z[FHRH× SUBYÚÉZ\?IRHÙOSLOØàSØS×kZ\;>LHB[SUæLH;>æ0LKZ\=vRHÜGSAvLHSUSbFWF ä
Ö
Ú6?@Z?ISbÙ¯?vØàP3RÈS²ÝãB[ÜGSXHSMLMLHFOSUÚ;¾L SULuZ ×kZ\SÞM9 ×Uä |ÞHä ÞHT>;>PU?@Z\;¾ÜGLM×#ÜvÝ9Z\RHS¯V Ú6SZ[RMÜKFòZ[ÜìFª;Q×«Z[B\;¾ØHXHZ[SUFò×[Ùª×kZ\SÚ
kÑ ÃÐMÒ WÐMÕ[Î &Ñ
ÚB[Ö SUXHT>Fª?0LH;QZ[×k;Q;>PZ\LH?0B[æ;>Z[ØHSÆ×[XªXMâZ\P3SURÆ;gF6Z\R5ÚÞHB\SbSUÜv×[?GæG×\P3?0B\RÃæG?vÚS<Ü0Z\ÞMRH;>?G×ES×[BP×[Üv;>Z[LHÚ6RMæB[ÞÜG×[ÜGÙªXH×[×kævSUZ\RòFSÚÛÜ0S *Ý ªÚÉSMP3RàLM?I?0;gÙÉZ\LHS<ØàæG×«S´S8SZ¬×[Ü0ÜvÝ·Ü0T>Ý=vÚ6SbÞHSUF´B\×\Üª×\ØKP?0Ù´SUæv×\SbFª×[×SUSä Sà×Uä0ÖLHçD;¾LMRHPæT>S·?GæGÞH×[T¾×B\ÜGÜªØMÜ0P?0Ý<SUT»×\ÞMÜv×[B[SUB3ÜG×FªØHSUPT¾B[SUÜG;>ÚÉÚLHæ ×á
ÜvævL´T>ÜvØMZ\RH?vS²TEÜvÚ6B3SUFª×\SU×[BU?väævçDSU×URHäGS¯çDT>RMÜvS æG;>Ú6PU?0SbT9×[×\P?0T>ÜKæGP3SUAª×E×?vB[×«SXàP3FªR5ST>;>?v=v"× SB\8eSU?vF´ÚZ[ÞÜÜvB[B[SbZ P;>YÞH;>T>SÜªLuP3Z9A ÞMB[ÜªPSb×[×ESUÝãPÜvZ[T>ÜGT>Ü@B â Y;¾LHT>ÜªæP3Z[A RHSUI!;¾B 
ÞH;>PUB[?0Ü@T=KB\;QSFª=KSU;¾×ESUâZ[RMS ÜvÝ)Ú6T>ÜvSbæGP3RM;>PU?0?0LHT;QP×[ÚßT>ÜªP3Z[AKÜ× SPULM?0×[LOXHB\ØàSS²æGÝãT¾ÜGÜGXHØMLM?0FOT>T¾ÙÉ;>L ÜGB\!FH S B\SUF´Fªä SUT¾;>=vSUB[Ù6ÜvÝ7Ú6SU×\×[?vævSb×ä Ö PB[;¾Z«á
SB[Sb=v×«SUSULuçDLGZ\Z3RH×8×·SÆP?É?vS L®ªPÜGSUØPÚ6XHS6ÞHZ[S;>XªÜv;¾Z\Z[L¨?0RHZ[SUÜ0;>B ÜvÝL#%?®=Ú6NÞH;>B\)4T¾ÜKSb=2×kP!Z\SU?Üv×\LH×!S;>×6?G= P3;P3RH RM;>?vSÜvB\=vB ?GSbP.F¯Z[SU4;>B[L°7; 1?ÉSbB FòÞH B\ØKÜª ÙÃ!PSb×«=×[Sb× ;åuH XHä â SÖ RHLMLÈSUPB[SUSb;>×Lu?vZ[×DÜ0SÝÚ6B\LMSSU?v=v×\TSU×[Lu?vSZ\æv=v×US8SUäLuSUçDZ²=vRMSB\SLuSUÞH×[Z3S×á
×«;>ævLH; SMSb×Y?0S B\HS9P3RMÚ?0SbLH×[æG×\?0SæGÜvSEÝ7SUÚ6=vSSULu×\Z3×\×7?0ævB\SbSU×Y×[Þ?vSUÚ6PZ\Üv;¾LH=GSæT>Ù²Z[RHÜKS²PUPÞHXHB\B\ÜªB\P;¾SbLH×[æ ×[SU?@×UZ¬ä ?ÞHB[ÜªPSUB×\ ×7×[SLM= FH ;¾LH?0æ²LàF ?ÚSb×[3×\?0æGBS
?0¬LMB\FìÜ0Z[ÜªB[# !SbPPÜvSTQ;>×8=K;¾ÞHLMB\æÆÜvÞ?ÆÜG×[ÚSUFÈSb×[×\;>L?0æGSvä» çDRHSÉYP?vXMXM×[S¯×[?vT>T7ÜvÜGæGB\;>PUFH?0STYB\;¾PLHT¾æÆÜªP3Ü0AªÝE×Ú6Z[ÜìSb×[ÚÉ×\?0?væG;¾SULu×Z\?vâ9;¾LÃ?G×<Z[ÞHRHB\SOÜvÞP?0ÜGXà×[SU×[?vFìTE;¾ÜvL B3Fª(&SU|B ä
Z[Ü0SRH=vÝWSSUÚ6LuSZSU=G×\S×[Lu?vRàZ\æv?0"× SbÞH×äÞÖSLHäSbçDFO&RMØàSSÝãRM=*Üv?vB\/LÞHS Þà6SU äHLHçDSU)+FìRH S8ØàB[SUSUS=vT>Ýã?0ÜvSUZ[B\LG;>SZ3Üv× L¯B\SFHTQ?@S?0Z\SMLM;¾LHÜGF LSb×¬Z\?vRHB[SS²·PUS;Q?0×²;¾Z[XMRMFª×\SS ?0BSàTàLHÜ0B[SUÝ)SUF®T>Ýã?0ÜvZ[?vT>;>T>×ÜvÜ@LMâ ×[ ;¾RHLH;>æ ÞM ×¬Ø6 SâZkâ9RHSSSUB\L S
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6
Øà S 6 ÝãÜv?v?vB\B[B[S SDSD6;>Ú6LGä Z\SUS×\B\×[LM?væv?0S9TªSUS=v=GSUSLGLuZ3Z\× ×¬Ü0?0ÝZ¬?²Fª;g×[ê»?vSÚ6B\SS LuÞHZ¬B[ÞHÜªB\PÜªSUP×\×Sb×[×«×[XMSUP3× R×[XMZ[RàP3R?@Z Z[RM ?0 Z 6 ?0 LMF  Rà?0ÞHGÞâ SRHLHSSbB\F S
 6

6
0
?
M
L
F
 ;>×
3B *=2/ S=GSLuZ ÜªPUPXHB\B[;>LHæ"?@Z²ÞHB\ÜKPSU×\×
6 ;Q×
B 
S=GSLuZ ÜKPUPXHB\B\SUFO?@Z â RH;¾T>S#×[SLMFª;>LHæÉ?Ú6SU×\×[?vævS ÝãB[ÜGÚ ÞHB\ÜªPSU×\× Z\Ü 3ä # 
ÚØà8eS?@SbÝãZ\×[ÜvS×\B\B6?0S æGâ9SUS¯×U?0ä LMT>;gçDFÝÁZÉRHS"Z\RHRMRMS ?v?0ÞHÞHÞàÞ3SUSLHLMSUSUFO=2FÊØ/ ØàSSÝã6ÜGÝãÜvB[B\S !SO)+ B\Z\SRHB[TQ?@SUST>Z\L ?0;¾ÜGZ[;>LÊÜv;QL × ;Q××[?vZ[B3;>F¯?0LàZ[Z\×«ÜÉÜÇ;¾Z[Rà;>Fª=v?0SOS ÞHSMÞ;ºLHä SSvSLHäESb?°;gFOÝ æGSØàT¾=vÜGSSUÝãØMÜvLu?0B\Z TDS ÜG B\ä FªRàSU?0B[ÞH;>ÞLHSæ°LHÜGSbLF
6
6
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®T>?0Z[S;>ÜvPLW?0äL°çDÝãRHXHS8B«Z\ZkRHâ9SB²ÜÉFªS=vS SMSULuLHZ\S#× Z\RHS?vPULM?0F XM×\?0T>?vT>ÙÆB[S#B\PUS?0TQ?@XMZ\×\SU?0FT>T>Ù¯?0LàB\F°STQ?@PZ[ÜGSbLMFOPXH;gÝ B\B\SS;¾LuZ[RMZ<SSB =GSLuZ\×<XM×[;¾LHÜGBæ¯Z[RH;Q×B[Sá ä

6

6
6

Q¬=vSULuZ  PU?0XM×\?0T>T¾Ù´?0êSbPZ3× 6 ;gÝ 
6 äHçDRHS Zkâ9ÜSU=vSULGZ3×  ?0LMF 6 ?0B\S PÜvLMPXHB\B[SULGZ 
Z[ÚRHSbB\6 ×[S·×\S?0;¾Ý æGÞàSUÜu×¬×[×[FH;>ØHSU?0;¾T>TQ;¾×Y6Z[;>â SU?0× LM;gZ\F ;ºR´ä SvZ[ä»6RMSUS<;gZ\LHRHÜvSZ[B  ;>ä»Üv L´çDRMÜvÝWSB\Ú66 SÝãÜG?vÜvB;¾B\LuS#Z36?0ÝãÜG;>LHB ;¾LM?væ8LKÙ"Z[ÜvRHB ZkS²âY ×\ÜÆ?0Ú6S=vS<6 SUäWLuPçDZ\?v× XMRH×\S?0 Tæv?vT>B[ÜvLMSUØMT>F ?0?vZ[T76 ;>ÜvÜGZ[LMB\RM×[FHSRHSB\;>B\SÞ6;¾LHS Z[æ¯KRM;Q?0Ü0×«ZZ Ý
RH?6ÜvØHTQFHB[Üu×·?vÜGFHL PU?v×«Z·LHSZkBâ9 ÜvB\*A´=2;¾Z</ ;Q×·?0LàB\FSUåuXH;>B[SbF¯Z\B RM ?@Z ?0LKÙ¯# !B\ SUB[PSU;¾ÞHT>?0;>SZ[;>LuÜvZ<LMÜv×[RHÝ;>?´ÞOÚ;>L"Sb×[Z[×\RM?0SæG;>B<S²ÞHÚB\XMÜª×«PZ<SU×\B\×[SUSUP×USUäH;¾=GèjL S
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Ö
HÞ?0¬T>B[B\T ÜªÜKZ[PPRHSUSU×\S¯×\× × ÚSb ÃØ×[×\SM?0HB\æGB\×«SUÜGZ8×²?GØHFHâ B\PRHÜG?G?v;Q×kP3Z3FMRò×<P?vÚ6?0×«B\Z\SUS6×<×\×\ÜvÚ6?0B3ævFªSUS ×\S×[B\?vSUævF®5?S Øà0SÝÁÝãZ[ÜvS»B\B8S6Z[B\RHZ[SUSURHPL ;QS×#;>=KÚ6;¾LHSbæO×[ØH×\Ú6B\?0ÜGæGSU?vSv×\FM×[ä P?v?væv×«×S Z\×<×«RHZ[Ü@RMâ S?0LÈÚ6LàF;>SbL ×[×\SM?0ævòÝæGXMS ãB[B\S ÜvÚ vä&
ÞHB[väÜªªPçDSU×\RH× S·æGT¾ÜGä ØME?0B[TàÜªÜvPB3SUFª×\S× B\;>LH æ#?0?0Ú6æu?0Üv;>LMLæ²ØHZ[B\RHÜGS?vFMÚPSb?v×[×«×\Z\?0×·æGÚSU× Sb×[ÚÉ×\?0?IæGÙS ØàS Fª S Sà?@ÝÁLHZ[SUSUFÉBÜGB\SUL´PS×«;>S=KZY;¾LHÜvæÝWÚSb®Ý×[×\?0ãB\æGÜvSUÚ ×Uä
Z[ÚçD;>ÜvRHSbLMSÆ×[×\×[?0RHÚ6æG;>ÞÆSbS ×[?0×\?0Ú6æGÜGS RMLH?0æ8ÞMZ[ ÞàRMSUS ;QLH×PSUÜv×\F?0B\B[Ø;QFÈSbS×«ÝãÞZ\ÜvÜÇÜvB\SLMØFHSO;¾LHÜvæ B3FªSB\SUFòBØ SÝã*ÜGSUB[=vS=2S/ LuZ S%?=vÜ0Ý»SULuvÚ6×Z\×SUZ[×\RM×[?vSæv;>BS 3SªB;>¯;×« Z\>×6*L6PÞH=2?vB[/ XMÜª×\SUP?0=vSUT9×\S× LuB[SUZ9T>?0Ü0áÝ ä
çZ[DRHRHSÉSB\ÜGSB\ÝãFªÜGSUB[B S#Z[?v RHT¾T7SUÙ°B[SbâYP;>SUÞHB[;¾S6SULu×[Z\S×·LuÜvZ8Ý ;ºäÚSväWSb×[ÞM×\B[?0Üª4æGPS Sb×[×B   *ÃÚ?vLM=2F / XM×«Z#ÇÚB[SbPSUXM;¾×«=GZ<S B[SbPSU;¾=GØS²SÝãZ[ÜGRHB[SbS6×«S#B\SUÚ6PSUSb;¾×[=K×\;>?0LHæGæ SU× ;> L
?vFª×#ST>;¾×[=GRHSÜ@B\â SUFÃLò?0;>L ÝÁZ[SUSMB6ævXHFHB\SSvT>;¾ä7=GèSÝDB\ÙÇZ[RHÜvSÆÝ<ÚÚ6SbSU×[×\×\×[?0?væGævS S   ;Q×;gZÉFªB\SUST>ÞH?IÙGB\SUSU×[F SLuZ\×[×RHÜ@?ìâ =KLÃ ;>Üv?vTQ×?@Z\Fª;¾ÜGÜ0LÃZ[Z[SUÜ0FÃÝ·Z\T¾;>RHLHSOSU× æv8T>Üv?vØMLM?vF T
Üv B3FªSB\;¾LMæM ä HÜv;¾B8Ý?vZ[RHLuÙOS Zkâ9ÜÆÚ6Sb×[×\?0æGSU× S=GSLu?vZ¬LMÜ0F Ý  RMÚ6?0ÞHSbÞ×[×\S?0LMæGSUS F6 ØSÝãÜv;Q×B\S ÜGZ\B\RHFHS SB\SUFØSÝãÜGB[S 
SÜ0=vÝSUZ[LuRHZ·Sb×«Ü0S8ÝÚ6 Sb×[×\?0?0LMæGFÆSU×DZ[RM;Q×·SFª×«;¾SUêLMSUBFªB[SUSUB·LG*Z<Ü0Ý=2Z[RH/ØSUÜ0LZ[RÚÚ6Sb×[Sb×\×[?0×\æG?0S æGSU ×D;Q×Dâ Z[;>RHT¾T7SØà×[S#?vÚÜGB\SGFHäHSèB\ÝSUZ[FÆRHSØàS×«ÝãSUÜvLMB\4FªS S B<B ÞH B[;gÜªÝPZ[SU=*RM×\S/×
Z[?vRH×DSÝãÜGÞHT¾B\T>Ü@BÜKâ·PSU××\"ä ×<3!K×[XHSÞH# LMÞFH ÜG;¾LHS×[S8=væÆSUÚ6LuÚ6Z9SUSU×\Üv×\×[×[Ý ?v?vævævSUS ×  RM?vÞHä»ÞàçD?0SULMLHRHF SUSFÆævØT>ÜvÈ?SØMÝã0Üv?vB\B\TeS²SÜGZ[×[B\RHSFªLuSSUZ<B<ØKÜvÙÆÝ¬4ÚÞHB[SbBÜª×[P×\?0SU*×\æG×«SUSb=×<×  Ú6SU?I=vÙ"SULG?vØZDLMSFÜ0Ý FHS SMÇBLH[Sb;>SLF á
×RH«ÞÜvSUTQFHPZ[×U;>ä =vST>ÙväuNSU×\×\?0ævS  ;>× ÜGB\FHSB\SU FØàSÝãÜvB\S
E;¾êÆS;¾Z[RMSB¬ÜvÝÝãÜGT¾T>Ü@â ;>LHæ

Ýã*ÜvB\=2S /$# Gä&% *=2/$#  % @â MRHâ SB\RHS SU×«B[SUS#LM×[FªSSULàB FªSB  (' ×[SLà' + Fª×[SSB LàFªSB ?0LMF ·?0Là F ;Q× ×«SULu;>Z×·ØB[SSáá

PSU;¾=GSU# FÆ!)Øu# ÙO×«&SU% LMFªSUB Ü0Ý =*/*# ®Øà% SÝãÜvB\S ®;>× ×[SLuZUä 
*=2/*# % ?vLMF
B[Sb×«ÞSUPZ[<;>=vâ SUT¾RHÙGSäKL°çDRMLM# S²!Ü´,ZkÞM# âY?0Ü6B[% Z[Ú6;Q?v?0B[SUT7SD×\Üv×[SB3?v=GFªævSSSbLuB\× Z\;>LH×¬æÉB[SUSÞHª?vB[;QLMSb×kZ²×«F SU?0LuÚ6Z[;>Ç?LHÜvæLH0æ´B\×[S8SZ[LàRHFªFªSUS ;¾Ú,SMLMLMæ#;|SU?0ä F"SvLMä.?vF- ×9B\ÞMSUP?vSUB\;¾?vÞHT¾Z¬T>SÜ0TÝ»Ú6ÚSUSb×\0×[×\×\?0/1?0ævæGSb- S×


 7RHÜvTQFH×Uä0çDRHSU×[S9ÚSb×[×\?0æGSU×7ÚÉ?IÙ8ØàS FªSUT¾;>=vSUB[SbF8Z[Ü²?B[SbP;>ÞH;¾SULuZ)ÞHB\ÜªPSb×[×);>L?vLuÙ
Üv?vB3×0Fª24SBb5ä Ö 6×)×[27RH5Ü@â L8;>L SMæGXHB\<S& # RHÜv TQFH×?v×02 % RHÜv8
TQFH×)2 ?v× M2 ä): XH3S#Z\2 ÜÉ Z[B3?0 Là# ×«;¾Z[;>=K;gZkÙOPÜvLà% FªRH;gÜGZ\;¾T>ÜGFHL ×
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MACHINE
CausalOrder
SETS
PROCESS ; MESSAGE
VARIABLES
sender, receive, order
INVARIANT
/* Inv-1 */
sender MESSAGE  PROCESS
 receive PROCESS  MESSAGE  order MESSAGE  MESSAGE
/* Inv-2 */
 dom(order)  dom(sender)  ran(order)  dom(sender)
/* Inv-3 */
 ran(receive)  dom(sender)
/* Inv-4 */
  p,m (p PROCESS  m MESSAGE  (p m) receive  p sender(m))
/* Inv-5 */
  m1,m2,m3  (m1 MESSAGE  m2 MESSAGE  m3 MESSAGE
 (m1  m2) order  (m2  m3) order  (m1  m3) order)
  m1,m2,p  (m1 MESSAGE  m2 MESSAGE  p PROCESS
/* Inv-6 */
 (m1 m2) order  (p m2) receive  p sender(m1)  (p  m1) receive )

INITIALISATION

sender :=
|| receive := || order :=
OPERATIONS
Send(pp,mm) PRE pp PROCESS  mm MESSAGE
THEN
SELECT mm dom(sender)
THEN
order := order  ( (sender~[{pp}] * {mm})  ( receive[{pp}] * {mm}))
|| sender := sender  {mm  pp}
END
END;
Receive(pp,mm) PRE pp PROCESS  mm MESSAGE
THEN
SELECT mm dom(sender)  (pp  mm) receive
 pp sender(mm)
  m.( m MESSAGE  (m mm) order
 pp sender(m)  (pp  m) receive)
THEN
receive := receive  {pp  mm}
END
END
END
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P×«# ÙK?0LuXàZ\×[??v¯TÜv;>×B3Fª?GS×[B % ×[XHÜvÚ6Ý)# Ú6SUFW SUäH×\×\çD?0RHævS8Sb×9ØH ;>B\% × ;¾S?0ÞMÝLàB[FªSbF Sb×«SU×[PLGB[Z\;>SUÞªFÆZ\;¾;¾ÜGL LÆSàÜvævÝe XH% Z[B\RMS ?0;>×TQE6×[ÜÆÚÉ?v×RH?GP3ÜG?ÉRHT>FM;¾V%LM×SäNçD;Q×ÜªRHFªæGSÉSU;¾=GTº?0ä SØàL¯²×kZ\LHØB\Ü@S?GâT>PÜ@ZT>â8SUÚ6Fªä æGÜªSFªSUÜvT ÝÜ0V Ý
Ö
Z[E;>ÜvëQ LÉ!$!ÇÝãB\ÜvQ?vÚÛLM! FÈ!6N N?0Q4LMQ !$F´!!$MN Ö! Ö >Q >!$QÈ! Q Z\Ü >YãQÊÞë Ã?0B\ÚSQ4FªS!$SM!»LHävB[SbçDSbF´PRMS?vS ;>=v×9)+S6×«S;>Z\LM×U# Fª!äu;QçDP?0;QRM×YZ[S SU?×8B[Z[SU=*RMT>/&?0?0Z#Z[);>ÜvÞH;>LÉB[×9ÜªØ?#PSSUÞàZk×\â9?0× B[SZ[S;QL ?0RMTàY?vÝã×#XHë LMB[<PSááá
P! SUÖ ;¾=G>SUQ·FOä Ú6SU!K×\RH×[?vÜ@ævâ S L"?v× äàçDRHS ?v!LM)+/F ) ;>×8;?6>B[L¯SUT>Z\?0RHZ[S8;>Üv;¾LOLK=@Øà?0SB\Zk;QâY?0LuSUSZ·L°PTQN ?0XMQ4×[S²!$! Ü0Ö Ýe>Z\RHQ÷S8Ú6?v LMÜªFFªSN T Q !Ká
ÖØàSÆÚ6= SU ×\×[Ú6?vævSUSU×\×²×[?vâ ævS²RMÜG;>×<×[S LHÜ0= ZB[SbPS;>=vSbFO= ØuÙO;¾SZ\=G×<S×[LuSZLàFª;Q×#SB<B\SU?vPLMÜvFB3Fª?0SUT>FTeä B\SU!KP;¾SÚ6;>=v;>T>Sb?vF¯B[T>Ú6&Ù 7SUÜv×\×\B3?0FªævSS8B\;>LHÚæ"XMÜ0×«Z Ý
Ú6;>×·SUB[×\Sb×[P?vÜvævB3SUFª×DSbFPU?0ä L¯!KØRHS#Ü@â FªSL"SM?vLH× SU4FOÜGLHB T¾ ÙÉ*ÜGL¯=2Z\/ RHÜG×[S²Ú6SU×\×[?vævSU×9â RHÜu×«S 4B  *=2/ S=GSLuZ
çÜvDLORHS²Ú6;¾SULK×\=@×[?0?vB\æv;QSU?0×DLuZD×[RHPÜvÜvXMLuT>Z\FO?v;¾ØLàS8×9?Ú6= ÞH?v;¾B\LuSUZ3Fª?0;Q=;>PLH?0SUZ[FS ä â RH!K;QRHP3Ü@RÆâ B\LSUåu?vXH× ;>B[Sb×YZ[RM?0Z9Z\B\?vLM×[;gZ\;¾=K;¾ZkÙÉÞHB[ÜGÞàSUB«ZkÙ
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HÞH!KB\RHÜGÜKB<Ü@Pâ ?0SULKL"×\×<Ù¯?vÚ×Ú6XMSb×«×[Z ×\?0RMæG?IS8=GâSRHB\SUÜGP×[SS ;>=vSUFì4?0T>T7B Z\ RHSÚSb# ×[!×\ ?0æGSSU=v×SULu!Z<)+/RM?0)+ÞMÞà/ SU6LH SUF!)+?0 ZZ[?6RM?0ÞHZ B\ÜKÚ6PSbSU×[×\×\×?0HæGZ[SvRMä ?0Z
=
*=2/ ?0LàF
?0PSbB\S6×[× ævXM?vB\?0FªT>SbTWFìÚ6ØKSUÙ®×\# !×[ÞH?v ævB[?vSbSUB[Fª×DSD;Q×[PSUS?@=vLuZ\SZ<SULu×U?0Z3ä×LàèjFÆÜ0LÇÝ»B\Z[Ú6SURHPS´SUS×\;>SU×[=v?v=vSbævSUF¯LGSU×ØKZ8Ù¯FHÜvS ÝDÞMSMB[×[LHÜªSSbLMPFÉSbFH×[;¾?v×LH×æ°ÜG?"ÞàSU?vÚ6B\B[?0S SbZ[×[;>×\Üv?0LMæG×US ävçD"RHSb×«S ØKÙìSU=vÞMSZ[LuB[RMÜvZ3S×á
Ú6èjLSUZ\×\RH×[?vS9ævSS =vSU$LuZ)Üvä ÝMB[SbPSU;¾ÞªZ ÜvÝà?<Ú6Sb×[×\?0æGS ØuÙ#?ÞHB\ÜªPSU×\×  v;gZÚ!)3XM/&×«Z )+S/ LM×[6XH B\SU!F#)+ Z[RM?0Z
?0FªT>;¾TZ[;>Ú6ÜvL"SU×\;>×[×<?v×[æv?0SUZ[× ;Q× SM)+Sb/&F¯)+ØKÙ¯/0?6 ÞH!B\)+SU0FH;>$PU?@Z[S²;>RMLO?v"Z[×9RHØS8SæGSL"XM?0B\B3SUF´PSÜv;>Ý)=vSUÜGF¯ÞàSUØK&B\Ù´?0 Z[ÞH;>ÜvB\ÜKL PSU×\× & äàçDRH;>×<PÜvLHäá
# !,#  F" %
  7ÔÏKÑEÐ  «ÑDÔ 
æv8WYT>ÜvT¾ÜvÜªæGØMP3;>?vPUAªT¾?0× T>T»Ù®?0PB\ÜGT>SDÜªB\P3FHâ AKS;>×DB\FªSUSU?vFÃT¾B[ÙS FªB[=KSUS;>T¾Ýã?v;>S=vØHB\SUB[T¾B[S8SbÙÇF#×[ÜvÜ0Z\T>Ü#Ý·XªÚ6Z[?v;>× ÜvSbL¯T>×[Üv×\æGZ[?0ÜÉ;>æGPUSU?0P×8TH?vXMPZ\T¾Ü®×\Üª?0P3ÞMT>AªT¾B[ÙÉ×Üªä)ÜGP!HSbB\PFª×[?0×[SUSUTQBY?0× B¬=@?vP!B[T¾9;>Üª ÜvP3XMAª×9×@SUä;¾=vLuS!ªZ[LuPB\Z3Üª?v×9T>Fª?v?vXMBLMPSUF¯?0FLàZ[F ØKÜ6Ù$SLM8eSU×[P?vXHZ[ÚÜvB\SBá
Þà;¾LuÜGZ[B«B\Z ÜªFª;>L XMPSU&FÉ9ª;>5L XM×[I!SU×D ?vLÆ!;> LuGZ[XMS×[æGSUS×9BD?#=@?0=GT>SUXHPS Z[ÜvZ[B9ÜÜ0Z[ÝW;>Ú6;>LuSUZ[×«SUZ\æv?vSÚB3×EÞZ[Ü?vLÆZ[;>SUÚ=vSbS×kLuZ3ZD?0Ú6â RHÞÆS?vB\SUL´?GS×9=G=vSSULuPZUZ[ä ÜGÖ BDP=vT¾SUÜªPP3Z[AªÜG× B 
PPT>?0ÜKT>T>P3SUAÆFÇÚÉZ[;>?IÚ6Ù¯SUØ×«Z\S?vFªÚSÞeSàäLHSUHF°ÜGB?G×·SU=v?SB\ÝãÙ°XHLMÞHPB\Z[Üª;>ÜvPLSb×[â× RH;QP3eR°Z[RH?v×\SU×[B[;¾S´æGL"S ª?6;>×«=GZSU?°PZ[ÜvPT¾B<ÜªÜ0P3AÝ;¾Lu Z[SUævSUB â Z[Ü¯RH;Q?vP3RòLSÚÉ=G?0SÞMLu×Z
ÞH?0àL°B[â ÜªRHSUFª=vSUXàB[SPSLuSUZ F¯ Z[ØKÜO;>Ù´× ?¯?´ÞH=GB\×[ÜKSUSPPZ Z\SUÜv×\Ü0×BÝ¬Ü0=vÝESbPäH;>Z\LuçDÜvZ[RHB3S×S8æGäSPçDBbT¾ä ÜªRH!ªP3SA6XHPÞHÝãT¾XHÞÜªLMÜGP3AP×[Z[S;>Üv×[LOSZ ÚÉ2?I?vÙÉ×\×«ØàFª;>ævS8S LMSàFª×LHSSUSM?6×LHZ[Z[SU;>RMÚ6F"SS?G×[××«SUZ\åu ?vXHÚ6SULMÞ PS 2Ü0ÝESU=vSLuZ3 ×
Z[ÜÉSèj=GL6SLu?8Z ×[Ùª ×kZ\Sâ Ú RHSÜ0B\Ý»S =vSU PZ[ÜGB2PT¾ÜªP3äAª×0S=GSB\Ù#ÞHB\ÜKPSU×\×ÚÉ?0;>LGZ3?0;>LM× ?²=vSbPZ\ÜvB Ü0Ý×[; 1US¨â RH SB\S
P×«SUT>ÜKLG;QP3×9Z3A ×WZ[Z\RMRHSSEZ\ÞMÜ0B[Z3Üª?0â PT»SbRHLK×[SUXH× B[ÚS ØSB×7T>Üv?0Ý7Z[ãSbÞH; ×kB\Z)Üª;>AuP× SULMZ\×\Ü@RH×[â SUSÉ×YT¾SbT>;¾ÜKFªLÆPUæv?0Z[S TRHÜvS#T>ÝHÜv×[Z[ævÙªRH;QP×kSEZ\?vZ[ST);>Ú"Ú6Z[;>ä ÚS9¬?0S´B\Z7Üª?0ÞHPZ B\SUÜª×\P× SU×\â × RHÚÉ;>T¾S?0;>ä@LuNZ\?0ÜG;>B[LMSE×DzÞHé ?B[Sb=vB\PSUS;QÞMP×«Z[SUB[ÜGT¾SÙ Bá
Z[ÚRHÜªSFªÚ6SUTzÜG»é ×«=GZ SUã(;B\P'E+ SUZ\ÜvPé S¬B²LuB\PZ ST>ÜªÞHÚ6P3B\AKSUSb×[××[S×\?0Lu?0B\Z3æGS× S#Z[Xàâ9RM×«?GS<Sb×²FZ\;¾×«Ú6Z[SUÜÆLGS ZZ[Ü0;>ÝãÚ6ÝWB[ÜGÜªSUÚP×«Z\P?vXHÚB[B\Þ SZ\LàÜ PS·ÜvÝe?0FªL´;>B\SUSUP=vZ\ST¾LuÙZDÜG?v?@BLMZYF ;>ÞMLMB[FªÜª;>PB\SbSU×[P×Z\T¾ÙGä»èjLìâ Z\RHRHSU;>L ×
S?0=vLMSUF¯LuZ\Z[;>×Ú6ÜvSULH×«T>Z\Ùv?0äÚ6çDÞHRH;>SLHæ´ÝãÜv?T>T¾Ü@Ú6â SU;>×\LH×[æÆ?vævB[S XHT>;¾SULO× Z\?0RHB\S8SSXM=G×«SSbLuF"Z Z[Ü0ÜOÝ XHÞ»FH?@Z\SB  Z[RHS=*=v/ Sb?vPZ[LMÜGF B P.T¾Üª4P3A"Ü0B ÝY ÞH)+B[ÜªPSU# ×\×ä
B = 
B  )+# 
÷XHÞ»RHFH;>?@T¾SÇZ\SU××«SU;gLMZ3×<Fª;>Ü@LHâ æÊL?òZ\;¾Ú6Ú6SbS ×[×\?0æGÉS SULuZ[B\ÝãÙOB[ÜGÜvÚ Ý¬=vÞHSbB\PÜªZ[ÜGPSbB ×[× ØuÙOXHÞ»Z\FHÜ ?@Z\;¾LM!æ D×«SULMFªSUãB¯; ÞH?vB\"× ÜªP SU×\× ;
 '#  ; $ GävçDRHS·Ú6SU×\×\?0ævS9Z\;¾Ú6S<×«Z\?vÚÞ&% ÜvÝÚSb×[×\?0æGS &;Q×¬æGSLHSUB\?0Z[SUF6?G×
&% ãA  '' ãA 4)(A vä>ä * 4bâ RHSUB[S *5;>×eLKXHÚØSB7Ü0ÝHÞHB\ÜªPSU×\×[SU×;>L#×«Ùª×«Z[SUÚOä
!K;>LMPSÉ?´ÞMB[ÜªPSb×[×
Ú6çDRHSUSÉ×\×[?vB\SUævPS&;>+ÞH;>S LuZ8ÞHB\ÜK; 9PSU;>LM×\;>×LMFªP;QPB\?0SZ[Ú6SUFH×·SLuSLuTQZ3?IXM×ÙKÚ;¾×Z\Ø× Z\SRHÜ@B S´â Ü0FªL®ÝSÚ6=IT>;>?v=vSUT¾×\SXM×[B\S?vÙ°ævÜGÜvSbLH×9ÝYT¾Ù°×[Ú6SLu?0SU×\ZZ ×[ÜvZ\?vRHXHævSSZ·Z[Øu;>Ù¯Ú6XHÞHSLuB[ÜvÜªZ\Ý9;¾PT SU×[×\ÝãSÜG× LMT¾T>FªÜ@;>â LHæOä;>LH?æ
PÜGLMFª;¾Z[;>ÜvLM× ?v; B['-S8×\?@ Z[;Q× % SMSUF; Yä á
,  A /.0&% ãA 41(»A vä>ä * / ãA ' + ; ä
çD×[?v,RHæv.S S SM×«SUB3LG×«ZZDØKPÜvÙÉLàÞHFªB\;gÜKZ\;¾PÜGSULò×\× SLM×[XHäHB\çDSU× RHZ\S²RM×[?@SUZPÜGÞMLMB[F¯ÜªPPSbÜv×[LM× FH;gZ\;¾ÜGL¯Rà?vS×8Là×«B\XHSUB\PSUS×E;>=vZ[SURàFÈ?@Z ?vT¾ÞHT¬B\ØMÜKXªPSUZ×\Üv× LMSÉÚRMSb?G×k×á
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B[çDSbRHPSUSU×[;¾=GS8SUPF"ÜGLM?0T>FªTW;¾Z[Ú6;>ÜvSULM×\×[× ?vSUævLMSb×[×DXHB[B[SbSbP×9Sæv;>=vT>ÜvSbFOØM?vØuTÙOÜvB3×«FªSUSLMB\Fª;¾SULMB æÜGLÆÚ6ØSSUÝã×\ÜG×\B[?0SævSb×[×SäLàFª;¾LMæ6Z[RHS#Ú6Sb×[×\?0æGS °ä
S;¾çDL¨=GRHSS6=vLuSbZ¯B[PSbZ\Ü0PÜvÝ8;>B6ÞHÚ6;>PST>SULuÜK×\Z8P3×\AÈ?0ÞHævB[ÜvSÜªÝPSUÞH×\B\× Üª?vP!× SU×\× XHÞ»FH?@Z\ ãSUA ×8;¾Z\ ' ×²=GÚÉ;SUP!? Z[;> ÜvLMB²Fª;QPPT>?@ÜªZ\P3SUA ×ãZ[A RM4SÆ LK&%XH?@ÚZ Øà.ãSUA B4Üvä9ÝçDB Ú6.RHSUSU)+×\B[×\S?0ÝãÜvæv# B\SbS×
FªST>;>=vSB\SUF¯Z[Ü6ÞHB\ÜªPSb×[× ×[SLuZ ØuÙ¯ÞHB[ÜªPSU×\× ä
Z[;¾LKRH?0=@B\B[?0ÜvZÆB\XH;>æGÜ0?vRÈÝ8LuZ\Z\=v×RH@SUSòP=IZ[?vVÜGB[B;Q?0B[PØMS T>T¾SMÜªSbP3LH×)AKSU?v×#ÚLM;>FSU×#Lu;¾ZÆ×[LMRH;gZ\Ü0Ü@;>Ýâ ?vT¾LÈZ[;7RH1U?0;>SòLÈZ[;>?0ÜvZ[ØàLÉRH×k0S Z\PB\TQSM?0?GævXMPXHZ¯×[SvB\Ú6S ä0çDÜªRMFª?0S·SLàT²ÜvF ÞÜvÝSSMB3ævP?@XH?vZ\XMB\;¾ÜG.S ×[LM?v(M×Tä ?0ÜG7B\B\SD;>FHæv×[SXMRHBOB[Ü@S Ü0â ÝLÚ6P;¾L ÜvSULu×\Sà×\Z\æv?0?vXHæv;¾LàB\SbS××
(Mä Ö ØHB\;¾SÝFHSU×\PB\;¾ÞªZ\;¾ÜGLÆÜvÝ7B\S SMLMSÚ6SLuZ<×«Z[SÞà× ?0B\S æG;¾=GSLOØàSUT¾Ü@â8ä
ÜSM0Ý8LHSUSbP?ÇZ[FìÜvÚB?v×·SbZ[×[;>ÝãÚ6×\XH?0LMSæGPSÆÜvZ[;>ÝE;QÜv×6?´LMB\×²ÞHS?vB\ÞHÜª×B\PSU×«Sb×[RM×[SÜ@×<Luâ Z[;>Sb×L°F5B[;¾SULìØKÞHÙ5B\;¾LKSU?Ç×[=@S?0Lu=@B\?0Z[;>?vSbB\LuF";Q?0Z ØHØuT>Ù+S ?¯=I?vB[?v;QLM?0ä F ØMT¾S  ?vä LM<äF çDZ[RHRHSUSBZ\P;¾ÜGÚ6LMSb?vFª×kB[;¾Z3S"Z[?0;>ÜvÚ6FªLMSÞ ×á
B[SbSUåuPXHZ[;¾ÜvB\BSUFÃZ[;>Ú6ÝãÜvSUB6×«Z\=v?vSbÚPZ\ÞìÜvB6Ü0Ý¬PT>SUÜK?GP3P3AòR;>ÞHÚ6B\ÞHÜKT>PSSUÚ6×\×·SLu;Q×<Z\?0;>LHZ[;>;¾ÜvZ[;QLM?0×6= T>; 1U?vSUB[FS"â×«RM;¾Ü@Z[R®â LÃ=@= ?0;¾T>L¨XHS ;>Lu=@?v>äMB[;Qèj?0LHLu;¾Z[Z\;Q× ?0T>7; 1U= ?@Z\;¾ ÜGL ä
Ü0Ö Ý=@LH?0SB\â ;>?v=@ØH?0T¾S B\;>?vØHç T¾S ÷?vLMF ;>ç ×²N ;>LuZ[;>B\×<ÜK×«FHRHXMÜ@Pâ SbLÆFì;¾;>LOL®Z\B\RHS S8SàLH;¾LMSÚ6;gZ\;>S?vLuT¾;7Zb1UäW?0çDZ[;>RHÜvSLPTQ?0XM×[Svä ;Q×8?OB[SUT>?0Z[;>ÜvL
ØàÞHB\SÜKZkâYPSUSU×\S×eL ?vB[ES¬ë ;>LH;¾Z[;Q?0Q 6T>T¾,!$Ù²<! ØHXH)?vêLMSUF%B[SbN FäbQ4çD!$RM! SEÖ ØH>XªQ ê»SB\SU=F#ÚSb×[ä ×\?0çDæGRHSU×WSÇ?vÚ6B[SESUB[×\Sb×[6?vP, Sæv<;>Sb=v×´Sb) F²?0B\ØKB[Ù²;>=K?·;¾LMÞHæ5B[Üª?@PZ"SU×\? ×
ÜvçDL"RHS ×[?0Z[;Q×kÝãÙK;> LHæZ[RHS#PÜv?0LMLMFHF ;gZ\;¾ÜGLM× ?v× FªSS =GSMSLHLuSbZ\×FÆÜ0;>L"Ý ?O=vSbÚ6PZ[SUÜG×\B·×[?vPævT>ÜªS6P3AK?@Z#×Uä ?OÞHB[ÜªPSU×\× ?vB[SÉ×[RHÜ@â L
?v×ÉÜG;¾LàÞà*PSUB\B\S=2?0Ú6/Z[;>SÜvLuLMZ\×6)4×<)4;>#;gL Z3×· SMÜ@æGâ XHL°B[SPá9(àT¾Üª3ä P3ÖAO# Z´=I ?vZ[T¾RMXMSS Z[;>Ú6ç S°ãÜ0ÞHÝ8Þ ×«SUãÞHLMÞFª·;>LHØKæ5ÙO?ÈÜvLHÚ6SGSUäà×\çD×\?0RHævS S "ç EÞHÞHÞ B[ÜªãPÞHSUÞ ×\×
&
Z[B[Ú6;>SUÚ6SUÞH×\B\SU×[SU×«?v×[Z\ævS?0SLuÚ6Z\×9Þ´Z\ÜvRHÝWä SÞHLKB\ÜKXHPÚSUØà×\×¬SUB·;Q×YÜ0?GÝ ×[Ú6×[;>ævSULH×\×[Sb?vFævZ\SbÜ× ×«Ú6SULGSU×\Z·×\ØK?0ævÙOS ÞH"B\ÜKPSUæv×\×;>=K&;¾LH æäàçD=vSURHPSZ[ÜGÚB¬ÜªZ[Fª;>Ú6; SMSUSb×«F"Z\?v=vÚSUPÞ¯Z[ÜGÜ0BÝ
çSD=GRHSSDLuZOÚ6ÜªSU×\PU×[P$?vXHævB3SU×Æ×)?0ÚÉZÆ?IZ\Ù#RM?0?@B\Z"B\;¾ÞH=GB\SYÜª?@PZ¬SU×\?×ÆÞHÜvB\ÜKLHPT>Ù÷SU×\×);gÝ;¾L6;gZ?0LKRMÙ#?G×¯ÜGB\B\FªSUSUPB7S;>ØM=vXªSUFZ Z[?0RHT>SUT ;¾B ØMXªZÜvLHS®B ÚSb3×[×\?0# æGS
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VARIABLES
INVARIANT
/*Inv-7*/
/*Inv-8*/
/*Inv-9*/
/*Inv-10*/
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sender, receive, order, buffer, VTP, VTM

VTP PROCESS (PROCESS   )
 VTM MESSAGE  ( PROCESS   )
 buffer PROCESS  MESSAGE  ran(buffer)  dom (sender)
  m1,m2,p  (m1 MESSAGE  m2 MESSAGE  p PROCESS
 (m1  m2) order  VTM (m1)(p)  VTM(m2)(p) )
INITIALISATION

VTP := PROCESS * { PROCESS * {0}}
||VTM := 
|| sender := || buffer :=  || receive := || order := 
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OPERATIONS

SELECT mm  dom(sender)
THEN
LET nVTP
BE nVTP = VTP(pp)  { pp  VTP(pp)(pp)+1}
IN VTM(mm) := nVTP || VTP(pp) := nVTP END
|| sender := sender  {mm  pp}
END ;

Send(pp,mm)

Arrive(pp,mm)

SELECT

THEN

mm  dom(sender)  (pp  mm)  buffer
 (pp  mm )  receive  pp  sender(mm)

buffer := buffer  {pp 

mm}

END ;

SELECT (pp  mm)  buffer  (pp  mm)  receive  pp  sender(mm)
VTP(pp)(p) VTM(mm)(p))
  p.( p  PROCESS  p  sender(mm)
 VTP(pp)(sender(mm)) = VTM (mm)(sender(mm))-1
THEN
receive := receive  {pp  mm} || buffer := buffer - {pp  mm}
|| VTP(pp) := VTP(pp)  ({q q  PROCESS VTP(pp)(q) < VTM(mm)(q)} VTM(mm))

Receive(pp,mm)

END

END



§ à§ ô f\Äuluf3r8f\l0htunjmwlu³²Ëef3^\hk`iYq)aw`@^[¶0n ª}9sªf\i«ohkmw`blun




ÝãÚ6B[ÜGSUÚÛ×\×[?vZ[ævRMS<S²?v×[B[SS<Là?vFªT>S×[B ÜÜvPÝeÜvZ[Ú6RàÞM?@Z?0B\Ú6SUFSU×\Z\×[Ü?vævSUSvLMä ×«XMB[SbS<PZ[Z[ÜGRMBD?0Z9Z[;>?0Ú6T>TSU×«ÚZ\?0SbÚ6×[×\?0ÞOæGÜ0SUÝ)×EB[B[SbSbPP;>SÞH;>;¾=vSUSbLuF6ZDØKÞMÙB[Üª×[PSSbLM×[FH×DS?vB9LMÜ0F Ý
Ú6PÜGSULM×\Fª×[;¾?vZ[æv;>ÜvS#LMØ×8S?vÝãÜGB[B[S6S6;>LM×«SUPLMT>XMFªFª;>LHSbFÇæ¯;¾?GZ ×²?v?"B[SævXM?0?vTQB\×«Ü´FìB\;¾LSUPS;>=vSbF°?@ZÜvZ[ÞRHSSB3B[?@SbZ[P;>Üv;>ÞHLe;>äSLuèZZ PUÞM?0B[LÇÜªPØàSbSÉ×[×ULMäàÜ0çDZ[RM;QPSUSb×[F S
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Abstract. As the size and complexity of software systems continue to
increase, it becomes essential to have rigorously defined component
interfaces. Design by Contract (DBC) is an increasingly popular method
of interface specification for object-oriented systems. Many researchers
are actively adding support for DBC to various languages such as Ada,
Java and C#. Are these research efforts justified? Does having support for
DBC mean that developers will make use of it? We present the results of a
quantitative survey that measured the proportion of assertion statements
used in Eiffel contracts. The survey results indicate that programmers
using Eiffel (the only active language with integral support for DBC) tend
to write assertions in a proportion that is higher than in other languages.
Keywords: assertions, design by contract, survey, industrial practice, Eiffel.

1

Introduction

One of the effective ways of managing the size and complexity of modern day
software systems is to use a modular design methodology. An appropriate
partitioning of a system into modules (e.g., libraries, classes, etc.) offers an
effective means of managing complexity while providing opportunities for reuse.
But when applied to large industrial applications in general and fault-tolerant
systems in particular, modular design methods can only truly be effective if
module interfaces are rigorously defined.
An increasingly popular approach to interface specification for object-oriented
software is referred to as Design by Contract (DBC) [Meyer97]. Support for
DBC is built in to the Eiffel programming language. Although Eiffel is the only
active language with integrated support for DBC, researchers are currently busy
adding DBC support to other languages. For example,
•
•
•
•

Spark for Ada [Barnes03],
Spec# for C# [Barnett+04],
Java Modeling Language (JML) [Burdy+04], Jass [BCMW01], Jcontract
[Parasoft05], ESC/Java [Flanagan+02] and ESC/Java2 [ESCJ] for Java,
JACK for Java (JavaCard) [BRL03]

Are such research efforts justified? For example, does having built-in support for
DBC mean that developers will write contracts? In an attempt to provide initial
answers to these questions we have conducted a survey of the use of contracts in
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Eiffel projects. More specifically, we have sought to measure the proportion of
source lines of code in Eiffel program that are assertions. Assertions are the basic
ingredients of contracts. Why did we choose Eiffel programs as the subjects of
our survey? Because Eiffel is the only programming language with built in
support for DBC, and this, since its inception two decades ago. Also, Eiffel is
primarily used to develop fault-tolerant systems rather than consumer
applications [Kiniry05].
In the next section we explain the relationship between assertions, DBC and
behavioral interface specifications. A brief review of Eiffel is also given, thus
providing the necessary background for the understanding of metrics used in the
survey. The survey method and metrics are given in Section 3. Section 4
provides the survey results. We conclude in Section 5.

2
2.1

Design by Contract and Eiffel
Assertions, Design by Contract and Behavioral Interface
Specifications

Design by Contract (DBC) refers to a method of developing object-oriented
software that was defined by Bertrand Meyer [Meyer97]. The main concept that
underlies DBC is the notion of a precise and formally specified agreement
between a class and its clients. Such an agreement, named contract in DBC, is
called a behavioral interface specification (BIS) in its most general form.
Contracts, like BISs, are expressed using assertions and take the form of class
invariants and method pre- and post-conditions, among others.
DBC as a programming language feature refers to a limited form of support for
BISs where assertions are restricted to be expressions that are executable. Hence,
for example, in Meyer’s Eiffel programming language an assertion is merely a
boolean expression (that possibly makes use of the special old operator1). Meyer
clearly identifies this as an engineering tradeoff in the language design of Eiffel
[Meyer97]—a tradeoff that we believe is an important stepping stone from the
current use of (plain) assertions in industry to the longer term objective of the
adoption of verifying compilers [Hoare03b]. It is understood that this
engineering tradeoff imposes a limit on the expressiveness of Eiffel assertions
(e.g. absence of quantifiers2) but, at the same time we believe that it is precisely
this tradeoff that has kept them accessible to practitioners.
How are contracts currently used in practice? A principal use for contracts, other
than for documentation, is in run-time assertion checking (RAC). All systems
supporting DBC also support RAC. When RAC is enabled, assertions are
evaluated at run-time and an exception is thrown if an assertion fails. Various
degrees of checking can be enabled—e.g. from the evaluation of preconditions
only, to the evaluation of all assertions. Enabling RAC during testing,
1
2

“old” operators can only occur in postconditions; “old e” refers to the pre-state value of e.
This exclusion is due not to the quantifiers per se, but rather to the possibility of allowing quantified
expressions with bound variables ranging over arbitrarily large or infinite collections.
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indexing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

description:
"Routines that ought to be in class BOOLEAN"
library: "Gobo Eiffel Kernel Library"
copyright: "Copyright (c) 2002, Berend de Boer and others"
license: "Eiffel Forum License v2 (see forum.txt)"
date: "$Date: 2003/02/07 12:49:18 $"
revision: "$Revision: 1.2 $"
class KL_BOOLEAN_ROUTINES
feature -- Access
nxor (a_booleans: ARRAY [BOOLEAN]): BOOLEAN is
-- N-ary exclusive or
require
a_booleans_not_void: a_booleans /= Void
local
i, nb: INTEGER
do
i := a_booleans.lower
nb := a_booleans.upper
from until i > nb loop
-- Lines 27 … 37 removed
end
ensure
zero: a_booleans.count = 0 implies not Result
unary: a_booleans.count = 1 implies
Result = a_booleans.item (a_booleans.lower)
binary: a_booleans.count = 2 implies
Result = (a_booleans.item (a_booleans.lower) xor
a_booleans.item (a_booleans.upper))
-- more: there exists one and only one `i' in
a_boolean.lower..a_boolean.upper so that
a_boolean.item (i) = True
end
end

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
38

39
>>

40
41

41

>>
>>

42

>>
>>

43

42
42
43
43

44
45

Figure 1, Sample Eiffel class (kl_boolean_routines.e)

particularly integration testing, is an effective means of detecting bugs in modules
and thus can help contribute to the increase in overall system quality.
Of course, for most applications, particularly fault tolerant systems, it is
preferable to be able to guarantee the absence of assertion failures before a
component is run. Extended Static Checking (ESC) tools can be used for this
purpose. An ESC tool attempts to determine the validity of assertions by static
analysis. ESC tools exist for Modula-3 and Java, and one is currently under
development for Eiffel.

2.2

Eiffel: a brief review

A sample Eiffel class taken from the Gobo Eiffel kernel library is given in Figure
1 (some of the lines were too long to fit on the page and hence their content has
been wrapped, and indented to aid in readability, at those points marked with >>).
Classes optionally begin (and/or end) with an indexing clause that offers
information about the class. In other languages this is often accomplished by
using a comment block. Comments, like in Ada, start with a “--” and run until
the end of the line. An Eiffel class generally declares a collection of features
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(attributes and methods). Our sample
class declares only one feature, an n-ary
exclusive or, nxor.

from
initialization_instructions
invariant
assertion
variant
variant
until
exit_condition
loop
loop_instructions
end

Of main concern to us in this paper are
assertions. An assertion in Eiffel is
written as a collection of one or more
optionally tagged assertion clauses. The
meaning of an assertion is the
Figure 2, Eiffel loop instruction
conjunction3 of its assertion clauses. The
tags can help readability and debugging (since they can be printed when the
clause is violated) [Mitchell+02]. Tags zero, unary and binary adorn lines 40,
41 and 42 of Figure 1, respectively.
An assertion clause is either a
•
•

boolean expression (e.g. line 40) or a
comment (e.g. line 43).

As will be noted later we will count such comments as informal assertion
clauses, or simply informal assertions. Boolean operators consist of the usual
negation (not), conjunction (and), and disjunction (or). Eiffel also has
conditional, i.e. short-circuited, conjunction (and then) and disjunction (or
else). An implication operator a implies b is an abbreviation for (not a) or
else b. Assertions can contain calls to methods identified as queries. A
particular characteristic of queries is that they are not permitted to have sideeffects [Mitchell+02].
In Eiffel, an assertion can be used to express a
•
•
•
•
•

precondition (introduced by the keyword require),
postcondition (ensure),
class invariant (invariant),
loop invariant (invariant),
check (check)

A sample precondition is given in lines 19-20 of Figure 1. The sample
postcondition (lines 39-43) illustrates the use of more than one assertion clause.
Assertions in postconditions can contain occurrences of the special operator old.
For example, the postcondition
ensure

count = old count + 1

will be true when the pre-state value of count is one less than the post-state value
of count. A check is equivalent to an assert statement in other languages such a
Java and C++.
There is only one looping construct in Eiffel and it has the general form given in
Figure 2. As was previously mentioned, an assertion can be used to express a
loop invariant. Also, of interest is the loop variant: an integer expression that
3

Actually, clauses are jointed by a conditional conjunction named “and then” in Eiffel.
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must decrease through every iteration of the loop while remaining nonnegative.
That essentially covers the basics of what we need to be able to explain the
metrics.

3

Survey

3.1

Projects

During the initial portion of our study we gathered metrics from free Eiffel
software, consisting of both free commercial software (such as the source
distributed with ISE’s Eiffel compiler) as well as open source projects. This
allowed us to fine-tune our metrics gathering tool and essentially conduct a pilot
study before soliciting the participation of industry.

3.2

Metrics

Our basic metric is a count of Lines of Code (LOC) per class file. Each LOC is
classified as either:
•
•
•

blank line, containing at most white space, or
comment line, containing a comment possibly preceded by white space, or
(physical) Source Line of Code (SLOC) [Park92].

Roughly speaking our goal is to count the number of LOC that are assertions
(AsnLOC) so as to be able to determine their proportion relative to the total
SLOC.
Our overall count of AsnLOC will be computed from the total SLOC that are
assertions as well as the total LOC that are informal assertions (IALOC)—i.e.
assertions given in the form of comments. We count informal assertions because
we believe that they are just as important as formal assertions in documenting
contracts. In measuring the proportion of LOC that are assertions we will use the
following formula:
total(AsnLOC) / total(AdjSLOC)
where
total(AdjSLOC) = total(SLOC) + total(IALOC) – total(IdxSLOC)
IdxSLOC is a SLOC that occurs in an indexing clause. We omit IdxSLOC lines
because these lines merely provide documentation for the class in a manner that
is handled by a comment block in other languages. We will keep separate
AsnLOC counts for preconditions, postconditions, class invariants, checks
clauses and loop variants and invariants. This will allow us to determine the
proportion of assertions used in each of these categories. We will also collect
specialized metrics such as the number of assertions of the form e /= Void.
Their purpose will be explained in the next section.
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Project Category
Proprietary
Open Source
Eiffel 5.5
Total

Number
of files
18584
10657
4840
34081

LOC

SLOC

(106)

(106)

2.65
1.76
0.95
5.37

2.03
1.31
0.66
4.00

% of total
SLOC
51%
33%
17%
100%

Figure 3, General metrics by project category
Total (106)
% LOC

LOC

SLOC

blank

comment

IdxSLOC

5.37
100%

4.00
74.6%

0.818
15.2%

0.546
10.2%

0.171
3.18%

Figure 4, General metrics (all categories)

3.3

Methodology

Initially we used the SLOCCount tool [Wheeler05] as our base. This tool can
count physical SLOC for over two dozen languages—though initially not for
Eiffel. Aside from its ability to process many different kinds of languages
SLOCCount also does convenient house-keeping tasks such as determining the
type of a file (by its extension or content), flagging duplicates, and ignoring
generated files.
Since our needs were specific to Eiffel source, we eventually chose to use a
single Perl script to gather all metrics. The creation of the script did pose some
challenges due, e.g., to the various flavors of Eiffel (as supported by different
compilers) and inconsistent line endings (Unix, DOS or Mac) sometimes in the
same file.

4

Results

Overall we surveyed 81 projects totaling 34081 Eiffel class files, 5.4 million lines
of code (LOC) and 4.0 million source lines of code (SLOC). Each project we
developed by a different group or organization. We divided the projects into
three categories:
•
•
•

proprietary,
open source and
library and samples shipped with ISE Eiffel Studio 5.5.

Note that half of the files in the Eiffel 5.5 category consist of open source
samples (or what they call free add-ons) most of which are provided by
GoboSoft—an important contributor of open source Eiffel libraries and tools.
The proportion of SLOC per project category is given in Figure 3. Figure 4
provides the overall distribution of LOC into SLOC, blank lines and comments.
The IdxSLOC is the proportion of SLOC that occur in indexing blocks.
Metrics concerning assertions are given in Figure 5. Overall, there were 89468
lines of assertions (AsnLOC) out of 3.84 million SLOC (AdjSLOC); that is,
4.39% of the LOC are assertions (AsnLOC/AdjSLOC). Of this, over 50% are
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require

ensure

inv.
loop
332
0.01%
0.20%
91
0.00%
0.05%
203
7

var.
loop
325
0.01%
0.19%
0
0.00%
0.00%
324
0

check

Total

61267
1.60%
36.36%
3710
0.09%
2.20%
39550
14484

inv.
class
10882
0.28%
6.46%
996
0.02%
0.59%
4614
5571

AsnLOC
AsnLOC/AdjSLOC
LOC/AsnLOC
IALOC
IALOC/AdjSLOC
IALOC/AsnLOC
No. of clauses
Count(e /= Void)

89468
2.33%
53.10%
1129
0.03%
0.67%
53677
39742

6206
0.16%
3.68%
502
0.01%
0.30%
5139
2177

168480
4.39%
100.00%
6428
0.16%
3.82%
103507
61981

Max AsnLOC size
Average size
% (e /= Void)

30
1.7
44.42%

24
1.5
23.64%

35
2.4
51.19%

7
1.6
2.11%

2
1.0
0.00%

14
1.2
35.08%

Average or max

35 (max)
1.6
36.79%

Figure 5, Metrics concerning assertions (all project categories)
Project
Category
Proprietary
Open Source
Eiffel 5.5
Total

SLOC

AdjSLOC

AsnLOC

(106)

(106)

(106)

2.03
1.31
0.66
4.00

1.96
1.25
0.63
3.84

0.064
0.064
0.040
0.168

AsnLOC / AdjSLOC
3.27%
5.10%
6.42%
4.39%

Figure 6, Proportion assertion LOCs per project category

used in preconditions, 36% postconditions, and 6.5% class invariants. Few loop
invariants and variants are given, though both of these appear as frequently,
relative to each other. We note that a very small proportion of assertions are
given in the form of comments; i.e. overall, only 3.8% of assertion LOC are
informal assertions (IALOC). The maximum number of assertions per clause
type can be fairly large—e.g. up to 35 LOC for a class invariant. The average
number of assertions per clause type ranges from 1.0 to 2.4.
A noteworthy proportion of assertions include subexpressions of the form e /=
Void asserting that a given reference is not Void (i.e. null). This number is over
50% for class invariants, but 37% overall. Such figures may provide weight to
the choice by some static analysis tools (such as Splint [Evans03]) to assume that
a reference type declaration is non-null by default4.
Finally, in Figure 6 we show how the proportion of LOC that are assertions
(AsnLOC) varies according to the project category. As might be expected, the
Eiffel category has the highest proportion, 6.4%, followed by open source
projects5 and then proprietary code with a little over 5% and 3%, respectively.

4
5

Our research group is currently examining the possibility of adopting such a default in the Java
Modeling Language (JML). In JML non-null declarations appear even more frequently.
Recall that the open source category excludes GoboSoft software (since it is counted in the Eiffel 5.5
project category).
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5

Conclusion

We concede that the Eiffel survey sampling is not very large by industrial
standards (5.4 MLOC), but we are hopeful that it is somewhat representative.
Our survey is still ongoing—both for Eiffel and other languages. On the other
hand, we do anticipate that the use of Eiffel will be significantly less than the use
of, e.g. C or C++. The relatively small size of the Eiffel user community may
also have some bearing on the survey results—e.g. a lesser variability.
Our survey data focuses on the use of assertions in Eiffel, the only active
language supporting the disciplined use of assertions in specifying contracts, i.e.
Design by Contract (DBC). Before conducting the survey we asked: does having
language support for DBC mean that practitioners will make use of it? Overall,
4.4% of the (physical) SLOC of the surveyed projects were assertions. The
results for the category of projects consisting solely of proprietary code was
3.3%. This is almost twice as much, for example, as the percentage of assertions
reportedly used in the Microsoft Office Suite [Hoare00, Hoare03a] as well in a
separate independent study we have conducted [Chalin05]. In our opinion, this is
good news for those researchers currently striving to add DBC support to other
languages.
By design, DBC restricts the expressiveness of assertions by requiring that they
be executable. We believe that this moderation in expressiveness is what will
allow DBC to be more easily adopted by industry. It will then become a smaller
step to reach the full expressiveness of behavioral interface specifications (BISs).
Of course, BISs are not the entire picture either; future generation verification
compilers are likely to include support for model checking as well as BISs.
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Abstract. In recent years, many approaches combining software architectures
and exception handling have been proposed for increasing the dependability of
software systems. Some authors argue that addressing exception handling-related
issues since early phases of a software development effort may improve the overall dependability of a system. In particular, few works in the literature have addressed the problem of describing how exceptions flow between architectural
components. This is an important issue, since developers tend to focus on the
design of the normal activity of the system’components and address its exceptional activities only during the implementation phase. A model for describing
the flow of exceptions between architectural components should be: (i) precise;
and (ii) analyzable, preferably automatically. In this paper, we present a model for
reasoning about exception flow in software architectures that satisfies these two
requirements. The model is supported by a software infrastructure which leverages existing tools and models and allows developers to describe and analyze
software architectures enriched with information about exceptions and their flow.

1

Introduction

The concept of software architecture [7] was proposed in the last decade to help software developers to cope with the growing complexity of software systems. According
to Clements and Northrop [7], software architecture is the structure of the components
of a program/system, their interrelationships and principles and guidelines governing
their design and evolution over time. The architecture of a software system has a large
impact on the capacity of the system to meet its intended quality requirements, such
as reliability, security, availability, and performance, among others. Software architectures are described formally using architecture description languages, or ADLs [18].
ADLs share the same conceptual basis whose main elements are components (loci of
computation or data stores), connectors (loci of interaction between components), and
configurations (connected graphs of components and connectors that describe architectural structure) [18].
⋆
⋆⋆
⋆⋆⋆
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When a program1 receives a service request and produces a response according to
its specification, the produced response is said to be normal. Conversely, if the program
produces a response that does not conform with its specification, this response is said to
be abnormal, or exceptional. Abnormal responses usually indicate the occurrence of an
error and since these responses are expected to occur only rarely, they are called exceptions. When exceptions occur, the program must be capable of handling them so that it
can be put in a coherent state. The part of the behavior of a program that is responsible
for handling exceptions is called abnormal, or exceptional, activity. Conversely, the
part of the behavior of a program that is responsible for its functionality, as defined by
its specification, is called normal activity.
Exception handling [8] is a mechanism for structuring the exceptional activity of a
program, so that errors can be more easily detected, signalled, and handled. Since exception handling is an application-specific technique, it complements other techniques
for improving system reliability, such as atomic transactions, and promotes the implementation of very specialized and sophisticated error recovery measures.
Problem Description. In recent years, many approaches combining software architectures and exception handling [4][13][20] have been proposed for increasing the dependability of software systems. We say that an exception is architectural if it is raised
within an architectural component but can not be handled by the raising component.
Such exceptions cross the boundaries between architectural components, that is, the
architectural exceptions that flow between two components are part of the interaction
protocol to which the two components adhere. Combining software architectures and
exception handling is a natural trend. The architecture of a software system has a large
impact on a system’s quality attributes, such as reliability, and architectural exceptions
indicate that architectural components have failed (and have thus been unreliable).
There are many works proposing notations and techniques for describing software
architectures formally [1][11][17] focusing on specific properties of interest. However,
to the best of our knowledge, few have addressed the problem of describing how architectural exceptions flow between components. As pointed out by Bass et al [2], specifying how exceptions flow between architectural components is a real problem that
appears in the development of systems with strict dependability requirements, such as
air-traffic control and financial. To be useful and usable, an approach for describing architectural exceptions and their relationship to other architectural elements must satisfy
some requirements:
1. It should make it possible to specify the architectural exceptions that components
and connectors signal and catch, and how these exceptions flow between different
architectural elements. Ideally, the specification of the architectural exceptions of
the system should be orthogonal and traceable to the “normal” architecture description, in order to enhance maintainability.
2. It should have pictorial (boxes-and-lines) representation, in order to be understandable by non-specialists and easier to use.
1

In a general sense: a routine, a software component, a whole system, etc.
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3. It should take into account the notion of architectural styles. An architectural style
defines a vocabulary of types of design elements which are part of a family of
architectures and the rules by which these elements are composed [11].
4. It should be precise, that is, an architecture description devised according to such
approach should be unambiguous.
5. It should be expressive enough to describe rules of existing exception handling
models.
6. It should be analyzable, preferably automatically. In this manner, it is possible to
verify if the architecture presents some desired properties before the system is actually implemented.
Proposed Approach. In another work [5] we have proposed a framework, called
Aereal, that addresses these requirements. In that work, we focused on requirements
1, 2, and 3. In this work, we present a model for reasoning about exception flow in
software architectures that addresses requirements 4, 5, and 6. The proposed model is
part of the Aereal framework. It allows developers to specify common rules of exception handling systems (EHS) of existing programming languages and to verify in an
automated way if an architecture description extended with information about architectural exceptions adheres to these rules. As enabling technology, we use the Alloy [14]
specification language and the Alloy Analyzer [15].
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed model in terms
of three aspects: system structure, representation of exceptions, and exception flow.
Section 3 briefly describes how we have materialized the proposed model using Alloy
in the Aereal framework. The last section compares the proposed model with some
related research and presents directions for future works.

2

Proposed Model

The set of exceptions and exception handlers in a program define its exceptional activity. When an error is detected, an exception is generated, or raised. If the same exception
may be raised in different parts of a program, it is possible that different handlers are
executed. The choice of the handler that is executed depends on the exception handling
context (EHC), or scope, where the exception was raised. An EHC is a region of a
program where the same exceptions are handled in the same manner. Each context has
an associated set of handlers that are executed when the corresponding exceptions are
raised. An exception raised within an EHC may be caught by one of its handlers. If the
exception is handled, normal activity of the program is resumed. Otherwise, an exception is signaled in the enclosing context, and encountered by that context. We assume
that EHCs only encounter a single exception at a time. Concurrent exceptions [3] are
not addressed by this work.
In this section, we present the proposed model using a mix of informal explanations,
and set theory notation. Due to space constraints, we omit some parts of the description
of the model. A more detailed presentation is available elsewhere [6]
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2.1

System Structure

We follow the general view of a system configuration as a finite connected graph of
components and connectors [18]. We specialize this view, however, so that it can be
used to reason about exception flow. In our model, a component is a structural element
that encounters and signals exceptions.
Aereal uses special-purpose architectural connectors to model exception flow between components. These connectors, called exception ducts, are unidirectional pointto-point links through which only exceptions flow. They are orthogonal to “normal”
architectural connectors and do not constrain the way in which the architecture is organized [5]. Exception ducts can be refined by developers, depending on the restrictions
each architectural style imposes on exception flow. Like components, exception ducts
can signal and encounter exceptions.
The structure of a system is defined in terms of connections between components
and exception ducts. The relations CatchesF rom and SignalsT o specify these connections. For a component C, C.CatchesF rom yields the set of exception ducts that
signal exceptions that C encounters, where “.” represents relational join. Conversely,
C.SignalsT o yields the set of exception ducts that encounter exceptions that C signals. Both C.SignalsT o and C.CatchesF rom may yield an empty set, in which case
C does not signal and does not encounter exceptions, respectively.
The relations SignasT o and CatchesF rom are also defined for exception ducts2 .
However, since exception ducts are point-to-point connectors that link exactly two
distinct components, for a duct D, D.CatchesF rom and D.Signals result in disjunct sets containing exactly one component. Therefore, for any component C,
D.CatchesF rom = {C} ⇒ D ∈ C.SignalsT o, and D.SignalsT o = {C} ⇒
D ∈ C.CatchesF rom.
2.2

Representation of Exceptions

In our model, exceptions are represented by objects of a certain type. We represent
exceptions as objects, instead of using symbols or global variables, mainly because
objects are more flexible and can be used to encode arbitrary information regarding the
cause of an exception [10]. Moreover, many large and complex software systems are
developed nowadays using object-oriented (OO) languages such as Java, C#, and C++.
The proposed model employs a simple notion of type that is compatible with the
general notion of types adopted by modern OO languages. A type T is a set of elements
and the subtypes T1 , T2 ...TN of T are disjunct subsets of T . Only single inheritance is
allowed. An exception is any instance of a type that is a subtype of the type RootException. We use this name for the supertype of all exceptions, instead of a more usual one,
such as Exception or Error, to give developers the flexibility to organize exceptions
as required, for instance, based on the adopted programming language. For example,
to mimic the EHS of Java, a developer would define at least four exception types: (i)
Throwable, subtype of RootException; (ii) Exception, subtype of Throwable; (iii)
Error, subtype of Throwable; and (iv) RuntimeException, subtype of Exception.
2

Actually, we use overloaded relation names as a syntactic sugar, since the homonymous relations have very similar semantics.
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2.3

Exception Interfaces and Exception Handling Contexts

As mentioned in previously, we consider a component to be a structural element that
encounters and signals exceptions. Exception ducts are similar, but simpler. A component consists of: (i) a collection of exception interfaces, which specify the exceptions
the component signals; and (ii) a collection of EHCs, which define regions where exceptions are always handled in the same way. In this section and the next, for space
reasons, we focus our attention exclusively on the definition of an exception flow model
for components. Exception ducts are described in a more complete version of this paper,
available as a technical report [6].
Exception interfaces are associated to components by the SignalsT o relation and,
for each exception duct in the set C.SignalsT o, there is a corresponding exception interface. A similar one-to-one relation exists between CatchesF rom and EHCs. This
represents the fact that a component may signal/encounter different exceptions to/from
the different exception ducts it is connected to. Models for reasoning about exception
flow at the programming language level usually do not have this separation between
interfaces and contexts. Such separation is not necessary because these models usually
focus on fine-grained programming constructs, like methods and procedures, where
multiple contexts are associated to a single exception interface. For architectural exceptions, however, this separation is very important, since a component can have multiple
access points (ports) and these access points are explicit in the system description.
In our model, exception interfaces and EHCs are related by the P ortM ap relation.
P ortM ap maps EHCs to exception interfaces based on the exception ducts to which
these contexts and interfaces are associated. For any component C and exception duct
D, with D ∈ C.CatchesF rom, D.(C.P ortM ap) = DS, where DS is a set of exception ducts such that ∀X : DS • X ∈ C.SignalsT o. DS is a set of exception ducts,
instead of a single duct, to represent the fact that the association between EHCs and
exception interfaces is many-to-many. It makes no sense to define a P ortM ap relation
for exception ducts, since they have exactly one EHC and one exception interface.
2.4

Exception Flow

The exception interfaces of a component are defined by the Signals relation. This
relation specifies which exceptions a component signals and which exception ducts in
C.SignalsT o encounter these exceptions. If D.(C.Signals) = ES, where ES is a set
of exceptions, we say that component C signals exceptions ES to duct D. The signals
relation is defined in terms of three other relations, as follows:
Signals = Raises

S

P ropagated

S

U nhandled

Intuitively, the set of exceptions that a component signals depends on the exceptions
it generates (raises) and on exceptions it encounters that were signaled by other architectural elements. The P ropagated and U nhandled relations are auxiliary relations
defined in terms of the relations that specify a component’s EHCs (described in the
following paragraphs). The Raises relation specifies the exceptions that components
generate when erroneous conditions are detected. These conditions are dependent on
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the semantics of the application and on the assumed failure model. For reasoning about
exception flow, the fault that caused an exception to be raised is not important, just the
fact that the exception was raised. If D.(C.Raises) = ES, we say that the component
C raises exceptions ES and these exceptions are signaled to exception duct D, where
D ∈ C.SignalsT o and ES ⊂ D.(C.Signals). More generally, Raises ⊂ Signals.
Exception handling contexts are defined in terms of three relations: Encounters,
Handles, and P ropagates. Encounters specifies, for an arbitrary component C, the
exceptions C receives from the exception ducts in the set C.CatchesF rom. That is, if
D.(C.Encounters) = ES, we say that the component C encounters exceptions ES
that were signaled by exception duct D. In fact, the set of all exceptions encountered by
component C is equal to the union of the sets of exceptions signaled to C by exception
ducts in C.CatchesF rom. In this sense, the definition of Encounters used‘in our
model is different from the definitions adopted in other works in the literature [19, 22].
The Handles relation specifies the exceptions that are handled by a component.
By “handled”, we mean that the component is capable of taking some action that
stops the propagation of the exception and makes it possible for the system to resume its normal activity. The action that is taken by the handler is not important in
the context of this work. We are just interested in the effect the handler has on the
flow of exceptions, not how this effect is achieved3 . If D.(C.Handles) = ES, we
say that the component C handles the exceptions ES signaled by exception duct
D, where D ∈ C.CatchesF rom and ES ⊂ D.(C.Encounters). More generally,
Handles ⊂ Encounters.
In our model, the P ropagates relation explicitly specifies a causal relation between an exception a component encounters and another one it signals. More precisely, if E.(D.(C.P ropagates)) = E’, where E and E’ are exceptions, we say
that component C propagates exception E ′ , signaled by exception duct D as E,
with D ∈ C.CatchesF rom, E ∈ D.(C.Encounters), E ∈
/ D.(C.Handles),
and E’∈ (D.(C.P ortM ap)).(C.Signals). The latter constraint states that C signals
the propagated exception (E’) to the exception ducts related to D in C.P ortM ap.
If E.(D.(C.P ropagates)) = {} and E ∈
/ D.(C.Handles), it is assumed that
E.(D.(C.P ropagates)) = E and E is signaled to all exception ducts D’ such that
D’∈ C.SignalsT o ∧ D’∈ D.(C.P ortM ap).
Now we can go back to the definition of Signals and define P ropagated and
U nhandled. P ropagated specifies the exceptions that a component signals due to exception propagation (unlike P ropagates, which relates two exceptions, one encountered and one signaled by the component). For a component C and an exception duct
D and using DS as a shortcut for (C.P ortM ap).D), P ropagated is defined by the
following expression:
D.(C.P ropagated) = (DS.(C.Encounters \ C.Handles)).(DS.(C.P ropagates))
U nhandled specifies the set of exceptions that a component encounters but does
not propagate explicitly (as specified by P ropagated) or handle. Like in some programming languages, such as Java, the exceptions which are not either handled nor ex3

We are not stating that the way an exception is handled is not important. Just that modeling the
actual exception handlers is beyond the scope of this work.
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plicitly propagated (P ropagated) are automaticaly propagated. These exceptions are
signaled by the component (propragated implicitly). For a component C and a duct D
and using the same shortcut defined in the previous paragraph, U nhandled is defined
as follows:
D.(C.U nhandled) = (DS.(C.Encounters \ C.Handles)) \
((DS.(C.P ropagates)).(D.(C.P ropagated)))
The last element of our model is the Declares relation. Declares is used to make
the exception interfaces of components in a system explicit. This relation is part of the
model to allow developers to explicitly state which exceptions each component signals,
for instance, because the programming language that will be used to implement the system has a similar feature. If D.(C.Declares) = E, we say that component C declares
that exception E is signaled to exception duct D or simply E is one of the declared
exceptions of component C. Explicit exception interfaces are part of several modern
programming languages, for example, Java, C++, and ML. By default, Declares does
not impose any constraints on exception flow. An analysis can, however, take the relation into account in order to impose some application- or EHS-specific constraints.

3

Materializing the Model

Usually, models like the one described in this paper are used as the backbone for static analysis tools [19][22]. These tools are capable of extracting useful exception flowrelated information from programs and showing that these programs present some properties of interest, for example, that exceptions are not caught by subsumption4 . In this
work, instead of building a new tool with a fixed set of functionalities, we translated the
semantic description presented in Section 2 to Alloy [14]. Alloy is a lightweight modeling language for software design. It is amenable to a fully automatic analysis, using
the Alloy Analyzer (AA) [15], and provides a visualizer for making sense of solutions
and counterexamples it finds. The analysis performed by the AA is sound, since it never
returns false positives, but incomplete, since the AA only checks things up to a certain
scope. However, it is complete up to scope; AA never misses a counterexample which
is smaller than the specified scope.
In the proposed approach, systems are modeled by specifying exception types, components and exception ducts (including the relations described in the previous section),
and connections between these architectural elements. The following snippet shows part
of a trivial model with two components, one exception duct, and one exception type.
sig E extends RootException{}
sig C1,C2 extends Component{} //components extend "Component"
sig D1 extends Duct{} //exception ducts extend "Duct"
fact SystemStructure{
C1.SignalsTo = D1
...
4

An exception E is caught by subsumption if it is caught by a catch clause that targets a supertype E’ of E.
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}
fact ExceptionFlow{
C1.Raises = D1 -> E
...
}
fact PortMaps{ (...) }

In Alloy, a signature (sig keyword) specifies a type. We use signatures for modeling both structural elements and exceptions. The relations defined in Section 2 are
explicitly instantiated by means of facts, predicates that the AA must assume to be true
when evaluating constraints. For instance, the fact SystemStructure in the snippet
above states that component C1 signals exceptions to exception duct D1. Moreover, the
fact ExceptionFlow states that the component C1 raises exception E to exception
duct D1.
Using Alloy to materialize our model makes it possible to specify features of diverse
EHS without having to extend existing tools or build new ones when a new feature is
required. Developers need only to specify new Alloy constraints or modify the existing ones and the AA can be used to check if such constraints hold. Until the present
moment, we have successfully specified several features available in existing EHS and
static analysis tools, including: (i) explicit exception propagation; (ii) detection of exception subsumption; (iii) checked and unchecked exceptions; and (iv) checked exception interfaces. Section 3.1 presents a simple example.
In order for the proposed model to be of practical use, it must be integrated with
some notation for describing software architectures. In this work, we have chosen the
ACME [11] ADL as the notation for describing software architectures. The Aereal
framework leverages ACME and its tool support [23] in order to allow developers to extend architecture descriptions with information about architectural exceptions. Aereal
includes a model-to-model transformation tool that generates Alloy models from these
extended architecture descriptions. The generated models can be provided “as-is” to
the AA in order for analyses to be performed. Since we have already specified many of
these analyses, in general developers do not need to know Alloy to use the framework.
3.1

An Example: Explicit Exception Propagation

In this section we show how a rule adopted by several EHS [12, 16], explicit exception
propagation, can be described using the proposed model. At the programming language
level, when a component encounters an exception, if it has a handler for the exception,
this handler may re-raise the exception or raise a new one. If the component does not
have a handler, there are two possible outcomes, depending on the programming language: (i) the exception is implicitly re-raised by the underlying runtime system; or (ii)
an error occurs either at compile time [12] or run time [16]. In the former case, exception propagation is said to be implicit. In the latter, it is said to be explicit. Some
languages, like Java, are actually hybrid and allow both implicit and explicit propagation of exceptions. For simplicity, we do not take hybrid approaches into account.
Informally, we can specify explicit exception propagation as follows: for any component comp in a given model, any exception encountered by comp and not handled
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should be explicitly propagated. The following Alloy predicate formally specifies explicit propagation, according to the proposed exception flow model:
pred explicit_propagation_component() {
all C: Component | let nonHandled = (C.Encounters - C.Handles)
| (all CF : C.CatchesFrom | #(CF <: nonHandled) > 0 =>
((#nonHandled > 0 => #(C.Propagates) > 0) &&
all e: CF.nonHandled | #(e.(CF.(C.Propagates))) > 0))
}

The snippet above defines an Alloy predicate called explicit propagation.
Alloy predicates are logic sentences that must be checked by the AA. When predicates are checked, Alloy facts are used as preconditions. The names of relations that
appear in the example above refer to the relations described in Section 2. For example, Encounters is a ternary relation of the form Component ⇐⇒ Duct ⇐⇒
Exception, indicating that a component encounters a certain exception signaled by a
certain exception duct. The predicate associates a local variable, nonHandled, to the
set of pairs of the form (CF, E), where CF is an exception duct and E is an exception,
such that E is not handled by component C. It then states that, for all such pairs, the
expression E.(CF.(C.Propagates)) yields some element. The interested reader
is referred to the Alloy Tutorial [15] in order to understand the details of the predicate.
Since the exception flow model has been translated to Alloy, it becomes possible
to check rules such as the one above automatically, using the AA. If the model does
not satisfy the specified rule, the AA produces a counterexample showing why that
happened.

4

Related and Future Work

The works of Fähndrich et al [9], Robillard and Murphy [19], and Schaefer and
Bundy [22] describe static analyses for computing the encounters relation in programs
written in ML, Java, and Ada, respectively. Our work focuses on defining a model that
is flexible enough for defining characteristics of real EHS used in different languages,
assuming that encounters was already computed. Furthermore, instead of extending or
constraining the EHS of an existing language, Aereal defines the whole EHS and makes
it possible for developers to extended it or constrain it according to their needs.
Another important difference is that we use model checking techniques, instead of
static analysis. This reflects the fact that we are dealing with exceptions in the earlier
phases of development, where the implementation of the system is still not available. It
is argued by some authors that designing the exceptional activity of a system since the
early phases of development improves the overall system dependability [21].
Currently we are extending Aereal in order for it to support all the features of the
proposed model. The first version of the framework used a simpler P ropagates relation
and was based on a different set of assumptions. More specifically, it assumed that
the Signals and Encounters relations were specified explicitly by framework users.
Since specifying these relations by hand is a cumbersome and error-prone task, we are
extending Aereal’s transformation tool so that it can compute them automatically in
terms of P ropagates, Handles, and Raises (which are specified by the user).
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Abstract. This paper gives a short description of some features of longrunning transactions, as well as the language BPEL and its particular
implementation of the compensation concept. Two examples are used
to illustrate the application of BPEL’s compensation construct. These
examples, and reference to a structural operational semantics developed
elsewhere, are used to help support an argument for the need of a more
general implementation of compensation.

1

Introduction

Despite decades of work on ways of modelling long-running activities using transaction schemes, the same basic problems exist now as 25 years ago. Many systems have been designed to address parts of the problem but they tend to be
refinements of the usual recovery mechanisms.
Designers of business process languages, in an attempt to model workflow,
have taken to including a concept called compensation in their work. Compensation, in general, should be capable of addressing both non-reversible errors
and non-erroneous changes in the execution of an activity. Unfortunately, the
implemented design of compensations in languages such as BPEL can only conveniently be used to handle a subset of errors.
Possible semantic descriptions of BPEL’s compensation mechanism are given
in [Col04,BFN04] and others. The pragmatics of BPEL’s compensation mechanism, on the other hand, need clarification. This paper aims to demonstrate how
the mechanism’s purpose as described in the BPEL specification [ACD+ 03] is
left unmet by the constraints given in the same document.
The next section of this paper gives a quick description of properties associated with the Long-Running Transactions (abbreviated as LRT). Section 3
describes BPEL and its compensation construct. Following that, section 4 gives
an example that shows how BPEL’s compensation model fits with a simple LRT.
Section 5 extends that example into a scenario that does not easily fit BPEL’s
compensation model. The final section concludes this paper with a summary
of the points raised by the examples and the motivation for a more general
implementation of compensation.
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2

Long-Running Transactions

The notion of long-running transactions [ACD+ 03] arises out of work done in the
database community on structuring transactions intended to run over long periods of time — from seconds up through minutes, hours, days and longer. In contrast, the well-studied notion of ACID transactions give desirable properties for
transactions that run in short periods of time — nanoseconds, milliseconds, and
up to a few seconds in length. The properties of consistency and durability are
common to both LRTs and ACID transactions, but atomicity and isolation are
very much weakened for LRTs [Gra81]. Synonyms for long-running transaction
are long-lived transaction [Gra81,GMS87] and long-running activity [DHL91].
The properties of consistency and durability apply to LRTs in the same manner as they do with short-lived transactions. A LRT must leave the system in a
consistent state, and more importantly, any changes made during the execution
of the LRT that are visible outside of the LRT must also maintain system consistency. The durability requirement is obvious: having the changes made by a
LRT that disappear except through the actions of another LRT is generally not
a desirable thing.
Isolation can only be applied to those bits of state that are truly local to
the LRT. Any state that does not survive past the end of the LRT should be
isolated from everything outside of the LRT. Changes to the overall system state,
however, cannot be isolated as the usual techniques used to isolate changes to
the system state are unsuitable over long periods of time [GMS87].
Atomicity in the context of a LRT is very much relaxed when contrasted
against its meaning for regular database transactions. For a LRT atomicity simply means that any changes during its progress maintain system consistency.
The use of the compensation notion implicitly acknowledges the fact that there
are cases where it is not possible to put the system state back to what it was
before the start of the transaction.
As with short-lived transactions, LRTs have well-defined boundaries for their
beginning and completion. They can, and usually should, contain short-lived
transactions and even other LRTs.

3

BPEL’s Compensation Construct

BPEL1 [ACD+ 03] is a relatively recent language that is still under development.
Its origins lie in the web services community, and the initiators of its development
include BEA Systems, IBM, Microsoft and a number of others. Current activity
on the language is now coordinated by the OASIS Web Services Business Process
Execution Language (WSBPEL) Technical Committee2 .
One of the claims made in the BPEL specification is that it provides the
necessary tools and structure to support LRTs that are local to a BPEL process.
1
2

Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
Web address: http://www.oasis-open.org/
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Central to that claim is BPEL’s provision of a compensation construct, which
was modelled after ideas in previous work on Sagas [GMS87] and others.
The specific implementation of compensation that BPEL uses is essentially
an extension of the usual exception-handling mechanisms seen in languages such
as C++, Java, and so on. Blocks of code — called scopes in BPEL — may have a
compensation handler associated with them. These scopes, and their associated
compensation handlers, can be nested to an arbitrary depth. Upon successful
completion of the scope the compensation handler and the current state of the
process are saved for possible later invocation.
Invocation of a compensation handler can only be done from within one of
BPEL’s fault (exception) handlers, and when actually invoked, the compensation
handler is run on its associated saved state. It is not possible for the compensation handler to access the current state of the process directly, though it is
not difficult to imagine a situation where current state is accessed by means of
another process.
Three things characterize BPEL’s compensation:
– the mechanism is intended to be a form of backward recovery [ACD+ 03];
– despite saving the state of the process at scope completion, the mechanism
only provides a convenient means to manipulate the process’ control flow
within the bounds of an exception handler;
– compensation handlers are named to facilitate control flow modification.
It is, in fact, possible to give an operational semantics that shows BPEL’s compensation mechanism to be a primitive named procedure call [Col04]. Though
the compensation “procedures” do not directly allow parameters, it could be argued that the saved state could be used as a parameter passing mechanism. The
use of names to identify specific compensation handlers allows for an arbitrary,
programmer-defined ordering, including parallel execution.
Categorizing BPEL’s compensation feature as intended for backwards recovery comes directly from the BPEL specification [ACD+ 03] which mentions the
use of compensation to ‘reverse’ and ‘undo’ previous activities. The specification also goes so far as to restrict the invocation of a compensation handler to
within a fault handler. Compensation in BPEL has been relegated to the realm
of abnormal behaviour.
The assessment of BPEL’s compensation mechanism as a convenient means
to alter control flow relies on the fact that the language specification explicitly
restricts compensation to only have meaning in a local sense. Saving the process
state at scope completion is only intended to save the contents of the process’
variables, not the underlying state of the BPEL processing engine [ACD+ 03].
Saving those variables could be done manually and would give the compensation
handler the added ability of being able to access the current state of the process.
This leaves the single bit of control flow modification that BPEL’s implementation of compensation usefully achieves: a simple mechanism to partition the
actions of a traditional try/catch-style exception handler so that the handler
need not try to figure out which parts of the body have executed.
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4

The Bookshop

One of the common examples used to illustrate LRTs is that of a buyer-sellershipper situation. Here we will consider a bookshop example similar to that used
in [BFN04].
The example starts with the seller accepting an order for books in stock; an
order for books not in stock is rejected immediately. Accepting the order reduces
the seller’s available inventory. The seller then attempts to fulfill the order by
doing the following in parallel: a) arranging for the books to be shipped, b)
packing the order, and c) checking the buyer’s credit.
In this example we are not including the pickup of the books from the seller
by the shipper, the receipt of the books by the buyer, the actual payment of the
seller by the buyer, nor the payment of the shipper by the seller.
Included in the example are compensation actions for accepting the order,
packing the order, and booking the shipper. Since checking the buyer’s credit
was just a ‘read’, there is no compensation required for that action. Of course,
should the buyer’s credit rating be insufficient for the order, then the order will
be canceled.
It is straightforward to cancel this LRT at any point during its execution. If
the seller in the LRT had only just completed accepting the order, canceling it
involves merely throwing the order away, making the books available for sale, and
notifying the buyer that the order was canceled. If the order had been accepted
and the parallel tasks were in progress, then canceling involves unbooking the
shipper and unpacking any packed books, then throwing away the order and
making the books available for sale.
This example translates into a BPEL process in a straightforward manner.
Accepting an order would exist as a BPEL scope object (with its compensation
handler). Unbooking the shipper would also be in its own scope object. However,
to correctly model the required compensation for the parallel tasks, each action
that packs a book would need to be in its own scope, thus allowing only the
compensation handlers for the packed books to run.

5

The Bookshop, Extended

The previous example is fairly straightforward, and perhaps even matches the
most common behaviour that a bookseller might follow. There is, however, a
more complex behaviour that shows the limitations of BPEL’s compensation
model.
For this example, imagine that the seller carries no stock, such that all books
must be pre-ordered. In this case, the seller accepts any order for any collection
of books that it believes it can get. For the sake of simplicity, the seller also
knows the correct final price for any book that it believes to be available.
The seller would then generate, in parallel, an expected delivery time for
the buyer, and charge the buyer for the books. This charge may simply be a
deposit or the full cost of the book, but it would be a charge rather than a credit
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check. After the buyer has been charged, the seller then places an order with
their supplier for the desired books. When the seller receives the books it would
perform the parallel tasks of arranging for the books to be shipped and packing
all of the books to be shipped to the client.
If the seller’s suppliers were completely reliable, then the mechanism for
canceling this order is a straightforward extension of the previous example. Since
it is unlikely that the suppliers would be completely reliable, we will assume
that suppliers will occasionally be unable to supply certain books, and that the
suppliers will notify the seller of this when the seller places their order from the
supplier.
Assume, instead, at some point between when the seller told the buyer when
to expect the books and when the seller should have received the books, that the
seller receives some notification that one of the books in the order is no longer
available. This requires that things be corrected so that the unavailable book is
no longer a part of the order.
If there was only one book in the order then handling this situation is easy:
just cancel the whole LRT. For cases where there were several books in the order,
especially when the seller has already received some of the books, then the seller
will still need to ship the rest of the books and record things appropriately.
Simply canceling then restarting the whole LRT without the unavailable book
is inappropriate: that would likely cost the seller extra in transaction fees. It is
also an unnecessary repetition of effort. What should happen is that the unavailable book is removed from the order, the buyer is refunded the appropriate
amount, and then the LRT proceeds as though the unavailable book had not
been ordered in the first place.
Having the supplier’s notification about the unavailability of a book forces
the seller to perform compensatory actions so as to avoid having to cancel the
entire LRT. It would seem appropriate to use a compensation mechanism to
allow the LRT to proceed, but the actual implementation in BPEL would be
absurdly complex.
Despite BPEL’s restriction that compensation may only be called from within
fault handlers, it is possible to model this behaviour using compensation. The
design would have each book ordered in its own thread — as with the process
given above — but after the individual book order is complete, a busy-wait loop
would prevent the thread and associated compensation scopes from exiting. If
one of the book orders needs to be compensated, then a flag would be set and
the busy-wait loop would throw a fault which in turn would cause a handler to
invoke the compensators.
The problem with this solution — aside from its inelegance — is that it seems
to run against the pragmatics of a compensation construct to use nested scopes
just to isolate fault handlers whose only purpose is to invoke a compensator for
the innermost scope.
So why don’t we just use the fault handler to directly correct the problem?
Leaving aside the convenience of a mechanism that automatically only corrects
the actions that have completed, this solution is not much better. The busy-wait
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loops are still required, leaving a collection of live threads that are doing nothing.
Compare this against a compensation mechanism where, when the compensator
is installed, the individual threads are finished and cleaned up normally.

6

Conclusions

From the standpoint of the structural operational semantics mentioned above
and developed in [Col04], BPEL’s compensation mechanism is only a primitive
procedure call. Indeed, the compensation mechanism doesn’t even require the
full structure of a procedure call, but just that of a block-structure language. The
only restriction in the semantic model that prevents the compensation mechanism from from being used outside of a fault handler is a well-formedness condition on the abstract syntax of the language. In light of this it is unfortunate that
the BPEL specification states this condition as it needlessly precludes a more
general use of compensation.
The initial example does show that the compensation model used in BPEL is
applicable to some situations. The use of named compensators has advantages,
allowing programmer-defined compensation ordering. Also, in general, the usual
implementations of compensation are extremely useful to simplify the programmer’s task of only reversing those actions that have completed successfully.
The use of compensation as implemented in BPEL to handle changes to the
LRT during its execution is inconvenient at best. An argument can be raised that
any changes to the LRT should be kept well defined and incorporated into the
main flow of the process. This argument has the same problems as arguing that
fault handling should be done inline with the main code rather than separated
out into fault handlers.
Some models of compensation have posited a fairly strong property: if an
action and its compensation are independent of all of the actions between the
original action and the compensation, then the action and its compensation is
equivalent to a null action [BHF04]. While this is certainly true, it has been
pointed out that the likelihood of independence is rather low [GFJK03]. First,
there is the difficulty of designing your process so that the interleaving of local
actions maintains this independence. Second, due to the long-running nature of
LRTs, and the requisite lack of lock-based synchronization, it is extremely likely
that another executing LRT will do something that is not completely independent. One might observe that part of the point of grouping actions together in
a transaction is because those actions are not independent.
The extended example gives an argument that the particular compensation
model used in BPEL is not applicable to the full range of situations where
compensation would seem to be an ideal tool to structure a long-running transaction’s fault tolerance. If BPEL’s compensation mechanism could be invoked
outside of a fault handler then the extended bookshop example would no longer
be an issue.
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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate context aware location-based
mobile systems. In particular, we are interested how their behaviour, including fault tolerant aspects, could be captured using a formal semantics
amenable to rigorous analysis and verification. We propose a new formalism and middleware called Cama, which provides a rich environment to
test our approach. The approach itself aims at giving Cama a concurrency semantics in terms of a suitable process algebra, and then applying
efficient model checking techniques to the resulting process expressions
in a way which alleviates the state space explosion. The model checking
technique adopted in our work is partial order model checking based on
Petri net unfoldings, and we use a semantics preserving translation from
the process terms used in the modelling of Cama to a suitable class of
high-level Petri nets.

1

Introduction

Mobile agent systems are increasingly attracting attention of software engineers.
However, issues related to fault tolerance and exception handling in such systems
have not received yet the level of attention they deserve. In particular, formal
support for validating the correctness and robustness of fault tolerance properties
is still under-developed. In this paper, we will outline the initial steps of our
approach to dealing with such issues in the context of a concrete system for
dealing with mobility of agents (Cama), and a concrete technique for verifying
their properties (partial order model checking). Our aim in this paper is to
present a formal model for the specification, analysis and model checking of
Cama designs. In doing so, we will use process algebras and Petri nets.
In concrete terms, our approach is first to give a formal semantics (including a
compositional translation) of a suitably expressive subset of Cama in terms of an
appropriate process algebra and its associated operational semantics. The reason
why we chose a process algebra semantics is twofold: (i) process algebras, due to
their compositional and textual nature, are very close to the actual notations and
languages used in real implementations; and (ii) there exists a significant body
of research on the analysis and verification of process algebras. In our particular
case, there are two process algebras which are directly relevant to Cama, viz.
Klaim [2] and π-calculus [9], and our intention is to use the former as a starting
point for the development of the formal semantics.
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2

Location-based fault tolerant mobile systems

The design of our system has been strongly influenced by Linda [6], which is a
set of language-independent coordination primitives that can be used for communication and coordination between several independent pieces of software.
Thanks to its language independence, Linda has become quite popular, and
many programming languages have one or more implementations of its coordination primitives. Coordination primitives presented in Linda allow processes
to put, get and test for tuples in a tuple space shared by the running processes.
A tuple is a vector of typed data values some of which can be empty (in which
case they match any value of a given type). Certain operations, such as get and
test, can be blocking. This provides effective inter-process coordination; other
kinds of coordination primitives, such as semaphores, can be readily simulated.
We will use an asymmetric communication scheme which is closer to the
traditional service provision architectures. It is based on the concept of a fairly
reliable infrastructure-provided wireless connectivity. (The alternative symmetric scheme can also operate in ad-hoc networks and all the coordination functionality is implemented by the agents.) In the asymmetric scheme, the larger
part of the coordination logic is moved to a location server. This approach is
able to support large-scale mobile agent networks in a predictable and reliable
manner. It makes better use of the available resources since most of the operations are executed locally. Moreover, the asymmetric architecture eliminates the
need for employing complex distributed algorithms or any kind of remote access.
This allows us to guarantee atomicity of certain operations without sacrificing
performance and usability. Another advantage is that it provides a natural way
of introducing context-aware computing by defining location as a context. The
main disadvantage of the location-based scheme is that an additional infrastructure is always required to support mobile agent collaboration.
A Cama (context-aware mobile agents) system consists of a set of locations,
and active entities of the system, called agents. An agent is a piece of software
which is executed on its own platform, providing execution environment interface
to the location middleware. Agents can only communicate with other agents in
the same location. Agents can migrate logically (connection and disconnection)
or physically (e.g., movement of a PDA on which the agent is hosted on) from
a location to a location. Agents can also migrate logically from platform to
platform using weak code mobility (transfer of application code or its parts from
one host to another without retaining the execution state). Compatible agents
(i.e., agents capable of cooperation in certain conditions in order to achieve
individual agent goals and in accordance to the abstract specification of the
whole system) collaborate through a scoping mechanism, where a scope defines
a joint activity of several agents. Scoping mechanism also isolates non-compatible
agents from each other. More details about the introduced concepts are provided
below.
Scope is a dynamic container for tuples. It provides an isolated coordination
space for compatible agents, by restricting the visibility of tuples contained
within the scope to the participants of the scope. A scope is initiated by an agent
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and then atomically created by a location when all the participating agents are
ready. It is defined by the set of roles, a minimal required number of active roles,
and a maximal allowed number of active roles. Scopes can be nested as scope
participants can create new contained scopes.
Role is an abstract description of agent functionality. Each role is associated
with some abstract scope model. Agent may implement a number of roles and
can also play several roles within the same scope or different scopes. There is a
formal relationship between a scope and its role. The latter is formally derived
from an abstract model through decomposition process, while the former is a
run-time instantiation of such an abstract model as it is formed via a composition
of agent roles (for more discussion see [7]).
Location is a container for scopes. It can be associated with a particular physical
location and can have certain restrictions on the types of supported scopes.
It is the core part of the system as it provides means of communication and
coordination between agents. We may assume that each location has a unique
name. This roughly corresponds to IP addresses of hosts in a network which
are often unique in some local sense. A location must keep track of the agents
present and their properties in order to be able to automatically create new
scopes and restrict access to the existing ones. Locations may provide additional
services that can vary from location to location. These are made available to
agents via what appears as a normal scope though some roles are implemented
by the location system software. As with all the scopes, agents are required
to implement specific roles in order to connect to a location-provided scope.
Examples of such services include printing on a local printer, Internet access,
making a backup to a location storage, and migration. In addition to supporting
scopes as means of agent communication, locations may also support logical
mobility of agents, hosting of platforms and agent backup. Hosting of platform
on a location allows an agent to run without a support from, say, a PDA. For
example, a user may decide to move an agent from the PDA to a location
before leaving the location. When requested by an agent, a location may play
in certain types of scopes the role of a trusted third party that is neutral to all
the participating agents. This facilitates implementation of various transaction
schemes.
Platform provides an execution environment for an agent. It is composed of
a virtual machine for code execution, networking support, and middleware for
interacting with a location. A platform may be supported by a PDA, smartphone,
laptop or a location server. The notion of a platform is important to clearly
differentiate between the concept of a location providing coordination services
to agents, and the middleware that only supports agent execution. In other
approaches no such distinction is usually made [10, 3, 11].
Agent is a piece of software implementing a set of roles which allow it to take
part in certain scopes. All agents must implement some minimal functionality,
called the default role, which specifies their activities outside of all the scopes.
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3

A process algebra for CAMA systems

The semantical model of Cama will be captured using a process algebra based
on Klaim [2] and also the π-calculus [9]. We now briefly outline some key aspects
of this development (see [5] for details).
We assume that L is a set of localities ranged over by l, l 0 , l1 , . . . and a disjoint
set U of locality variables ranged over by u, v, w, u0 , v 0 , w0 , u1 , v1 , w1 , . . . . (We also
assume that a special locality self belongs to L.) Their union forms the set of
names ranged over by `, `0 , `1 , . . . . In addition, A = {A1 , . . . , Am } is a finite set
of process identifiers, each identifier A ∈ A having a finite arity nA .
The syntax comes in four parts: networks, actions, processes and templates.
N

::= l :: P p l :: hli p N k N

(networks)

a

::= out(`)@` p in(T )@` p eval(A(`1 , . . . , `nA ))@`

P

::= nil p A(`1 , . . . , `nA ) p a . P p P + P p P |P

(processes)

T

::= ` p !z

(templates)

(actions)

df

Moreover, for each A ∈ A, there is exactly one definition A(u1 , . . . , unA ) = PA ,
which is available across the whole network.
Networks are finite collections of computational nodes, where data and processes can be located. Each node consists of a locality l identifying it and a
process or a datum (itself a locality in this simple presentation). There can be
several nodes with the same locality part. Effectively, one may think of a network as a collection of uniquely named nodes, each node comprising its own data
space and a possibly concurrent process which runs there (for simplicity, we assume that only singleton tuples are stored). This view is embodied in the rules
for structural equivalence on nodes and networks, such as N1 k N2 ≡ N1 k N2 ,
(N1 k N2 ) k N3 ≡ N1 k (N2 k N3 ) and l :: (P1 |P2 ) ≡ l :: P1 k l :: P2 .
Actions are the basic (atomic) operations which can be executed by processes,
as follows: out(`0 )@` deposits a fresh copy of `0 inside the locality addressed by `;
in(T )@` retrieves an item matching the template T from the locality addressed
by `; and eval(A(`1 , . . . , `nA ))@` instantiates a new copy of the process identified
by A in the locality addressed by `.
Processes act upon the data stored at various nodes and spawn new processes. The algebra of processes is built upon the (terminated) process nil and
three composition operators: prefixing by an action (a . P ); choice (P1 + P2 ); and
parallel composition (P1 |P2 ).
The action prefix in(!z)@` . P binds the locality variable z within P , and we
denote by fn(P ) the free names of P (and similarly for networks). For the process
definition, we assume that fn(PA ) ⊆ {u1 , . . . , unA }. Processes are defined up to
the alpha-conversion, and {`/`0 , . . .}P will denote the agent obtained from P by
replacing all free occurrences of `0 by `, etc, possibly after alpha-converting P
in order to avoid name clashes. We assume that a network is well-formed, i.e.,
no name across the network and process definitions is both free and bound, it
never generates more than one binding, and there are no free locality variables.
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The operational semantics of networks and processes is based on the structural equivalence ≡ and labelled transition rules providing the record of an execution, e.g., output and input involve the following SOS rules:
if ` = self then l00 = l else l00 = `
o(l,l00 ,l0 )

l :: out(`)@l0 . P −−−−−−
−→
− l :: P k l0 :: hl00 i
i(l,l00 ,l0 )

l :: in(!z)@l0 . P k l0 :: hl00 i −−−−−−
−→
− l :: {l00 /z}P k l0 :: nil
The semantics of Cama operations is given using a straightforward extension of
the process algebra outlined above.
3.1

Process algebra semantics of CAMA

The basic parts of the Cama system are locations, scopes, agents and middleware. Locations provide scopes which, in turn, provide a private coordination
space to communicating agents. Middleware is an active entity that controls
the state of a location and provides certain services, such as scope creation.
Agents can synchronise using Linda-style operations on scopes. Scopes can contain sub-scopes thus providing a hierarchy of nested agent activities. The subset
of the Cama operations chosen for model-checking comprises a number of location/scope operations:
EngageLocation DisengageLocation CreateScope GetScopes
DeleteScope
JoinScope
LeaveScope
and a number of synchronisation operations: in, rd, inp, rdp, out, ina, rda,
inpa and rdpa. All these operations require locality variable argument which
is a reference to a location. In Cama, locations are static and hence they never
appear or disappear during an agent’s lifetime (dynamic locations creation and
destruction can be simulated by other means). Operations occurring within a
locality l are denoted as, e.g., eval()@l. Synchronisation primitives take a scope
name instead of a location, and we assume that location names are contained
within the scope names. For brevity, the locality l may be omitted if its value is
clear from the context. To model nested scopes, we use the notion of a location
tuple prefix, corresponds to one or more fields of a tuple. The syntax of tuple
prefixes p is based on that of tuple/template:
t ::=

? p !z p t, t

where ‘?’ is a wildcard matching any field value, and ‘t1 , t2 ’ is field concatenation.
We than define p = hti as well as use ‘∗’ for prefix concatenation, pn for prefix
repetition, and p∗ for an open prefix. We also use the following operations:
– [p](n) is the value of the n-th field of a tuple with the prefix p where field
count starts after the prefix part. For example, [a](2) applied to a tuple space
containing a ∗ ha1 , a2 i can give a2 (note that matching is non-deterministic
if p is a prefix of more then one tuple).
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– [p]0 (n) is the same as [p](n) but it also removes the matched tuple.
– [p(n)] is the bag of values of the n-th fields of all p-matching tuples.
All these operations assume that there is at least one tuple matching p and
the length of any tuple that can be matched is at least equal to the length of
p plus n, otherwise operation’s behaviour is undefined. Note that it is possible
to express the above operations via standard Linda constructs; for example,
assigning [p](n) to a variable v is equivalent to rd(p ∗ h?in ∗ h!vi). Finally, the
open prefix matches all the tuples starting with a given prefix, and so tuples of
different length and structure may be matched.
To model scopes and the location middleware behaviour, we need a structuring of tuple space through special prefixes, as given in the table below:

Prefix name
m∗
i∗
a∗
s∗
s ∗ s∗
s ∗ s ∗ r∗
s ∗ s ∗ n∗
s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ r ∗ hmin, maxi
s ∗ s ∗ d∗
s∗s∗c∗

Description
Requests to the middleware
Possible agent names
Issued agent names
Scopes
Description structures of scope s
Roles of a scope
Number of roles in a scope
Restrictions on individual role r
Dynamic state of a scope instance
Contents of scope s

We need two auxiliary operations, lock(p) and unlock(p), which grant and
release exclusive access to all the tuples beginning with a prefix p:
df

lock(p)
= in(X ∗ p ∗ h1i) . out(X ∗ p ∗ h0i)
df
unlock(p) = in(X ∗ p ∗ h0i) . out(X ∗ p ∗ h1i)
Many operations are carried out by the location middleware, which is modelled as a set of looped event handlers waiting for certain tuples with prefix
m to appear. A middleware process Pmid @l is defined as parallel composition
of the event handling processes: PEngageLocation , PDisenageLocation , PCreateScope ,
PDeleteScope , PJoinScope , PLeaveScope , PScopeActivate and PScopeDeactivate . In each
case, there is an agent side code that sends a request and collects any returned data, using some additional operations, such as AEngageLocation@l
and ADisengageLocation@l.
Engage location operation registers an agent in a given location and issues a
new name that is guaranteed to be location-wide unique; it allows the agent to
execute other operations in the location. This operation is always the first one
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executed by an agent when it connects to a new location.
df

AEngageLocation@l = lock(m) . out(m ∗ hengagei) .
in(e ∗ h!ai) . unlock(m)
df

PEngageLocation

= in(m ∗ hengagei) . in(i ∗ h!ai) .
out(a ∗ hai) . out(e ∗ hai) .
PEngageLocation (N )

Disengage location removes the registered agent name from the internal registry of the agent names.
df

ADisengageLocation@l = out(m ∗ hdisengage, ai)
df

PDisenageLocation

= in(m ∗ hdisengage, !ai) .
in(a ∗ hai) . PDisenageLocation

Create scope adds a new scope defined by a name and a special record d that
describes the scope structure and the role that the creating agent will assume.
The record d has the following fields: rolesn - the number of roles, roles - the
vector of role names, min - the minimal required participants number, and max
- the maximum allowed participants number.
df

ACreateScope(a, s, d, r)@l = out(m ∗ hcreate scope, a, s, d, ri)
df

PCreateScope = in(m ∗ hcreate scope, !a, !s, !d, !ri) . lock(s) .
if(a ∈ [a(1)] ∧ s ∈ [s(1)] ∧ r ∈ d.roles)
then
out(s ∗ s ∗ n ∗ hd.rolesni) . outa(s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ hd.rolesi) .
outa(s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ hd.roles, d.min, d.maxi) .
outa(s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ hd.roles, 0i)
endif . in(s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ hr, 0i) . out(s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ hr, 1i) .
out(s ∗ s ∗ c ∗ hai) . out(m ∗ hactivator, si) .
out(e ∗ hjoin, si) . unlock(s) . PCreateScope

Activated

Open

Closed

P ending
Fig. 1. Hierarchy of scope states.
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Expanding

A scope becomes activated after some agent creates it with the CreateScope
operation. Scope is open when there are some vacant roles in it. Scope is closed
when all the roles are taken. Scope is pending if some required roles are not
taken yet and expanding if all the required roles are taken but there still some
vacant roles (see figure 1).
Delete scope destroys a scope which must be owned by the calling agent. Any
contained scopes are also destroyed.
df

ADeleteScope(a, s)@l = out(m ∗ hdelete scope, a, si)

The middleware process simply removes all the tuples associated with the scope
and any of its sub-scopes.
df

PDeleteScope = lock(m) . in(m ∗ hdelete scope, !a, !si) . inpa(s ∗ s∗) .
inpa(d ∗ s∗) . unlock(m) . PDeleteScope

Join scope puts an agent into an existing scope if there is appropriate vacant
role in the scope.
df

AJoinScope(a, s, r)@l = out(m ∗ hjoin scope, a, s, ri)

This operation may trigger scope activation or change of the state from open to
closed. The middleware process adds new participant to the scope and announces
the event.
df

PJoinScope = in(m ∗ hjoin scope, !a, !s, !ri) .
lock(s) .
if (a ∈ [a(1)] ∧ s ∈ [s(1)] ∧ r ∈ [s ∗ s ∗ r(1)] ∧
[s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ r ∗ r](1) < [s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ r](2))
then
out(s ∗ s ∗ c ∗ hai) .
out(s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ r ∗ hr, [s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ r ∗ r]0 (1) + 1i) .
out(e ∗ hjoin, si)
endif . unlock(s) . PJoinScope

Leave scope removes the calling agent from a given scope and role.
df

ALeaveScope(a, s, r)@l = out(m ∗ hleave scope, a, s, ri)

The middleware process removes record about the agent and issues an event that
may trigger scope state update.
df

PLeaveScope = in(m ∗ hleave scope, !a, !s, !ri) . lock(s) .
if a ∈ [s ∗ s ∗ c(1)]
then
out(s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ r ∗ hr, [s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ r ∗ r]0 (1) − 1i)
in(s ∗ s ∗ c ∗ hai) . out(e ∗ hleave, si)
endif . unlock(s) . PLeaveScope

Linda operations that we are using also sugared with additional checks for
a scope’s state:
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df

– in(t)@s = rd(s∗s∗hreadyi) . in(s∗s∗c∗t) removes and returns a tuple that
matches the supplied tuple template. First it checks if the specified scope
exists and that it is ready. If it not so the operation blocks until conditions
change. When there is no tuple available immediately it also blocks until
one appears. In case of multiple matching tuples the result is chosen nondeterministically.
df
– out(t)@s = rd(s ∗ s ∗ hreadyi) . out(s ∗ s ∗ c ∗ t) outputs a tuple into a scope.
First it checks if the target scope is available and ready.
Other operations are defined in a similar manner. Each operation is prefixed
by rd(s ∗ s ∗ hreadyi) and a tuple or template argument is prefixed with the
prefix corresponding to the scope. Operations acting on vector of tuples can be
expressed via other operation using prefix locking function.
Whenever a join event occurs (meaning a joining of an agent to a scope),
the scope activate process checks if the state of the scope in question need to be
updated. There are two possible situations. The first one is when all the required
roles are fulfilled and the scope changes its state from pending to ready. As a
result, the process issues a tuple that triggers execution of possibly suspended
earlier Linda operations. Another situation is when all the possible roles are
taken and no more agents should be able to connect to this scope. In this case
the scope becomes closed and this prevents any other agents from entering it.
df

PScopeActivate = in(e ∗ hJoin, !si) .
if (s ∈ [s(1)] ∧
∀ρ ∈ [s ∗ s ∗ r(1)] : [s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ ρ](1) ≥ [s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ ρ](1))
then in(s ∗ s ∗ h!statei) . out(s ∗ s ∗ hreadyi) .
if (s ∈ [s(1)] ∧
∀ρ ∈ [s ∗ s ∗ r(1)] : [s ∗ s ∗ d ∗ ρ](1) = [s ∗ s ∗ r ∗ ρ](2))
then in(s ∗ s ∗ h!statei) . out(s ∗ s ∗ hclosedi) .
PScopeActivate
Moreover, PScopeDeactivate updates the state of a scope whenever some agent
leaves it.

4

Model checking CAMA systems

Mobile systems are highly concurrent causing a state space explosion when applying model checking techniques. We therefore use approach which copes well
with such a problem based on partial order semantics of concurrency and the
corresponding Petri net unfoldings.
A finite and complete unfolding prefix of a Petri net P N is a finite acyclic net
which implicitly represents all the reachable states of P N together with transitions enabled at those states. Intuitively, it can be obtained through unfolding
P N , by successive firings of transition, under the following assumptions: (i) for
each new firing a fresh transition (called an event) is generated; (ii) for each
newly produced token a fresh place (called a condition) is generated. If P N has
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finitely many reachable states then the unfolding eventually starts to repeat itself and can be truncated (by identifying a set of cut-off events) without loss of
information, yielding a finite and complete prefix.
Efficient algorithms exist for building such prefixes [8], and complete prefixes
are often exponentially smaller than the corresponding state graphs, especially
for highly concurrent Petri nets, because they represent concurrency directly
rather than by multidimensional ‘diamonds’ as it is done in state graphs. For
example, if the original Petri net consists of 100 transitions which can fire once
in parallel, then the state graph will be a 100-dimensional hypercube with 2 100
vertices, whereas the complete prefix will be isomorphic to the net itself. Since
mobile systems usually exhibit a lot of concurrency, their unfolding prefixes are
often much more compact than the corresponding state graphs. Therefore, unfolding prefixes are well-suited for alleviating the state space explosion problem.
To apply net unfoldings, we need to translate process algebra terms corresponding to Cama systems into Petri nets.
4.1

From process algebra to Petri nets

The development of Petri net model corresponding to expressions of the process
algebra for Cama systems has been inspired by the box algebra [1] and by the
rp-net algebra used in [4] to model π-calculus. It uses coloured tokens and readarcs (allowing any number of transitions to simultaneously check for the presence
of a resource stored in a place). Transitions can have different labels, such as o
to specify outputting of data to tuple spaces, i to specify retrieving of data from
tuple spaces, and e to specify process creation.
A key idea behind the translation is to view a system as consisting of a main
program together with a number of procedure declarations. We then represent
the control structure of the main program and the procedures using disjoint
unmarked nets, one for the main program and one for each of the procedure
declarations. The program is executed once, while each procedure can be invoked
several times (even concurrently), each such invocation being uniquely identified
by structured tokens which correspond to the sequence of recursive calls along
the execution path leading to that invocation. With this in mind, we use the
notion of a trail σ to denote a finite (possibly empty) sequence of e-labelled
transitions. And the places of the nets which are responsible for control flow will
carry tokens which are simply trails. (The empty trail will be treated as the usual
‘black’ token.) Procedure invocation is then possible if each of the input places
of a transition t labelled with e contains the same trail token σ, and it results in
removing these tokens and inserting a new token σt in each initial (entry) place
of the net corresponding to the definition of A(. . .), together with other tokens
representing the corresponding actual parameters. Places are labelled in ways
reflecting their intended role, as explained below.
– Control flow places: These will be used to model control flow and be labelled
by their status symbols (internal places by i, and interface places by e and
x, for entry and exit, respectively).
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– Locality places (or loc-places): These will be labelled by localities in L and
carry structured tokens representing localities known and used by the main
program and different procedure invocations. Each such token, called a
trailed locality, is of the form ω.l where σ is a trail and l is a locality in
L other than self. Intuitively, its first part, σ, identifies the invocation in
which the token is available, while the second part, l, provides its value.
Loc-places labelled by self indicate where processes are being executed.
– Tuple-place: This is a distinguished place, labelled by TS, used to represent
data stored at various tuple spaces. It will store a multiset of structured
tokens of the form l.l0 , each such token corresponding to the expression
l :: hl0 i in the process algebra.
`
ω

ω.u

`

TS

e

ω.u

u.v

z

ω

u.v

ω

ω.w

o

i
ω.v

TS

e

ω.v

ω.w

ω

x

self

x

`0

self

K(out(`0 )@`)

K(in(!z)@`)

Fig. 2. Translations for two basic actions.

Two example translations for the basic actions are given in figure 2. The first
one, K(in(!z)@`), can match any tuple in the space identified by `. We do not
assume that `0 , ` and self are distinct, and if that is the case, we collapse the
corresponding loc-places, and gather together the annotations of the read arcs.
When executed under a binding [, the translation generates the visible label
i([(w), [(v), [(u)). In the second translation, K(out(`0 )@`), it may well happen
that ` = `0 in which case the two loc-places collapse into a single one, and we
have two annotations for the only read-arc linking it with the only transition, ω.u
and ω.v. When executed under a binding [ each of the translations generates the
visible label o([(w), [(v), [(u)). The translation then proceeds in the following
four phases (see [5] for details):
Phase I Each process Pi is translated compositionally into K(Pi ) and during
this process all non-control places with the same label are being merged.
df
Phase II For each process definition A(u1 , . . . , ur ) = PA , we first translate
compositionally PA into K(PA ) and during this process all non-control places
with the same label are being merged into a single one. After that we add locplace labelled ui for each i ≤ r, unless such a place is already present, and
suitably deal with the loc-places. The result is denoted K(A).
Phase III For each network node li :: Pi , we first translate compositionally Pi
into K(Pi ) and during this translation all non-control places with the same label
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are being merged. After that, we add loc-place labelled selfi identifying it with
the only self-labelled place (if present) and give the result label self i .
Phase IV We take the parallel composition of the K(A)’s and K(li :: Pi )’s,
identifying all non-control places with the same label, and then suitably connect
the nets to mimic process instantiation. After that we set the initial marking;
in particular, and for each lj0 :: hlj00 i, we insert a single lj0 .lj00 -token into the TSlabelled place.
It can be shown that the labelled transition system of the original process
algebraic expression is strongly bisimilar to that of the resulting net, and so the
latter can be used for model checking instead of the former.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we outlined an approach to context aware location-based mobile
systems based on Cama and sketched how to provide it with a formal concurrency semantics in terms of a suitable process algebra. The resulting description
can be analysed using efficient model checking techniques in a way which alleviates the state space explosion. The model checking technique adopted in our
work is partial order model checking based on Petri net unfoldings, and we briefly
described a semantics preserving translation from the process terms used in the
modelling of Cama to a suitable class of high-level Petri nets.
This research was supported by the EC IST grant 511599 (Rodin).
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Shortest Violation Tra es in Model Che king
Based on Petri Net Unfoldings and SAT?
Vi tor Khomenko
S hool of Computing S ien e, University of New astle
New astle upon Tyne NE1 7RU, U.K.
e-mail: Vi tor.Khomenkon l.a .uk
Model he king based on the ausal partial order semanti s
of Petri nets is an approa h widely applied to ope with the state spa e
explosion problem. One of the possibilities for the veri ation pro ess is
to build a nite and omplete pre x and use it for onstru ting a Boolean
formula su h that any satisfying assignment to its variables yields a tra e
violating the property being he ked. (And if there are no satisfying
assignments then the property holds.)
In this paper a method for omputing the shortest violation tra es (whi h
an greatly fa ilitate debugging) is proposed. Experimental results demonstrate that it an a hieve signi ant redu tions in the size of the
Boolean formula as well as in the time required to ompute a shortest
violation tra e, when ompared with a nave approa h.
Keywords: Shortest tra e, model he king, Petri net unfolding, SAT,
Boolean ir uit.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion and basi notions
A distin tive hara teristi of rea tive on urrent systems is that their sets of
lo al states have des riptions whi h are both short and manageable, and the
omplexity of their behaviour omes from highly ompli ated intera tions with
the external environment rather than from ompli ated data stru tures and manipulations thereon. One way of oping with this omplexity problem is to use
formal methods and, espe ially, omputer aided veri ation tools implementing
model he king | a te hnique in whi h the veri ation of a system is arried
out using a nite representation of its state spa e.
The main drawba k of model he king is that it su ers from the state spa e
explosion problem. That is, even a relatively small system spe i ation an (and
often does) yield a very large state spa e. To ope with this, several te hniques
have been developed, whi h usually aim either at a ompa t representation of
the full state spa e of the system, or at the generation of its redu ed (though
suÆ ient for a given veri ation task) state spa e. Among them, a prominent
te hnique is M Millan's ( nite pre xes of) Petri Net unfoldings (see, e.g., [5, 7℄).
They rely on the partial order view of on urrent omputation, and represent
system states impli itly, using an a y li net, alled a pre x.
Most of `interesting' problems for safe Petri nets are PSPACE - omplete [2℄,
but the same problems for pre xes are often in NP or even P . Though the size
?

The full version of this paper [6℄ is available on-line.
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of a nite and omplete unfolding pre x an be exponential in the size of the
original Petri net, in pra ti e it is often relatively small.
A model he king problem formulated for a pre x an usually be translated
into some anoni al problem, e.g., Boolean satis ability (SAT). Then an o the-shelf SAT solver an be used for eÆ iently solving it. Su h a ombination
`unfolder & solver' turns out to be quite powerful in pra ti e.
df
Petri nets A net is a triple N =
(P; T; F ) su h that P and T are disjoint sets of
respe tively pla es and transitions, and F  (P  T ) [ (T  P ) is a ow relation.
df
A marking of N is a multiset M of pla es, i.e., M : P ! N =
f0; 1; 2; : : :g.

The standard rules about drawing nets are adopted in this paper, viz. pla es
are represented as ir les, transitions as boxes, the ow relation by ar s, and the
df
marking is shown by pla ing tokens within ir les. As usual,  z =
fy j (y; z) 2 F g
df
and z  =
f
y j (z; y) 2 F g denote the pre- and postset of z 2 P [ T , and
df S
Z =

 df S

z2Z z and Z = z2Z z , for all Z  P [ T . In this paper, the presets
of transitions are restri ted to be non-empty, i.e.,  t 6= ; for every t 2 T . A net
df
system is a pair  =
(N; M0 ) omprising a nite net N and an initial marking
M0 . It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the standard notions of the
Petri nets theory, su h as the enabledness and ring of a transition, marking
rea hability and deadlo k.

Unfolding pre x A nite and omplete unfolding pre x  of a Petri net  is a

nite a y li net whi h impli itly represents all the rea hable states of  together
with transitions enabled at those states. Intuitively, it an be obtained through
unfolding  , by su essive rings of transition, under the following assumptions:
(a) for ea h new ring a fresh transition ( alled an event ) is generated; (b) for
ea h newly produ ed token a fresh pla e ( alled a ondition ) is generated. The
unfolding is in nite whenever  has an in nite run; however, if  has nitely
many rea hable states then the unfolding eventually starts to repeat itself and
an be trun ated (by identifying a set of ut-o events) without loss of information, yielding a nite and omplete pre x. The sets of onditions, events and
ut-o events of the pre x are denoted by B, E and E ut , respe tively. (Note
that E ut  E).
EÆ ient algorithms exist for building su h pre xes [5℄, whi h ensure that the
number of non- ut-o events jE n E ut j in a omplete pre x an never ex eed
the number of rea hable states of  . Moreover, omplete pre xes are often exponentially smaller than the orresponding state graphs, espe ially for highly
on urrent Petri nets, be ause they represent on urren y dire tly rather than
by multidimensional `diamonds' as it is done in state graphs. For example, if the
original Petri net onsists of 100 transitions whi h an re on e in parallel, the
state graph will be a 100-dimensional hyper ube with 2100 verti es, whereas the
omplete pre x will oin ide with the net itself. Another example, viz. a Petri
net modelling two dining philosophers, and a nite and omplete pre x of its
unfolding, are shown in Fig. 1. One an observe that if this example is s aled up,
the size of the pre x is linear in the number of dining philosophers, even though
the number of rea hable states grows exponentially.
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Fig. 1. A Petri net modelling two dining philosophers
pre x of its unfolding (b).
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and a nite and omplete

Sin e  is a y li , the transitive losure of its ow relation is a partial order
< on B [ E, alled the ausality relation. (The re exive order orresponding
to < will be denoted by .) Intuitively, all the events whi h are smaller than
an event e 2 E w.r.t. < must pre ede e in any valid exe ution ontaining e.
Two nodes x; y 2 B [ E are in on i t, denoted x#y, if there are distin t
events e; f 2 E su h that  e \  f 6= ; and e  x and f  y. Intuitively, no
valid exe ution an ontain two events in on i t. Two nodes x; y 2 B [ E are
on urrent, denoted x o y, if neither y#y0 nor y  y0 nor y0  y. Intuitively,
two on urrent events an be enabled simultaneously, and exe uted in any order,
or even on urrently. For example, in the pre x shown in Fig. 1(b) the following
relationships hold: e1 < e7 , e7 #e8 (due to the hoi es at 2 and 3 ) and e3 o e4 .
The rea hable markings of  an be represented using on gurations of . A
on guration is a set of events C  E n E ut su h that for all e; f 2 C, :(e#f)
and, for every e 2 C, f < e implies f 2 C. For example, in the net shown in
Fig. 1(b), fe1 ; e3 ; e4 g is a on guration, whereas fe1 ; e2 ; e3 ; e5 g and fe1 ; e3 ; e7 g
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Conversion of a Boolean ir uit into a Boolean expression in the CNF.

are not (the former in ludes events in on i t, e3 #e5 , while the latter does not
in lude e4 < e7 ). Intuitively, a on guration is a partial-order exe ution, i.e., an
exe ution where the order of ring of some of its events (viz. on urrent ones) is
not important; e.g., the on guration fe1 ; e3 ; e4 ; e7 g orresponds to two totally
ordered exe utions: e1 e3 e4 e7 and e1 e4 e3 e7 . Sin e a on guration an orrespond
to multiple exe utions, it is often mu h more eÆ ient in model he king to
explore on gurations rather than exe utions.
After starting  from the impli it initial marking (whereby one puts a single
token in ea h ondition whi h does not have an in oming ar ) and exe uting all
the events in C, one rea hes the marking denoted by Cut (C). Mark (C) denotes
the orresponding marking of  , rea hed by ring a transition sequen e orresponding to the events in C. It is remarkable that ea h rea hable marking of
 is Mark (C) for some on guration C of , and, onversely, ea h on guration C of  generates a rea hable marking Mark (C). Thus various behavioural
properties of  an be re-stated as the orresponding properties of , and then
he ked, often mu h more eÆ iently.
Boolean satis ability The Boolean satis ability problem (SAT) onsists in
nding a satisfying assignment, i.e., a mapping A : Var ' ! f0; 1g de ned on
the set of variables Var ' o urring in a given Boolean expression ' su h that '
evaluates to 1. This expression
V Wis often assumed to be given in the onjun tive
normal form (CNF) ' = ni=1 l2Li l, i.e., it is represented as a onjun tion of
lauses, whi h are disjun tions of literals, ea h literal l being either a variable or
the negation of a variable. It is assumed that no two literals in the same lause
orrespond to the same variable.
In order to solve a Boolean satis ability problem, SAT solvers perform exhaustive sear h assigning the values 0 or 1 to the variables, using heuristi s to
redu e the sear h spa e [10℄. Some of the leading SAT solvers, e.g., zChaff [8℄,
an be used in the in remental mode, i.e., after solving a parti ular SAT instan e
the user an slightly hange it (e.g., by adding and/or removing a small number of lauses) and exe ute the solver again. This is often mu h more eÆ ient
than solving these related instan es as independent problems, be ause on the
subsequent runs the solver an use some of the useful information (e.g., learnt
lauses [10℄) olle ted so far.
Boolean ir uits A Boolean ir uit (see, e.g., [9℄) omputes a multiple-output
Boolean fun tion of Boolean input variables x1 ; : : : ; xn . It onsists of a nite
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number k of gates G1 ; : : : ; Gk . Ea h gate Gi is labelled by a Boolean fun tion fi
hosen from some xed set of Boolean fun tions F . (In this paper, F omprises
all the unary and binary Boolean fun tions and onjun tions and disjun tions
of arbitrary arity with arbitrary input inversions.) A Boolean ir uit an be
represented by an a y li dire ted graph, where the input variables and the
onstants 0 and 1 are its sour es, and the vertex representing the gate Gi has
arity (fi ) numbered in oming edges from its prede essors in the graph. (If fi is
ommutative, the numbering of edges does not have to be spe i ed.) In pi tures,
ea h gate is represented as a ir le with the fun tion shown within it, and input
inversions are shown as `bubbles'. Note that F is losed w.r.t. input inversions,
and so they an be in orporated into the orresponding gate fun tion.
The Boolean fun tion fv omputed at a vertex v of this a y li graph is dedf
ned indu tively as follows. If v is an input variable xj then fv (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) =
xj ,
df
and if it is a onstant 2 f0; 1g then fv (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) = . Otherwise, the vertex is
df
some gate Gi , and fv (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) =
fi (p1 ; : : : ; parity (fi ) ), where p1 ; : : : ; parity (fi )
are the fun tions omputed at the prede essors of this vertex in the graph. The
output ve tor (v1 ; : : : ; vm ), where vi is some vertex of the graph, des ribes what
the ir uit omputes, viz. the multiple-output Boolean fun tion (fv1 ; : : : ; fvm ).
In parti ular, any Boolean formula over the signature F an be represented as
a ir uit.
It turns out that a Boolean ir uit an be eÆ iently en oded by a Boolean
expression ' in the CNF depending on the variables Var ' orresponding to the
verti es of the graph representing the ir uit (ex ept 0 and 1) su h that for any
assignment A : Var ' ! f0; 1g, A is a satisfying assignment of ' i for every
v 2 Var ' , fv (A(x1 ); : : : ; A(xn )) = A(v) (where the variables are denoted by
df
the same symbol as the orresponding verti es of the graph) and A(0) =
0 and
df
A(1) = 1.
The expression ' is onstru ted as follows. For ea h gate Gi , a new Boolean
variable gi representing its output is reated, a Boolean equation relating gi to
the inputs of Gi is written down, and these equations are onverted into the
CNF. This pro ess is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that for a gate labelled with a
Boolean fun tion of bounded arity, the size of the orresponding equation (and
its CNF) is bounded by a onstant; moreover, for a gate labelled with a multipleinput onjun tion or disjun tion, the size of the equation (and its CNF) is linear
in the number of gate inputs. Thus the size of the resulting Boolean expression
in the CNF is linear in the size of the ir uit.

Model he king based on Petri net unfoldings This paper on entrates
on the following approa h to model he king. First, a nite and omplete pre x
of the Petri net unfolding is built, and it is then used for onstru ting a Boolean
formula en oding the model he king problem at hand. (It is assumed that the
property being he ked is the unrea hability of some `bad' states, e.g., deadlo ks.) This formula is unsatis able i the property holds, and su h that any
satisfying assignment to its variables yields a tra e violating the property being
he ked.
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Typi ally su h a formula would have for ea h non- ut-o event e of the pre x
a variable onf e (the formula might also ontain other variables), and for every
df
satisfying assignment A, the set of events C =
fe j onf e = 1g is a on guration
su h that Mark (C) violates the property being he ked. The formula often has
the form CONF ^ VIOL. The role of the on guration onstraint, CONF , is
to ensure that C is a on guration of the pre x (not just an arbitrary set of
events). CONF an be de ned as the onjun tion of the formulae
^
^
^
^
( onf e ! onf f ) and
:( onf e ^ onf f ) :
e2E nE ut f 2 ( e)

e2E nE ut f 2(( e) nfeg)nE ut

The former formula ensures that if e 2 C then its immediate prede essors are
also in C, i.e., C is downward losed w.r.t. <. The latter one ensures that C
ontains no on i ts. CONF an be transformed into the CNF by applying the
rules x ! y  :x _ y and :(x ^ y)  :x _ :y. For example, the on guration
onstraint for the pre x shown in Fig. 1(b) is
( onf e3 ! onf e1 )^( onf e4 ! onf e1 )^( onf e5 ! onf e2 )^
( onf e6 ! onf e2 )^( onf e7 ! onf e3 )^( onf e7 ! onf e4 )^
( onf e8 ! onf e5 )^( onf e8 ! onf e6 )^:( onf e3 ^ onf e5 )^:( onf e4 ^ onf e6 ) :
The role of the violation onstraint, VIOL, is to express the property violation ondition for a on guration C, so that if a on guration C satisfying this
onstraint is found then the property does not hold, and any ordering of events
in C onsistent with < is a violation tra e. For example, for deadlo k he king
VIOL an be de ned as^  _

_
: onf f _
onf f :
e2E f 2 ( e)

f 2( e) nE ut

This formula requires for ea h event e (in luding ut-o events) that some of the
dire t ausal prede essors of e has not red or some of the non- ut-o events
(in luding e unless it is ut-o ) onsuming tokens from  e has red, and thus e
is not enabled. This formula is already in the CNF. For example, the violation
onstraint for the deadlo k he king problem formulated for the pre x shown in
Fig. 1(b) is
onf e1 ^ onf e2 ^(: onf e1 _ onf e3 )^(: onf e1 _ onf e4 )^
(: onf e2 _ onf e5 )^(: onf e2 _ onf e6 )^(: onf e3 _: onf e4 _ onf e7 )^
(: onf e5 _: onf e6 _ onf e8 )^: onf e7 ^: onf e8 :
Shortest violation tra es Note that in general the omputed violation tra e
an be quite long, whi h might make it diÆ ult to lo ate the error, as the designer
has to inspe t this tra e in order to nd and eliminate the sour e of the problem.
(And parts of su h long tra es often des ribe in idental system a tivity whi h
is unrelated to the problem.) Thus omputing shortest possible violation tra es
an greatly fa ilitate the debugging pro ess.
A quite obvious algorithm for omputing the shortest violation tra e is shown
in Fig. 3, where SAT Assignment (') is a fun tion omputing a satisfying assignment for a Boolean formula ' and returning UNSAT in ase ' is unsatis able (it is usually implemented by a all to some o -the-shelf SAT solver,
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' | a Boolean formula
: T | the shortest violation tra e or UNSAT
A SAT Assignment (')
if A = UNSAT
input :
output

then

T

stop

UNSAT

T Extra t Tra e (A)
r jTj
l 0
while l < r do
t d(l + r)=2e
A SAT Assignment (' ^ Threshold t )
if A = UNSAT
then

l=t+1

else

T Extra t
r jTj

Fig. 3.

Tra e (A)

An algorithm for omputing shortest violation tra es.

e.g., zChaff [8℄), Extra t Tra e (A) is a fun tion extra ting the violation tra e
from a satisfying Boolean assignment A, and Threshold t is the threshold onstraint jfe j onf e = 1gj  t. This algorithm uses a binary sear h to ompute
the length of the shortest tra e still exhibiting the violation. If the property
holds (i.e., if ' is unsatis able) then this algorithm does not have any additional
overhead ompared with the original model he king algorithm, but in the ase
of errors the SAT solver is alled several times with larger formulae, and so the
overhead might be quite signi ant. This situation is somewhat alleviated by
the fa t that SAT instan es are very similar to ea h other (in fa t, even the formulae of the form Threshold t , des ribed in detail further in this paper, hange
very little when t hanges) and thus an be eÆ iently solved in the in remental
mode. Moreover, the user always an terminate the exe ution of the algorithm
and get the shortest violation tra e omputed so far.
What still needs des ribing is the onstru tion of the formula Threshold t for a
given t. It turns out that one an exploit some problem-spe i optimisations in
order to signi antly redu e the size of this formula as well as the omputation
e ort required for solving the orresponding SAT instan es. This is the main
topi of this paper.

2 Basi translation of a threshold onstraint
P

e2E nE ut onf e  t,
where arithmeti al operations are used instead of logi al ones. The other onstraints an also be onverted into a similar form, and the problem an be solved
by a 0{1 integer linear programming solver. However, SAT solvers tend to be

Threshold t an be expressed as a pseudo-Boolean onstraint
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Implementations of a threshold onstraint (a); a omparator (b), where the
inputs y1 ; : : : ; yk are interpreted as the binary representation of a non-negative integer
(least signi ant digit rst) and t1 ; : : : ; tk is the binary representation of t; a ounter as
a balan ed tree of adders ( ); a k-bit adder k omprising a half-adder ell and k 1
full-adder ells (d); and half-adder and full-adder ells (e,f ).
Fig. 4.
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more eÆ ient in pra ti e, and so in many ases it would be advantageous to
express Threshold t as a purely Boolean onstraint.
A possible implementation of Threshold t as a Boolean ir uit is shown in
Fig. 4(a). It onsists of two parts: the ounter and the omparator. The ounter
ir uit has n inputs and dlog2 ne + 1 outputs, and its purpose is to ount the
number of ones among its inputs and return the result as a binary number. The
purpose of the omparator is to ompare this number with a given onstant t.
Note that the ounter ir uit does not depend on t and so the orresponding part of the formula does not have to be hanged between the alls to the
SAT solver in the algorithm shown in Fig. 3. A possible implementation of the
omparator is shown in Fig. 4(b). Note that it does depend on t, and so the
orresponding part of the formula has to be amended from all to all. However, the size of the omparator is just O(log n). Thus this implementation of
the threshold onstraint is bene ial if the SAT solver is used in the in remental
mode. The rest of this se tion is devoted to the ounter ir uit.
Fig. 4( ) illustrates an implementation of the ounter as a tree of adders,
where ea h adder is built of half-adder and full-adder ells, as shown in Fig. 4(d).
A half-adder ell adds up two one-bit numbers, produ ing a one-bit result and
a arry bit. A full-adder ell adds up two one-bit numbers and a arry from the
previous ell of the adder, produ ing a one-bit result and a arry bit. Fig. 4(e,f)
shows possible implementations of these ells.
The des ribed ir uit an be onverted to a linear-size formula in the CNF,
as des ribed in Se tion 1. However, somewhat shorter formulae an be obtained
using Boolean minimisation when translating half-adder and full-adder ells. It
yields the formulae
(:x_:y _:z)^(x_:y _z)^(x_y _:z)^(y _: o )^(:x_ o _z)^(: o _:z)
with 2 new variables, 6 lauses and 16 literals for a half-adder ell, and
( i _:x_y _z)^( i _x_:y _z)^(: i _:x_y _:z)^(: i _x_:y _:z)^(: i _ o _z)^
( i _: o _:z)^(:x_:y _ o )^(x_y _: o )^(: i _:x_:y _z)^( i _x_y _:z)
with 2 new variables, 10 lauses and 36 literals for a full-adder ell.
It is shown in [6℄ that if n is a power of 2 then the resulting CNF formula for
the ounter ontains 4n 2 log2 n 4 auxiliary variables ( orresponding to gate
outputs), 16n 10 log2 n 16 lauses and 52n 36 log2 n 52 literals, i.e., even
though the size of the formula is linear in the number of the ir uit's inputs, the
multipli ative onstants hidden in this O(n) translation are quite large. Next
se tion tries to remedy this situation by exploiting the stru ture of the pre x to
improve the des ribed translation.

3 Exploiting the stru ture of the pre x
The ontent of this se tion is the main ontribution of this paper. It turns out
that the stru ture of the pre x an be exploited to redu e the size of the ounter
ir uit. Below, two heuristi s are des ribed, one utilising the on i ts between
the events in the pre x, and the other making use of the ausality relation.
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Exploiting the on i ts One an observe that if E 0  E n E ut is a set of
events whi h are in on i t with ea h other (i.e., E 0 is a lique in the graph
orresponding to the relation #) then no two events from E 0 an belong to the
same on guration. The on guration onstraint ensures that at most one of
0
the variables onf e orresponding
W to the events in E is assigned the value 1,
0
i.e., 1  jfe 2 E j onf e = 1gj = e2E 0 onf e , and so a single _-gate is suÆ ient
to ount the number of variables assigned the value 1.

De nition 1 (#- luster). A set of events E 0  E n E ut is a #- luster if for
all distin t events e; f 2 E 0 , e#f .
Thus the non- ut-o events of the pre x are partitioned into #- lusters, then
ount in ea h #- luster the number of variables orresponding
to its events and assigned the value 1, and a ounter (hopefully, of a mu h
smaller size) is used to ount the number of outputs of these _-gates having the
value 1. Sin e the translation of an _-gate into a Boolean expression is mu h
smaller than the translation of a ounter, one an expe t redu tions in the size
of the resulting formula. For example, ffe1 g; fe2 g; fe3 ; e5 g; fe4 ; e6 g; fe7 ; e8 gg is
a possible partition into #- lusters of the non- ut-o events of the pre x shown
in Fig. 1(b).
When partitioning the non- ut-o events of the pre x into #- lusters, it is
advantageous to make the number of su h #- lusters as small as possible. (When
the number of #- lusters is large, the size of the ounter grows; in parti ular, for
the trivial partition with ea h event forming its own #- luster the translation
degrades to the one des ribed in the previous se tion.) Thus one an formulate
an optimisation problem of partitioning the non- ut-o events of a pre x into the
smallest number of #- lusters. Unfortunately, a de ision version of this problem
turns out to be NP- omplete.

_-gates are used to

Proposition 1 (NP- ompleteness of the Partition into #- lusters problem). Given an unfolding pre x  and a k 2 N , the problem of de iding whether
the set of non- ut-o events of  an be partitioned into at most k #- lusters is
NP- omplete.
The proof is by redu tion from the Partition into Cliques problem, whi h is
known to be NP- omplete [3, Problem GT15℄, and an be found in [6℄.
When omputing the shortest violation tra e, one does not want to spend too
mu h e ort on building the threshold onstraints, as the pro ess of building them
an easily be ome more time onsuming then model he king itself. Therefore,
in the a tual implementation, a fast `greedy' algorithm for partitioning the set of
events into #- lusters was adopted, whi h is justi able in the view of the above
result. This algorithm is des ribed in [6℄.

Exploiting the ausality relation The method des ribed above allowed for
simpli ation of the threshold onstraint by exploiting the on i t relation between the events in the pre x. It turns out that the ausality relation an also
be exploited to redu e the size of the translation even further.
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Fig. 5. An implementation of an eight-input ounter with the values of inputs onstrained to be in a non-in reasing order.

De nition 2. Let Cl and Cl 0 be two #- lusters. Cl  Cl 0 if for ea h event
e0 2 Cl 0 there exists an event e 2 Cl su h that e < e0 . A sequen e of #- lusters
Cl 1  Cl 2      Cl k is alled a - hain.

For example, fe4 ; e6 g  fe7 ; e8 g is a - hain of the pre x shown in Fig. 1(b).
It follows from this de nition that if Cl  Cl 0 and an event e0 2 Cl 0 belongs to a on guration C then some event e 2 Cl also belongs to C. Suppose
Cl 1  Cl 2      Cl k is a - hain and y1 ; : : : ; yk are the outputs of the
_-gates orresponding to these #- lusters. The on guration onstraint ensures
that in any satisfying assignment the sequen e of values of y1 ; : : : ; yk is nonin reasing. This allows one to ount the number of ones among these values
mu h more eÆ iently than by a ounter des ribed in the previous se tion. Indeed, the en oding of the inputs is very similar to the 1-hot en oding, whi h
an be obtained from y1 ; : : : ; yk as :y1 ; y1 ^ :y2 ; y2 ^ :y3 ; : : : ; yk 1 ^ :yk ; yk
and subsequently onverted into the binary ode using an en oder. A somewhat
smaller ir uit is shown in Fig. 5.
Thus one an partition the a y li dire ted graph G orresponding to the 
relation on the #- lusters into - hains, then build for ea h - hain a ir uit
similar to the one shown in Fig. 5, and nally onstru t an adder tree similar
to that in Fig. 4( ), but with the bottom layer omprised of the built ounters rather than half-adders. The algorithm shown in Fig. 6 does this trying
to balan e the resulting adder tree. Extra tMin (Q) extra ts and returns a pair
( ; m) 2 Q (where is a ir uit and m 2 N is the maximum value this ir uit
an output) with the minimum value of m, and Add ( 1 ; 2 ) onstru ts a ir uit
whi h omputes the sum of values omputed by 1 and 2 (i.e., an adder is put
`on top' of 1 and 2 ). Note that Q is a priority queue and an be eÆ iently
implemented as either a binary heap or by keeping a list of ir uits for ea h m.
When partitioning G into - hains, it is advantageous to make the number
of su h - hains as small as possible, in order to redu e the number of adders in
the adder tree. Thus one an formulate an optimisation problem of partitioning
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input :
output

Q | a non-empty set of pairs ( ; m), where
: | a ir uit

is a ir uit and m 2 N

jQj > 1 do
; m ) Extra tMin (Q)
; m ) Extra tMin (Q)
Q Q [ f(Add ( ; ); m + m )g
/* now jQj=1 */
( ; m) Extra tMin (Q)

while

(
(

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

return

Fig. 6.

An algorithm for building a tree of adders.

G into the smallest number of

- hains. This is essentially the well-known

minimum vertex-disjoint path over problem (zero-length paths omprising a

single vertex are admissible).
This problem is NP- omplete for general graphs, sin e he king the existen e
of a Hamiltonian path is equivalent to he king whether it is possible to over the
verti es of a given graph by a single vertex-disjoint path. Nevertheless, for a y li
graphs (note that G is a y li ) it an be redu ed to the maximum mat hing
problem on a bipartite graph, and solved in polynomial time [4℄. However, one
should bear in mind that G is given impli itly, and an be very large. (It is
not un ommon to have an unfolding pre x with hundreds thousands events.)
Therefore, using an exa t algorithm for solving this problem might be either too
memory demanding (if G is built expli itly), or too slow due to the need of
working with an impli itly represented graph ( he king whether there is an ar
between two verti es of G is quite expensive in su h a ase, as one might have
to traverse the whole pre x). Thus a fast `greedy' algorithm for partitioning the
set of #- lusters into - hains has been designed. It is des ribed in [6℄.

4 Experimental results
The proposed method has been tested with the zChaff SAT solver [8℄, and
the popular set of deadlo k he king ben hmarks olle ted by J.C. Corbett [1℄
has been attempted. (For obvious reasons, only examples with deadlo ks from
this olle tion were used.) All the experiments were ondu ted on a PC with a
PentiumTM IV/2.8GHz pro essor and 512M RAM.
The experimental results are shown in Table 1, where the meaning of the
olumns is as follows (from left to right): the name of the problem; the number of non- ut-o events in the pre x; the lengths of the rst omputed and a
shortest violation tra es; the number of #- lusters and - hains omputed by
the heuristi algorithms des ribed in [6℄; the size (the number of new variables,
lauses and literals) of the translation of the ounter ir uit for the basi translation des ribed in Se tion 2 and for the improved one des ribed in Se tion 3;
and the time taken by the SAT solver to ompute the rst violation tra e and
the time taken by the algorithm in Fig. 3 to ompute a shortest violation tra e
using the basi and the improved translations of the ounter.
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Problem

Q
Speed
Da (6)
Da (9)
Da (12)
Da (15)
Dp(6)
Dp(8)
Dp(10)
Dp(12)
Elev(1)
Elev(2)
Elev(3)
Elev(4)
Hart(25)
Hart(50)
Hart(75)
Hart(100)
Key(2)
Key(3)
Key(4)
Mmgt(1)
Mmgt(2)
Mmgt(3)
Mmgt(4)
Sent(25)
Sent(50)
Sent(75)
Sent(100)

Pre x

jEnE ut j
7229
1663
53
95
146
206
66
120
190
276
98
496
2266
9598
101
201
301
401
454
4057
35905
38
385
3312
25945
176
201
226
251

Tra e

Partitions

shtst #- l - h
75 21 179 25
24
4 30
9
6
6 23 11
9
9 35 17
12 12 47 23
43 15 59 29
6
6 18
6
8
8 24
8
10 10 30 10
12 12 36 12
9
9 16
5
22 12 24
7
30 15 32
9
23 18 40 11
26 26 76 26
51 51 151 51
76 76 226 76
101 101 301 101
52 42 103 18
53 43 223 41
65 44 407 82
6
6 11
2
8
8 26
7
10 10 36
6
12 12 44
7
34
3 40
3
59
3 65
3
84
3 90
3
109
3 115
3
1st

Table 1.

vars
28881
6620
195
359
564
802
247
461
737
1082
374
1960
9033
38354
385
783
1180
1581
1792
16194
143582
136
1518
13217
103741
684
783
883
980

Translation of ounter
Basi
Improved
ls
lits vars ls
lits
115479 375221 520 8781 26031
26436 85832 98 1952 5806
761
2437 72 279
833
1409
4527 116 460 1372
2236
7230 160 662 2000
3182 10292 205 864 2600
973
3135 55 222
628
1823
5885 75 341
987
2919
9431 96 475 1381
4306 13954 119 635 1861
1478
4770 43 222
640
7812 25336 65 685 2017
36095 117239 94 2549 7607
153366 498344 117 9950 29798
1519
4897 218 826 2528
3109 10061 440 1684 5188
4692 15196 666 2566 7942
6299 20425 888 3424 10602
7140 23152 285 1309 3761
64730 210284 680 6123 18051
574286 1866352 1269 39797 118855
528
1686 25
98
250
6050 19622 80 618 1806
52831 171631 98 3584 10658
414915 1348381 119 26273 78693
2716
8790 69 370 1028
3109 10061 98 480 1302
3509 11361 123 579 1549
3888 12574 149 681 1803

Time
1st

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
2

<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

77

<1
<1
<1
<1

Bas.
3
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
27
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
20
548
<1
<1
<1
86
<1
<1
<1
<1

Imp.
1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
3
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
2
224
<1
<1
<1
80
<1
<1
<1
<1

Experimental results for deadlo k he king.

The experiments show that in many ases the rst omputed violation tra e
was mu h longer than a shortest one, with the results for the Sent ben hmarks
being parti ularly impressive. This on rms that in pra ti e omputing shortest
violation tra es an indeed greatly fa ilitate the debugging pro ess.
One an see that the number of #- lusters and - hains is usually quite
small ompared to the number of non- ut-o events in the pre x, and thus the
redu tion in the size of the formula is quite signi ant. It is possible to evaluate
the maximum redu tion whi h an be a hieved by the improved translation over
the basi one as follows. In the ideal ase, all the events in the pre x would be
in on i t with ea h other, and so the ounter ir uit an be implemented as a
single _-gate. Su h an implementation results in one new variable (for the gate's
output), n + 1 lauses and 3n + 1 literals in the orresponding CNF formula,
where n = jE n E ut j. The orresponding parameters for the basi translation
are given in Se tion 2, and the improvement ratios for new variables, lauses
and literals are (4n 2 log2 n 4)=1  4n, (16n 10 log2 n 16)=(n + 1)  16
and (52n 36 log2 n 52)=(3n + 1)  17 31 , respe tively. Thus the redu tion ratio
for variables an grow unboundedly with n, whereas for lauses and literals it is
bounded by 16 and 17 31 , respe tively.
The improvement ratios for the ben hmarks in Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 7.
One an see that for the number of new variables, the redu tion ratio indeed
grows with the size of the pre x (though not as fast as in the ideal ase), and is
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Fig. 7.

Improvement ratios.

between two and three orders of magnitude for large ben hmarks. For lauses and
literals, the improvement rate also grows with the size of the pre x, and omes
surprisingly lose to the best possible ratio for large ben hmarks. Moreover, it
should be noted that sin e the improved translation uses a lot of multiple-input
_-gates, the orresponding CNF formula has many lauses of length two, whi h
makes the SAT instan e easier for the solver.
The omparison of the running times of the algorithms shows that, ex ept
one test ase, it was not too time- onsuming to ompute a shortest violation
tra e. (This is probably due to the fa t that only a few ben hmarks are large.)
Moreover, the improved approa h has a lear advantage over the basi one in
terms of time. The only ben hmark where omputing the shortest violation tra e
by the improved method took signi antly more time than just solving the original model he king problem was Key(4). (Note that for Mmgt(4) the in rease
in time was quite modest, whi h an be explained by the fa t that the rst omputed violation tra e was already optimal and very short.) In general, however,
one an expe t a signi ant in rease in time when omputing the shortest violation tra es, due to the following phenomenon, related to phase transition. Let t
be the length of the shortest violation tra e. If t is signi antly larger than t ,
adding the onstraint Threshold t to the formula will ex lude only a few satisfying assignments, and the resulting formula will not be mu h harder for the solver
than the original one. On the other hand, if t is signi antly smaller than t ,
adding Threshold t to the formula will yield an over onstrained SAT instan e
whi h usually an be qui kly proven unsatis able. A hard situation an o ur
when t is lose to t . In su h a ase, if the SAT instan e is satis able, it often
has only a small number of satisfying assignments (and thus su h an assignment
might be diÆ ult to nd), and if it is unsatis able, it might be hard to show
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this. The last part of Se tion 1 dis usses how the impa t of this phenomenon
an be alleviated in pra ti e.

5 Con lusions and future work
Although performed testing was limited in s ope, one an draw some on lusions
about the eÆ ien y of the proposed approa h. Computing shortest violation
tra es an fa ilitate the debugging pro ess and save a lot of designer's time,
sin e in many ases the rst omputed violation tra e is mu h longer than a
shortest one. A ording to the experimental results, for large problem instan es
it an redu e the number of new variables in the formula by two{three orders
of magnitude, and a hieve almost optimal redu tion in the number of lauses
and literals, i.e., the length of the CNF formula orresponding to the threshold
onstraint was surprisingly lose to that for a single multiple-input _-gate!
The possible dire tions for future resear h in lude using a Boolean minimiser
to derive short formulae not only for half-adder and full-adder ells but also for
adders with a small number of inputs, and exploiting the stru ture of the pre x
to redu e the size of other pseudo-Boolean onstraints en ountered when dealing
with various model he king problems.
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